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AT A MEETING ON JULY 17

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, August 5, 1933

TEXT OF THE NEW CHARTER
The full text of the City Manager-Council Charter, to be voted
upon Sept. 11 by the citizens of Rockland, is presented in four install
ments for the consideration of the people. Comments and suggestions
are invited, either sent to the Civic Affairs Committee of the Chamber
at 447 Main street, or sent to The Courier-Gazette for publication.
All articles must be signed.
This advertisement is paid for by the Chamber of Commerce and
is printed without prejudice either for or against, but with the idea
that the citizens should be fully informed as to the provisions of the
charter.

THE FORTY CLUB
Voted 100'r—Without Reservation—

to support the

THREE CENTS A COPY

HEADS NO-REPEAL MOVEMENT

Volume 88................... Number 93

THE GENEROSITY OF JOHN GRIBBEL

E. M. Lawrence Of Rockland Made Chairman and Issues Noted Rockport Summer Citizen Gives To Scotland Rare
Poems By Robert Burns
Call For Day Of Prayer
Written For The Courier-Gazette by The Honorable Justice William Renwick
Riddell of Toronto and Rockland Breakwater

It is not as yet known except to a; out his permission give, or allow to be
very few that our esteemed and be- taken, copies of anything here conloved summer visitor, John Grib- I tal?ed:
*ive t0 t*"7°r}‘J
,
.
. at large, what he never meant, should
bel of St. Austell s, Wyncote, and se€ tbe light at the Gentleman's reRace street, Philadelphia, has Just quest, whose from this time It shall
become the much-envied owner of a be, the Collection was made, and I
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE
most treasured volume
w111 add' to hls amiable Lady. It Is
The club feels the adoption of the charter to be essen
presented as a sincere though small
ARTICLE VI
city manager shall be chosen by the
Lovers of the Scottish poet. Robert f trlbute of graUtude for the many.
tial to the well being of our city and will support it at
council
solely
on
the
basis
of
his
Administrative Officers
Burns, will remember that the first many happy hours the author has
executive and administrative quali
collection of his poems to be given 1 spent under their roof.—There,
the polls Sept. I I. You are urged to give the measure
Sec. I. Titles and appointments
to the public was published at Kil-1 what Poverty even though accomfications, and need not be a resident
I here shall he the following ad
your thoughtful consideration and to aid in its pass
marnock in 1786.
I panted with Oenius must seldom
of the city of Rockland or the state
ministrative officers and boards.
The edition was small (netting expect to meet with at the tables
age.
of Maine at the time of his appoint
Burns some thirty pounds); and and In the circles of Fashionable
(a) The following officers and
ment.
copies have become very scarce, not Life, his welcome has ever been, The
boards shall be appointed by ballot
more than about a score known to be cordiality of Kindness and the
DO YOUR PART
Sec. 6. Powers and duties of the'
by a majority vote of the voting
in existence. Mr. Gribbel was al warmth of Friendship. As from the
city manager. The city manager
ready the happy possessor of three situation in which it is now placed,
members of the council: city mana
shall be administrative head of the
copies of this edition, when the copy this M. S. S. may be preserved, and
ger, clerk, city solicitor, treasurer
which had been the property of this Preface read when the hand
city
government,
and
shall
be
re

and tax collector, auditor and dis
Burns’ admired and loved friend, which now writes and the heart
sponsible to the council for the ad
James, Earl of Glencairn. came on which now dictates it may be mouldLITTLE BENNY’S COIN' bursing agent who shall also be
the market. All will remember ering in the dust; let these be reclerk to overseers of the poor, ministration of all departments.
Burns' fervent lament for the Earl garded as the genuine sentiments of
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Down To Mrs. Cogan’s Barn, assessors of taxes, planning board, The powers and duties of the city
of Glencairn after his premature a man who seldom flattered any, and
manager shall be as follows:
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In
and
board
of
health.
death in 1791, the last stanza of never those he loved.
Where Thomaston Folks
advance; single copies three cents.
(a) To see that the laws and
which reads:
27th April 1791
Robt Burns."
(h) The following officers and
Advertising rates based upon circula
Will
Make
Fir
Pillows
Burns after 1791 lived in the town
tion and very reasonable.
boards shall be appointed by the ordinances are enforced.
The
bridegroom
may
forget
the
bride
|
of
Dum(ries;
there
a
lso resided in
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
(b) To exercise control over all
Wan made hls wedded wife yestreen;
city manager, subject to confirma
(No blame attached to Lee Pape.)
Woodlee Park. Glenriddell's brother,
The Rockland Oazette was established
The monarch may forget the crown
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
That on hls head an, hour has been; Waller and his wife Maria Riddell,
Me an Pop an Ma was waukin tion by the city council: city engi departments and divisions created
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
The mother may forget the bairn
an authoress (poetical and nondown
Oreen st. last nite after makin neer, superintendent of streets, wire herein, or that may hereafter be
In 1882 The Free Press was established
That smiles so sweetly on her knee.
poetical) of some note. The poet
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to a call on my grate ant Jane wich is inspector, plumbing inspector, in created.
But 1*11 remember thee. Glencairn.
the Tribune These papers consolidated my Pops ant Jane, me eatin a ice
And a' that thou hast done lor me.' was a frequent and a welcome guest
(c)
To
make
appointments
and
March 17. 1897.
in this Dumfries home.
creem cone an feelln prltty good wile spector of buildings, city physician,
During Olcncairn's lifetime. Burns
Unfortunately he one evening, pre
, it lasted.
city marshal, chief of the fire de removals as provided in this charter.
had written a poem of four quart-, suming on this friendship, offered
^*•**•*■•■*•**•**•**•*'•*'•'*•*************11
"O Wilyam.” sed Ma. “I hav a nice partment, all other department
(d) To attend meetings of the
rains in praise of him. ending:
an insult to Mrs. Riddell—family
I plan for tomoro nite. That glad an
—
The wisest man may always
heads whose positions may be from council, except when his removal is
tradition has it that Burns, some
Among the illustrious Scottish sons
learn something from the hum- ♦ I festif seesun of the peer is now at
being considered, and recommend
what under the influence of liquor,
That chief thou may'st discern;
blest peasant.—J. Petit-Senn.
•* i hand wen from far an neer gether time to time created by ordinance,
Mark Scotia's fond returning eye,
left the other gentlemen at the din
•••
••• the fathefull to All the gay hude plllos and upon recommendation of heads for adoption such measures as he
It dwells upon Glencairn
ner table and sought the lady in her
, with the sweet an arumatick fur of departments, all minor officers may deem expedient.
__
boudoir — the husband following
'meenin the fur ofen trees).”
He
was
an
"accomplished
noble(e) To keep the council fully
man, a scholar, a man of taste and I •,hortly after- witnessed 'he unpar
"Yes, yes," Pop ses, "an whare do and employees.
No. 13734
donable insult to his wife. At first,
advised
as to the business, financial
Sec.
2.
Power
of
the
council
1
1
cum
in?
”
sensibility."
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
the breach did not seem Impossible
Edward
M.
Lawrence
of
Rockland,
,
Mr.
Lawrence
’
s
first
official
act
It
was
the
copy
of
the
Kilmarnock
"Why
rite
in
the
big
barn
dore
Office of Comptroller of the Currency
with regard Io appointive officers condition, and future needs of the
formerly prominent in politics in this was to issue In the name of the com edition which Glencairn subscribed to be healed: Burns wrote the peniWuhlngton. D C.. July 19. 1933 , down tc Mis Cogans." ses Ma, "whare
I he council shall have city.
WHEREAS by satisfactory evidence : you'll grab youself a pare of sissers and boards.
State, was elected to the chairman mittee a call to the churches to for and received that recently came tent verses:
presented to the undersigned It has been
prayer. In this call'Sept. 10. the day
power
hv
ordinance
or resolve:
[ (f) To perform such other duties
an snip for deer life Did you think
made to appear that
ship of the dry forces of the State before the election was set apart into the ownership and possession The friend whom wild from Wisdom's
of Mr. Gribbel—and I congratulate
way.
(a) To create any new ap- as may be prescribed by this charter at a meeting in Waterville Thurs
"THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF ; for 1 rrinnit the fur tips was goin
as a day of special prayer before
The lumes of wine Infuriate send
ROCKLAND”
i to wauk ofen the brantches an into pointive office.
or required by ordinance of the day. Mr. Lawrence will supervise | the election, The statement issued him most heartily on the fact.
(Not moony madness more astray)—
This circumstance it was which
In the CITY of ROCKLAND In the the pillos without eny help from morWho but deplores that hapless friend?
and help put over the program by is:
(b) To assign or authorize the council.
County of KNOX and State ot MAINE ' tel man? Thare is wurk for you
induced me to make better known
which
the
drys
expect
to
make
an
“
Since
liquor
and
the
liquor
trafhas compiled with all the provisions ot
Mine
was th' Insensate frenzied part
city manager to assign the duties
Sec. 7. Right of city manager in
here an instance of his splendid
the Statutes of the United States, re thare Wilyam an I hav inlisted you in
effort to put Maine on record Sept fic have been of the greatest hin
Ah! why should I such scenes out
council. The city manager shall be 11 as being opposed to the repeal of drance to good living and to the generosity—which, indeed, is much
quired to be complied with before an that brave entaprize.
of 2 or more offices to 1 officer.
live?—
association shall be authorized to com
better knotfn and recognized in
so abhorrent to my heart
"O nl rite, al rite," Pop ses, "that
(c) To divide the duties of any entitled to a seat in the council, and national prohibition.
coming of the Kingdom of God In Scotland and elsewhere than in Scenes
mence the business of Banking:
•Tls thine to pity and forgive.
bein
the
only
thing
for
me
to
sayNOW Therefore I. J. F T. O'CONNOR.
Mr.
Lawrence
who
has
been
servthe
world;
and
since
a
most
deteroffice between 2 or more offices.
shall have the right to take part in
America. I For example, about a
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby in the nachur of the case an enywav
But the hopes of forgiveness and
(d) To authorize the appoint the discussion of all matters coming ing for some time as chairman of mined effort, is being made in this month ago there appeared in the reconciliation proved illusory and all
certify that
I dor.t kno but what that is a good
the Knox County No-Repeal com country by the liquor sellers and mast influential paper in Canada,
|
way
to
spend
an
evenin.
”
"THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
ment of assistants or deputies in any before the council, but shall have no mittee will start his campaign in others to bring back the open, legal
communication between the former
an article relating the circumstance,
ROCKLAND"
“An can I go two. Ma. I ses, can I?” office.
Lubec tonight, when he will address ized sale of this evil; and since the and speaking of it in most appre close friends ceased -though Marla
I vote therein.
in the CITY of ROCKLAND In the
"I dont kwite kno." ses Ma, "Ill hal
Riddell, Indeed, on Burns' death not
Sec. .7. Terms of service. AU.
Substitute. During the his former fellow townsmen, having 1 State of Maine will have the oppor- ciative terms.
County of KNOX and State of MAINE Is 1 to see about that," an we wauked on,
long after, wrote of him in most ap
at one time been a prominent cm- tunity to help or retard the coming
authorized to commence the business
The
story
is
worth
telling
at.
some
of Banking as provided In Section Fifty | me thinkin, O Heck, but not sayin appointive officers and boards whose vacancy in the city manager's office, ployer in that town.
J of this legalized sale in t.he election length. When, in 1788. Burns on preciative terms.
one hundred and sixty nine of the Re it yet. an lust then Bobby Clark terms arc not specified in this anil during the absence or disability
Whether, as tradition has it, the
Other members of the State No- ' for delegates to the constitutional settling up with Creech, the publish
vised Statutes of the United States.
bebbed up an he sed 'Hello Benny' an ,’barter shall hold office at the
reconciliation
when well in view was
Repeal Campaign committee include convention on Sept. 11,
In Testimony Whereof, witness
of
the
manager,
the
council
mav
„
er of the second edition of hls Poems
...
,
.... ,
Mrs. Kate B Ellis of Fairfield, rep|Seal| my hand and Seal of Office this I sed Hello Bobby, an he sed what
"The No-Repeal Campaign com • the Edinburgh edition of 1787) prevented by gossip and unwtse re
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933. you aoin tomoro nite, an I sed why, pleasure of the appointing power, designate a properly qualified per- I resenting the statc Orangc. Mrs
marks of Burns to his cronies, we
mittee calls upon every Christian in
J. F. T. O'Connor.
an he sed my mother sed I can go except that the city manager, in son to perform the duties of mana- j H. Huddilston of Orono, president the State to set aside a portion of found himself the possessor of near need not enquire. Si non c vero, e
Comptroller of the Currency.
ly five hundred pounds, he gave some
up
to
Mis
Cogan's
barn
an
help
an
of the Council of Maine Women each day in which to specifically two hundred to his brother. Gilbert, ben trovato.
88-114
case the city council proceed to re ger and fix his compensation.
to ask your mother to let you go two
Then it was that were penned the
c
o Duties
n
i administrative
j
■ ■ . .• Favoring
Prohibition; Mrs.
William pray that this State may not go on who was supporting their widowed
move
him.
after
6
months
’
service.
■Vr.
'/.
of
a
.
u
an so he ast my Ma an she sed yes if
....
'
R- Pattangall of Augusta,
chairman
record as favoring the return of that mother, and the remainder, with verses which have ever seemed to
[ he will behav his self, an I sed yes may demand and be entitledto officers other than
the manager. for Maine of the National Council of which will hinder the coming of the
tarnish the fame of Burns. Of the
further profits from his pen. he de husband he wrote:
■ I will. Ma. gee whizikers onest I will written charges and a public hear- Duties of administrative officers Women for Law Enforcement; Mrs. Kingdom of God among men;
voted
to
settling
himself
for
life
as
a
Ma, an so we wauked on home me inti before the council, upon the other than the manager mav be pre- A,10??a 2. r.<^‘,?lb'’. ®*ate ?reudC,t!it
£UI’ther calls upon the church- farmer with his dearly loved Bon
Sic a reptile was Wat
sayin O Boy!”
lni- .
.
, ,
,
7. c
. of the W.C.T.U.; Arthur A. Heald, es to hold on the afternoon of SunAT THE
Sic a miscreant slave
question, prior to the date ot his re- scribed by the council, such dutie' associate secretary of the State Y M. day, Sept. 10, special sessions for nie Jean, whom he had at length
That the very worma damn’d him
to marry.
When laid in hls grave
moval, but pending such hearing the shall not be inconsistent with the C.A.; Dr. John M Arters. district prayer and urges all the Christian determined
He accordingly rented from Pat
etc., etc.
council mav suspend him from office, provisions of this charter.
superintendent of the Bangor Dis- people to congregate at. the hours rick Miller of Dalswinton (who. by
,
, . •
J. i a
c »/i
j
i .
J. tnct of the Methodist Churches, designated by the churches to pray the way, just failed to anticipate
Of the wife, the hand which wrote
WARREN. ME.
TEL. 16-4
DAILY TRIPS
Appointive officers and boards,, dec. IU. Assessors of taxes. At wbo
represents the Protestant, fervently and zealously that the will
the Epistle from Esophus to Maria,
6.30 A. M. and 2.03 P. M. (E. S. T.)
whose terms arc specified in this j its 1st meeting in January, 1934, or churches of the State; W. H. Bow- of God may prevail in all things and Pulton in the discovery of steam now wrote the Monody on a Lady
Narragansett Ale and Beer
navigation! on the farm on the
SI One Way; S7.2O Round Trip
on Draught
charter mav be removed bv theas soon thereafter as mav he,
the den of Winslow, treasurer of the that the liquor traffic shall not have Nith known as Ellisland. which he Famed for her Caprice:
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
harges and city council shall appoint 3 assessors '0™nittee; and Rev. Frederick W.|the right to debauch our citizenry occupied in 1788 There it. was that How cold ta that bosom which folly once
Ride Only in Buses Operating council upon written charges anil ic
Also Board and Room
Smith, superintendent of the Chris- and delay the furtherance of the
fired.
he wrote the vigorous and charac
Under Railroad Standards of
after a public hearing on the same. ] of taxes, 1 for a term of 1 year, one tian Civic League.
I ideals of the Kingdom of God."
Is that check, where the rouge
by day or week
teristic, if not very delicate verses; How pals
Safety and Responsibility.
lately glistened;
Sec-f. Compensation of officials. I for a term of 2 years, and 1 for a
ending
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
I'll hae a wife o' my atn.
All Home Cooking
The council shall fix by'order the term of 3 years; and annually there
Want only of wisdom denied her respect.
I'll partake wl' naetxxly
Chisholm Bros, and R. R. Station
Including
Want only of goodness denied her
etc., etc
salaries of the appointees of the after there shall be appointed by the
esteem.
Home Made Ice Cream
council. Salaries of the appointees city council 1 assessor for a term of
His excessive toil on this farm, it
The loss of the friendship of the
93*}t
.z.
TEL. 92
92-93
of the citv manager shall be fixed by three years. The assessors shall Com’r Crie Wants To Hear From Persons Having Com was. in the opinion of competent
judges, which was the real cause of l 'y°°llec. RLdd
hold
office
until
their
successors
are
the city manager subject to the ap
his premature death—the slander- [ thc poet, but worse was to follow.
plaints—May Ask Repeal Of Law
Glenriddell took up his brother's
appointed and qualified. If for
ous attribution of it to habits of
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE proval of the council.
inebriety is rightly discredited by all
Sec. 5. Appointment and quali any reason, a vacancy occurs in the
WHIZ BANG! GRAND OPENING
(Continued on Page Eight)
fications of the city manager. The membership of the board of asses The great army of seagulls which I rics faster than they can be picked whose opinion Is worth anything.
UJ
Appointed
an
Excise
officer.
Burns
sors, the vacancy shall be filled frequents this section of the Maine by hand
u
REMEMBER!
Commissioner Crle is in receipt of did not for a IJme fall to continue to YOUR FAVORITE POEM
forthwith by the council, for the un- coast is facing a crisis of which bird
a pathetic note from an aged wom reside and work as a laborer on his
The dog is the only animal that will
<
EAST UNION, ME., PAVILION
leave his kind and follow man. I have 'expired term. The assessors thus instinct has evidently not in an who resides in an adjoining town. farm. He finally abandoned it in
If I had to live my life again I would
Q
8.00 STANDARD
“I have always depended upon my 1791 and removed to the town of have
extra fine POX TERRIER and Black appointed shall exercise the same formed it.
made a rule to read some poetry
-j
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Spurred by numerous complaints blueberry crop to pay my taxes" she Dumfries, where he resided until his and llftten to some music at leaat once
COCKER SPANIEL PUPS. Wonder powers and be subject to the same
a week The Iona of these tastes Is a
•
•
ii* L *l •
i
•
vuiiuui
mi Ik Lilt
ii
vuinvtuy
i miconcerning
their
voracity dii
and
un- wrote, “but this year I am deprived of death in 1796.
ful
companions
for
children.
Good
U LORD’S BROADCASTING ORCH. OF BANGOR
<liit.es and liabilities that similar, clean hablu Horatjo D Crie> com. even that revenue. The seagulls ate
Hls neighbor on the bank of the loss of happtneu. -Charles Darwin.
hunting dogs.
Nith was my "Scots Cousin." Cap
DR. SHERMAN, Rockland Tel. 598-W officers of the several towns and I mlssloncr of Sea and Shore Fisheries, all of mv blueberries before I could
>
Come and hear 12 year old Banjo Player—
tain Robert Riddell, a gentleman
THE BELEAGUERED CITY
91-93
cities in the state mav exercise, and i yesterday authorized The Courier- nave them picxed."
q
ROUND AND SQUARE DANCES
___________________ _____________ Gazette to say that any persons liavFishermen complain that the gulls who owned Friar's Carse, the adjoin I have read. In some old. marvellous tale.
w DON’T MISS THESE BIG EVENTS
REFRESHMENTS
ing
estate
—
this
was.
“
more
ScottiSome legend strange and vague.
(Contlnued on Page Two)
ing a grievance with the gull family steal their bait, and yachtsmen com
ADMISSION: MEN, 35c; LADIES. 15c
____________
| to communicate with him. Should plain that their boats are made un- co." Glenriddell. On it was a "Her That a midnight host of spectres pale
Beleaguered the walls of Prague
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE
mitage"
—
what
we
would
call
a
Bel

| the responses seem to warrant it he 1 tidy.
AN HOUR OF SONG
) said he should ask for the repeal of | The value of seagulls as scavengers vedere pr. prosaically, a Summer Beside the Moldau’s rushing stream.
With the wan moon overhead.
the law which gives protection to is conceded, but Commissioner Crle house,—in which Burns, to whom
stood, as In an awful dream.
j believes that if the law was removed Riddell had given a key. was wont There
Large Chorus, Directed gy these birds.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
The army of the dead.
y j Farmers who devote most of their ! and assault was made upon the gulls to sit and indulge his poetic fancy.
Opposite Strand Theatre
White as a sea-fog. landward bound.
Mrs. Nicholson, To Be time to raising blueberries are espe- that they would soon shun mankind The well known lines:
The spectral camp was seen.
cially
incensed
with
the
seagulls
At
present
they
are
so
tame
they
Thou
whom
chance
may
hither
lead
And. with a sorrowful, deep sound.
Ikon! Wear An Old Drooping Ilat
Heard In Waldoboro
JEFFERSON—ON DAMARISCOTTA LAKE
Be thou clad In ruaaet weed,
which swoop down upon their pas- will eat from the hand in some inThe river flowed between
When You Can Have Yours
WE INVITE YOU TO TRY OUR DELICIOUS 40 CENT DINNER
etc., etc.
tures in great flocks, and eat the her- stances.
EMERY OGILVIE, Manager
9O’lt-S99
No
other voice nor sound was there.
Sunday evening, at 7.30 standard
were written in this Hermitage—at
Cleaned and Blocked
No drum, nor sentry's pace;
there will be an hour of singing at the
least In their earlier form
The mlst-llke banners clasped the air.
As clouds with clouds embrace.
Riddell is described as "a man of
Congregational Church, Waldoboro,
literary and antiquarian spirit and But when the old cathedral bell
with a large chorus assembled chief
of kindly social nature.” He was a Proclaimed the morning prayer.
90Th-tf
ly through the efforts of Mrs John
cadet of the ancient Norman-Scots The white pavilions rose and fell
Nicholson. For half an hour the con Cong. Moran’s Reply To Searsport Woman Who Is To family of Riddell of that Ilk, i.e., On the alarmed air.
Riddell of Riddell in Roxburghshire; Down the broad valley fast and far
Marry Now That Her Party Won
THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS gregation will unite in singing
OFFERS
t
Sir Walter Scott's "Ancient Riddell’s The troubled army fled;
familiar hymns, led by John Heiser,
fair domain," which Riddell had not Up rose the glorious morning star.
organist. A solo by Mrs. Heiser, se- j
yet lost through devotion to scien The ghastly host was dead
lected songs by the quartet, and i "When you were campaigning here
Aug. 23. with reception at Blue tific agriculture, as he did in the I have read. In the marvellous heart of
Wrapped Caramels, lb 15c other special numbers will comprise ' last fall," Miss Helen Commow of fast.
Bird terrace."
man.
succeeding generation
Miss Commow was anparently too
1 lb Box Chocolates, 25c everyone"1
Dr. Currie tells us that "From him That strange and mystic scroll.
**
by
wrote Congressman MoA Home Company and Local Investment
much excited to ment.'on the namt and from all the members of his That an army of phantoms vast and wan
Beleaguer the human soul.
1 lb. Pep’mint Patties, 25c
The previous Sunday evening song 1 ran Tllursdtty
made a certain of the prospective bridegroom.
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
family. Burns received not. kindness
Our Ice Cream Parlor Always Open I services have been well attended 1 Promise which I am now keeping. I
Ackowlcdging the Invitation Rep only but friendship"—and undoubt Encamped beside Life's rushing stream.
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Comer Main and Pleasant Streets and many have expressed pleasure j
In Fancy's misty light.
you that if the Democratic resentative Moran wrote:
edly Burns entertained for him the
shapes and shadows gleam
92-105
“I realize full well that the Demo warmest feelings of gratitude and Gigantic
J both in singing themselves and in j P®rty K01 in 1 c°uld Bet married. As
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Portentous through the night
I listening to the chorus and its mem-!the Democrats were fortunate cratic party has so improved the affection. He speaks of him as “the
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
b?rs. Thai direction of Mr. and Mrs enough to win I can now do so. I country in general since coming into worthy Glenriddell, deep read in old Upon Its midnight battle-ground
The spectral camp Is seen.
February, May, August and November I st. Callable
j John Heiser, professional music want you and Mrs. Moran to come power that it. is now safe to do al coins.” In 1791. Burns presented And
Work Done Anywhere
with a sorrowful, deep sound.
teachers in Boston, Insures the merit to my wedding, which will be at St. most anything, even to getting mar Glenriddell with two quarto volumes Flows the River of Life between.
PROMPT SERVICE
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
Francis’ Catholic Church in Bel ried."
j
of
these
sacred
concerts.
They
have,
of
manuscript,
some
in
his
own
Water pipes repaired and relaid.
This stock, issued under the approval of the'
voice nor sound Is there.
handwriting and some written by NoInother
Inside and out, digging includ indeed, become very widely known in
the army of the grave;
,
this
section
of
the
state
for
theh
genPublic Utilities Commission is offered to investors
another
hand
—
in
a
note,
Burns
says
No other challenge breaks the air.
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
SILSBY’S
"The Transcriber was one of the But the rushing of Life's wave
laid out and cleaned when plugged. ' erous and unceasing efforts to pro
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
mote
good
music
—
their
time,
talent,
Clergy." Burns prefixed the follow And when the solemn and deep churchCesspools dug and roeked, and sep
yielding a little more than 6%, per annum.
ing:
’ bell
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep and knowledge being only too often
given
gratuitously.
Not
infrequent

"As this Collection almost wholly Entreats the soul to pray.
er. Floors remented and walls re
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
The
phantoms feel the spell.
BLUE
AND
WHITE
FLOWERED
STAR
OF
BETHLEHEM
ly
one
or
more
of
their
students
take
consists of pieces local or unfipished, Themidnight
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
shadows sweep away.
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
part in the program.
fragments, the effusion of a poetical
PLANTS, 85 CENTS EACH
work, etc.
Everyone is welcome, and it is
moment and bagatelles strung in Down the broad Vale of Tears afar
land, Maine.
S. E. Eaton
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,
371 Main Street
hoped that the public will aid in
rhyme simply pour passer le temps, The spectral camp Is fled;
shlneth as a morning star,
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
TEL. 1187-Y
ROCKLAND, ME. making these musical evenings more
ROCKLAND, ME.
the Author trusts that nobody into Faith
Our ghastly fears are dead.
93*lt
\
109-S-tf
and more successful.
wtiose hands it may come will with—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

CITY MANAGER
CHARTER

40:
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WE DO SELL BEER!

MILLSYDE LUNCH

BOSTON

WAR ON THE SEAGULLS

Maine Central Trans. Co.

_

_SATURDUAY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ NIGHT DANCES

%

PHILIP’S

HAT CLEANER

BEACH FARM INN

for 75c

COUNTRY SAFE FOR DEMOCRATS

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

JACK GREEN’S

SATURDAY SPECIAL

Every-OtKer-Day
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NEW SERIES STARTS
the useful life of the improvement
for which they are issued, and in
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Finnan Haddie First In the
no case to exceed 30 years. Bonds
issued after the adoption of this
HAJ Races At Camden
We are troubled on every side, yet' J
Lots of folks are getting all "het up" over the new Industrial
(Continued from Page One)
not distressed; we are perplexed, but |
such a date as may be fixed by the charter shall be payable in equal
Code. Well, what's the use. We've got to sign It and like It and
Thursday
p< rhaps it may be just the kind of medicine we need. I."4's hope so.
council, render to the manager a annual serial installments, including
not in desoair.—IX Cor. 4:8.
are subject to, under the laws of
Have any of this paper's
But
surely
now
is
the
time
to
buy.
full report of the transactions of his , principal and interest. Every order
The first race of the second series
readers, gifted with the
FOR MEN—
the state.
was sailed Thursday with "Finnan
department for the year. On the tor the issue of bonds shall provide
THE NEW CITY CHARTER
nothing faculty, noticed—
DRESS
SHIRTS
at
same
old
low
prices
59c,
$1.00,
$1.50
5cc. II. Composition and term
Haddie," skippered by Miss Julia
basis of these reports, the manager i for a tax levy for each year to meet
WORK SHIRTS .......................... -................................... 59c, 65c, 75c
Henry, coming in first. Following the
KHAKI PANTS .............................................................................. $1.00, $1.25
There are no matters of greater | THAT however beautiful the bride of city planning board. The city shall prepare and publish an annual the annual serial installment of
race, the sailors and a large number
WORK PANTS ............................................................. 98c, $1.25, $1.98
present concern to Rockland than may be, the reporters with the cam- planning board shall consist of 3 report. In addition to a summary principal and interest, and such
cf their friends and relatives enjoyed
SWEATERS
—
all
wool
...............................................................
$2-50
a tea at the yacht club with Mrs.
those that have natural association eras manage to divest her of that members, each to serve 3 years, ex of the services rendered by the vari amounts shall be included in the
OVERALLS ................................... . ................................... $1.00, $1.50
Thomas J. Watson as hostess.
cept that at the 1st appointment
with the new city charter, which pro distinction.
SHIRTS
AND
DRAWERS
.
..............................................
25c.
45c.
6$c
ous departments the report shall tax levy for each year until the debt
This gathering celebrated the end
4 4
under this charter 1 shall be apUNION SUITS .......................................... ................... 50c, 75c, $1.00
vides for a city manager and the
is extinguished.
of the first series of these twice a
show:
FOR BOYS—
council form of government.Be- j THAT those two granite
hitching pointed for 1 year, 1 for 2 years,
week races and Mr Watson awarded
Sec. 9. Temporary loans. Money
................. „........ ............... 59c, 69c
BLOUSES AND SHIRTS
1. Receipts classified according
cause thewelfare of everycitizen is I posts on Middle street are eloquent and 1 for 3 years, and thereafter 1
the prizes he had offered for the
..................... ,.... 59c, 65c, 75c, 88c
may
be
borrowed
in
anticipation
of
PANTS
—
Shorts
or
Knickers
to sources,
scries. Miss Julia Henry won the
bound up in it, there is a civic duty [reminder of days gone by. which on shall be appointed each year,
..................... .............. $1.00, $1.25
SWEATERS ........................
receipts irom taxes during any fiscal
beautiful first prize, a silver model
..... ............................................. 59c
2. Expenditures classified ac
SWEAT SHIRTS .................
resting upon each to inform himself j the whole were days worth living.
/2. Duties and powers of
year, but the aggregate amount of
of a sailboat. She received also thd
.................................. 59c, 75c $1.00
OVERALLS ..........................
cording
to
objects.
The
classifica

upon what the charter means and
4 4
the city planning board. It shall
handsome
silver
cocktail-shaker
................................................. $1.01
such loan at any time shall not ex
KHAKI PANTS
offered as a special trophy by the
whether its adoption will provide a
THAT the ground on Limerock be the duty of the city planning tion of receipts and expenditures in ceed SO' ( of the revenue from taxes
.............................. 59c, $1.00, $1.50
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS
Boston Yacht Club in a race for
We are not trying to frighten anyone, but everyone ought to see
better system of municipal machin street cleared by the removal of the board to keep itself informed of the the report shall conform in general received during the preceding fiscal
amateurs only. She also took three
that
with
the
new
wage
scale,
shorter
hours
and
the
cotton
tax
added
to
the
classification
in
the
auditor's
ery and at the same time bear more Old Beals Hall offers a very good progress of city planning in this and
of the small silver platps offered by
year. All such loans shall be paid
to the cost of goods, prices of all goods are to be nitlch higher. The
Mr Watson as first prizes for indi
easily upon the citizen whose taxes j spot to build on.
other countries, to make studies and books.
time to buy is before prices advance.
out of the receipts from taxes for
vidual races of the series.
3. Balance sheets.
keep that machinery in operation.
recommendations for the improve
the fiscal year in which they are
The second prize, a silver model of
It is the conviction of that group of
Such
other
financial
informa-1
if|uedt
Money
may
al«>
be
bor

ment
of
the
plan
of
the
city
with
a
4.
THAT the towns around us seem
a sailboat, went to the "Hie-Epus,
citizens officially selected to study to be getting lots more in the wsy view to the present and future tion as may be required by the rowtd jn anticipation of revenue
owned by Joshua Chase and skip
pered by the Lees.
the matter, that the new system of public music this summer than movement of traffic, the conveni council.
| from bond issue in case such bond
Thursday's summary:
should be adopted. The Legislature Rockland is getting.
ence, health, recreation, general
Sec. 4. Annual budget. Not' issue has been authorized.
"Finnan Haddie"—Henry, Julia 2
has confirmed their judgment by
welfare, and other needs of the city later than 1 month before the end
hrs 7 min. 41 sec.
4 4
Sec. 10. Sinking fund. Until
enacting the charter upon which the
"Bubbles III"—Good, John, 2 hrs.
THAT the 1830 motor truck adver- dependent on the city plan; to con of the fiscal year the city manager the bonded indebtedness of the city
10 min. 4 sec.
fuil body of voters is expected to pass I tised in this paper was really of the sider and report upon the designs shall submit to the council budget of Rockland, in force at the time of j
“Viking"—Hutchins, J. G., 2 hrs. 10
The text of the charter is being 1930 vintage.
and their relations to the city plan, estimates for the ensuing fiscal year. the adoption of this charter, is paid, St. George Picks Off An Easy One and Is Now Sitting min. 15 sec.
printed in this paper for public con
of all new public ways, lands, build This budget shall be compiled from the city council shall raise and set ,
"Crag"—Osgood, A., 2 hrs. 11 min.
♦ 4
In Second Place
sideration. We earnestly commend
"Satana II"—Latta, William J. Jr
THAT if you drive down to the ings, bridges, and all other public detailed information furnished by apart each year for a sinking fund,
2 hrs. 11 min. 21 sec.
its study, to the end that citizens may
places
and
structures,
of
additions
the
administrative
officers
and
a
sum
equivalent
to
not
less
than
head of railroad wharf you cun get a
"Flicker II"—Ross. Betsy, 2 hrs 12
intelligently vote next month upon view of Rockland Breakwater in its to and alterations in those already boards on blanks, the forms of 2'i of the total appropriation for
Sunday's Double Header
’ garden, while "Dool" Dailey distin- m)n jg scc
Rockland vs. Thomaston at Com- guished himself by catching eight. [ “Fin”—Borland, C. B., 2 hrs. 12
its acceptance or rejection. We be fdll stretch across the harbor—a i existing, and of the layout or plot- which shall be designated by the that year. The sinking fund shall
.
.. .
|
,
.
, munity Park—first game beginning , an<f turning in an assist for good m|n -jg g£C
lieve that their voice will be for beautiful sight on a calm day.
ting of new sub-divisions of the city. city manager; and shall contain:
be applied only to the payment of at 2 ociock
measure. An except, onally good, "Thousand Eyes"—Gribbel, W. G.,
the charter's adoption.
4 4
All acts of the council or of any
play by Lord was among the features. 2 hrs. 13 min. 5 sec.
(a) Exact statement of the that bonded indebtedness of the
Next Week's Games
Batting honors went to the festive I "Time"—Watson, T. J. Jr., 2 hrs,
THAT when the paper is delayed in other branch of the city government financial condition of the city.
city,
the
payment
of
which
has
not
Monday
—
8t.
Oeorge
vs.
Thomaston
FRIEND TO KNOX COUNTY'
I. Simmons who made two singles 14 min. 3 sec.
I getting to press the whole neighbor- affecting the city plans shall be sub(b) Itemized statement of ap been provided for by serial install at Community Park
and a triple. Bovnton was the only I
Tuesday — Thomaston at St. Camden player ta make more than [ "Wildflower"—Hutchins, A., 2 hrs.
mitted to the board for report and propriations recommended for cur ments.
In the death of Robert Law this hood overflows with impatience.
j 14 min. 48 sec.
George
4 4
one hit.
recommendations.
The council rent expenses, and for permanent
' "Twells III"—Sailer, B. 2 hrs. 15
The sinking fund shall be invest
community notes the passing of a
Wednesday—Waldoboro at Rock
The score:
THAT somehow the Go light al may at any time call upon the board improvements, with comparative
min. 50 sec.
ed in the bonds of the city or in land.
generous friend, one of those out
St. George
ways appears to flash off just as you to report with recommendations statements in parallel columns of
"Hie-Epus"—Chase, J., 2 hrs. 16
Thursday—Camden vs. Thomaston
such other bonds as savings banks in
standing figures in the Knox County
ab r bh l.b po a e min. 7 sec.
arrive there and are in a great hutry. and the board of its own volition expenditures for the current and
at Community Park.
this state may from time to time be
summer colony, who k^>t himself in
Friday—St. Oeorge at Waldoboro. Ricker, p .......... 5 0 2 2 0 1 0 "Pezzazz"-Taylor, W„ 2 hrs. 16
• •
may also report to the council with next preceding fiscal year. An in authorized to hold for investment,
touch with its social and business
Saturday—Thomaston at. Camden. Davidson, lb .... 5 1119 0 0 min. 7 sec
THAT it is almost amazing, the
M. Simmons, ss 5222020
"Tide"—Watson, A. K, 2 hrs. 17
• • • •
affairs and w’as responsive always things you found you could do with recommendations on any matter crease or decrease in any item shall or may be deposited in such savings
Westberg. c ..... 4 1117 10 min 24 sec.
which,
in
the
opinion
of
either
body,
be
indicated.
The League Standing
banks.
with a contribution when matters of out during the past months of econo
White. 3b ........ 3 2 1 2 2 1 1
"Vixen"—Chatfield, W. H„ 2 hrs. 18
affects the plan of the city.
(c) Itemized statement of esti
Thomaston with its one-game vic- Monaghan, If .... 4 2 2 2 2 0 0 min. 36 sec.
Sec. 11. Payments. Money shall
a financial character fell to be con mizing.
- Anv matter referred by the coun mated revenue from all sources be paid out only on warrants on the tory still heads the list, and 8t I Simmons, cf 5 133400
sidered. In the several campaigns
♦ 4
,
•
, l
i
iGeorge has broken the second place I.owell. 2b ....... 3 1 2 3 0 4 0 law 1, off Leonard 3. Struck out, by
where the needs of the Knox Hos
standing:
THAT when other topics seem to cil to the board shall be acted upon other than taxation; and a state city treasury issued by the auditor , tle
Feyler. rf ........ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ri:ker 6. by Leonard 2. Double
bv
the
board
within
30
davs
of
the
ment
of
taxes
required
with
com

and
countersigned
by
the
city
man-1
W
PC
pital were under consideration, his lag. there is always some erroneous
plays, Westberg and Davidson; Leon
1 000
| Thomaston ______ 1
38 10 14 17 24 9 1 ard and Plaisted. Umpires, Talbot
check for a generous amount was report about the hospital that can date of reference, unless a longer or parative figures from the current a^r.
800
tmdrn
shorter
period
is
specified
by
the
The
auditor
shall
examine
all
pay
..............
J
and the next preceding year.
and Kelrst. Scorer, Winslow.
among the earliest to be recorded, be talked over.
066
• 4 • •
ab• r bh tb po a e 1
council.
*
(d) Such other information as rolls, bills, and other claims and de- Waldoboro ............ 1
and this object of his friendly regard ,
4 4
.333
4
0
0
0
0
1
oi
At
St.
George
last night St. George
McFarland,
ss...
The board shall submit to the may be required by the council.
.003
was only one of the many to whose j THAT when after shaving you
mands against the city and shall Camden ................. 0
Plaisted, 2b .... 3 a 1 1 2 1 o' defeated Camden 14 to 4.
council
an
annual
report
summariz

•
• • •
The budget shall be published issue no warrant for payment unless
calls he cheerfully responded. We examine your face in the mirror you
• • • •
Wadsworth, lb.... 3 0 1 1 3 0 11
ing
the
activities
of
the
board
for
3
1
not
later
than
2
weeks
after
its
sub

2
l
0
0
3
1
Chummy
Gray
has signed with the
ask
yourself
where
that
“
safety"
Thomas,
c
........
he
finds
that
the
claim
is
in
proper
st
Gror
<
e
1°.
<
amden
2
have lost a warm-hearted friend.
3 0 2 2 0 0 °l Norway team in the Pine Tree
the fiscal year, the recommenda mission to the council. The council form, correctly computed and duly j
business comes in.
Vma * fit"
Lord, 3b .......
3 1 I 2 4 1 0 League and will pitch the first game
AN OLD-FASHIONED TITLE
4 4
tions made by it to the council dur shall fix a time and place for hold certified, and legally payable.
the fourth inning when St. George Leonard, If. p
3 0 0 0 2 1 0 there tomorrow. Success to him
THAT if we could all of us speak ing the year and the action of the ing a public hearing upon the bud
3 a 0 0 8 1
The auditor may require any found the three Megunticook hur'.ers
We do not encounter today the with that pleasing voice of the tele council during the year on any and get, and shall give the public notice
A BASEBALL CHALLENGE
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
claimant to make oath to the valid for a total of 17 bases. Six suc Ccechi, p
old-fashioned title of Deacon, which phone operator, what a charming all recommendations made by the of such hearing, which shall be at
cessive hits were made off Ccechi in Oreenlaw, P. K 2 0 0 0 2 0 9| To the Sports Edi'r:
ity of a claim, may investigate any the fourth inning when S'- Oeorge
The W A C. Terrors challenge the
in former times arose naturally to world it would be to listen in.
board in that year.
least 10 days before the final pass claim, and for such purpose or pur- scored seven of its 10 runs. Aside
27 2 5 6 24 6 4 Lions Club, Forty Club. Elks Club
the lip when speaking of or to men
t> 4
The city engineer shall serve as age of the appropriation resolve.
poses mav examine witnesses under from that disastrous stanza it was a St. George ........ 0 0 0 7 1 0 0 2-■10 and Parry's Market 2nd team, to
cf a certain community distinction.
THAT many of the earlier genera chief engineer of the city planning
reasonably close game.
Camden .......... 0 0020000—2 games of baseball t/> be played when
Sec. 5. A ppropriation resolve. oath.
Center field had an attraction for
Two-base hits, White, Lowell. ever the opposing team wishes it to
This was not confined to his church tion of our citizens in setting out board. The board of health of the Not later than 1 month after the
The'
Sec. 12. Bonds of officers.
most of the batters. I. Simmons Lord. Three-base hlts I. Simmons.1 be played.
Freeland Staples
affiliations, whence the title took its trees to ornament home places set city shall advise the planning board beginning of the fiscal year the
require bonds, pulled down four nice flies in that Base on balls, off Ricker 1. off Green
40 Willow street, manager.
rise, but the citizen upon whom it them, as the old saying went, too from time to time of any municipal council shall pass an annual appro city council shall
..
--------with sufficient sureties, from all '------ l-n------------- -J,----------------sat with a certain grace found him close apart
improvements within the scope of priation resolve, which shall be persons trusted with the collection,
9 4
self addressed by it in every phase of
the planning board which, in the based on the budget submitted by custody, or disbursement of the
THAT the clumsy-fingered pub
his active life, social, business or
opinion of the board of health, the city manager.
public moneys.
IMAGINE
political. The times are not so dis lic have great admiration for those would improve the healthfulness of
The total amount appropriated
Sec. 13. Collection and custody
expert
young
women
who
operate
the
tant but that names can be recalled
shall not exceed the estimated reve of city moneys. All moneys re
the city.
—Deacon Brainerd, heading the J type-writer at lightning speed with
Sec. 13. City planning board lo nue of the city.
ceived by any officer, employee, or
out
so
much
as
glancing
at
the
keygranite industry. Deacon Torrey, of
Before the annual appropriation agent of the city for, or in connec
be a park commission. The plan
1
board.
the brass foundry. Deacon Gould,
ning board shall be a board of park resolve has been passed the council tion with, the business of the cits
4 4
merchant in bools and shoes. Deacon
, THAT when the rain pours, instead commissioners and as such shall may make appropriations for cur- shall forthwith be paid into the city
Crie, whose name yet figures in a
of worrying about its interfering with have the powers and duties of park rent departmental expenses, charge- treasury, and shall be deposited
business sign — these were men
ycur own plans you are glad for the , commissioners provided for by sec- able to the appropriations of the with such responsible banking in
active in the affairs of their vari
farmers, it shows your head and ! tion 84 of chapter 4 of the revised year when passed, to an amount stitutions as the council may deter-I
ous churches and the responsibilities
heart are sound.
statutes.
sufficient to cover the necessary ex- mine. All interest from such de
of the street, and spoken of always
* *
Sec. 14. Board of health. At penses of the various departments posits shall accrue to the benefit of
by the title which carried with it
BUYING A NEW
I THAT nature could have made life jts
mceting in 1934, or as soon ' until the annual appropriation re- the city.
respectful recognition of qualities of very pleasant by providing such
thereafter as may be, the city coun- i solve is in force.
Sec. 14. Purchasing of supplies. \
head and heart worthily worn.
mcon as that of last night for every cil shall appoint a board of health I Sec. 6. Transfers. The council
The purchasing agent shall pur
There are deacons in the churches fair evening.
of 3 members, 1 for a term of 1 j in the appropriation resolve shall chase all supplies for the city and
today, succeeding with full credit to
4 ♦
year, 1 for a term of 2 years, and 1 < provide for a reserve fund from for the several officers and boards
those of earlier times and held in as ] THAT Allle Burpee still has the
for a term of 3 years, and annually ; which transfers may be made only
general regard. Our point deals with first bat used by an organized Rock- ! thereafter there shall be appointed [by vote of the council, and no trans- thereof, except supplies for the
schools which he shall purchase only ,
the disappearance of the title, which [ land ball team and will be proud to
THAT'S WHAT IT DOES V^DER THE NEW
fer of any money shall be made from upon requisition by the superintend
seems to belong to the times that show it to you. He also has the first. by the city council 1 member of the
any fund other than this reserve ing school committee.
board
of
health
for
a
term
of
3
taw it used, and was somehow baten used by a Rockland Bandfund until the end of the fiscal year,
years.
The purchasing agent shall see to
expressive of community existence' belonged to his grandfather.
at
which time, after all warrants the delivery of supplies to each de
The
members
of
the
board
of
4 4
less hectic in character than that [
THAT the newly painted front of health shall hold office until their have been paid out of the various partment and take and file receipts
with which we are today familiar,
the Munsey Motor Co's budding on i successors are appointed and quali- funds, the auditor shall transfer to therefor. He shall conduct all sales
) Limerock street gives it a decidedly tied, If for any reason a vacancy this reserve fund any remaining of property unfit or unnecessary for
GOOD TIMES IN BATII
mere cheerful appearance.
- occurs in the membership of the balance or balances in these various the city's use, after such sales have
This matter of the twin destroyer
4 4
I Ixiard of health, the vacancy shall funds, except balances in the school been authorized by the council.
contracts coming to our neighbor on
THAT if Rockland cannot build , be filled forthwith by the council fund; the council may then author
The city manager shall act as
the Kennebec supplies occasion warships it is mighty glad to see for the unexpired term.
ize a transfer from the reserve purchasing agent until the council
No down payment nerc sary
now to own one of the new
for congratulations, which will be neighbor Bath getting fat contracts.
fund to any other fund in which by ordinance shall provide for the
ARTICLE VII
Frigidaires.
4 4
showered from every side. It means
there is an overdraft created by any appointment of a purchasing agent.
We Insta l it for you will.out
THAT it will not be an easy matter Business and Financial Provisions actual emergency.
the employment of a thousand skilled
any money chancing hands—not
workmen over a period of no less to tell the time of day by the Butler
Sec. I. Accounts and records.
[TO BE CONTINUED!
a penny down. Attached to the
Sec. 7. Borrowing. The bor
Frigidaire is an unobtrusive
Accounts shall be kept by the audi rowing of money by and for the city
than two years, with the attendant clock until those dials are painted.
little device called Meter-Ice.
4 4
launching upon the community of |
tor showing the financial transac shall be limited as to form and pur
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Deposit 15c in Meter-lee once
handsome payrolls, whose ultimate j THAT the proposed Democratic tions of all departments of the city. pose according to provisions 8 and
a day and your Frigidaire keeps
Past week's results: South Thom
destination is the shop-keeper and barbecue in Searsport will have noth- Forms of all such accounts shall be 9 of article VII of this charter.
on running: Then, when the
aston 6. Rockville 0; Snipers 13. South
ing on the one Dr. Crockett spon
''total deposits equal the cost of
the ensuing activity of business in its
prescribed by the auditor with the The credit of the city shall not in Thomaston 9; Rockport 3, Clark
the Frigidaire, the Frigidaire
sored in Thomaston many years ago. I
approval of the city manager. any manner be loaned to, or in aid Island 2.
multiplied channels. Happy days.
belongs to you.
4 4
The
League Standing
Accounts shall be kept in such a of, any individual, association, or
That’s how simple it Is. We
THAT
Deputy
Sheriff
Charles
A
PC
W
L
AFTER A LONG JOURNEY
even send a man around once a
manner as to show fully at all times corporation except that suitable pro So. Thomaston,
.733 •
4
11
Cavanaugh of Rockport has one of
month to collect the money and
.571 1
8
6
credit it to your account.
The report of Wolf's periodic comet , the largest and best gardens in Knox the financial condition of the city. visions may be made for the aid and Rockport,
8
.571
Clark
Island,
0
The auditor shall furnish to the support of the poor of the city.
having Just been sighted through i County this summer.
.538
Rockville,
7
0
manager, prior to the 1st regular
Uses less current than
See. 8. Bond issues. Money Snipers,
.402
7
6
Lick Observatory's giant telescope re- |
4 4
meeting
of
the
council
in
each
.385
may
be
borrowed
by
the
issue
and
Battery
F,
8
5
one ordinary lamp bulb
news interest in the subject of
THAT happy days are near at hand
......
.214
3
11
heavenly visitors. We know that! for lovers of that delectable pastry | month, a report conta.n.ng in detail sale of bonds or notes, pledged on Pirates,
Come in and see the new
This
week's
games:
Sunday,
Clark
the receipts and disbursements of the credit of the city, for the acquisi Island at South Thomaston: Rockport
there are among the readers of this ! known 8s blackberry pie
Frigidaire that actua’ly uses less
4 4
| the city on all accounts, the expen- tion of land, the construction and vs. Snipers, at Rockland; Battery F
current than one ordinary lamp
paper a number of students of the
bulb. This amazing new electric
THAT this is the month of family ditures made and the obligations in equipment of buildings and other vs. Rockville, at Rockport; Wednes
skies, who will hail the comet's return
refrigerator sets entirely new
,
..................
,,
; reunions, for which Knox County is curred during the preceding calen permanent public improvements, day. Battery F at South Thomaston; j
to the vicinity oi the sun after in
'
J
Pirates vs. Snipers, at Rockland; ’
standards of beauty, quality,
I Justly famous.
dar month, and a balance sheet and the payment or refunding of Clark Island vs. Rockville, at Rock
This
handy
little
de

economy and convenience. Here
absence of seven years, rambling
vice
makes
It
possible
showing the financial condition of bonds, notes and certificates of in port.
is automatic defrosting—auto
through space impenetrable to earth- '
voters wlll have
to buy a genuine
matic ice tray releasing—cold INSTALLED IN YOUR HOME
Frigidaire for only
ly vision, but finding its way back ; dQ ,o,s Qf advftncfi £tudylng before the city, of the several funds, and debtedness previously issued. No
15c a day!
storage space—1-4 more food
the total unexpended balance to the order providing for the issue of
ALL KINDS ,OF
space.
with a certainty that can be traced they go jnto the poping places
credit
of
each
department.
bonds
shall
be
passed
without
pub[
in seconds and inches. In the pres- sgpt u
Larger models can be had under the
Sec. 2. Auditing of accounts. lie notice by posting a notice of the
ence of such marvels one finds him____________
same plan for as little as 25c a day.
All the accounts of the city shall be same in 2 public places in the city
self lifting his hat.
Lively interest is being shown in
-----------------I the educational field day to*take place audited annually by a qualified of Rockland and advertising same
15c
WRECKED AT CAPE NEDDICK
Tuesday at "Rose Cliffs,” the summer accountant to be chosen by the in a newspaper of general circula-1
A Bottle
The 59-foot power vessel, Ed- home of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Law council.
tion, published in the county of
DAWSON’S ALE
BICKNELL BLOCK
TEL. 730
ROCKLAND, ME.
ward J . laden with 9.000 pounds of rence, 112 Beech street. The hours
Sec. 3. Reports. The auditor Knox at least 2 weeks before final
Right Out of the Wood
lobsters grounded on the rocks east will be 10.30 to 12.30 and 2 to 5 p. m.
shall
publish
each
month
a
state
action
bv
the
council,
and
the
apj
of Caoe Neddick lighthouse Thurs Evening at Methodist Church at 7.30.
10 CENTS A GLASS
day. It was expected that the ves There will be many brilliant speakers ment of the financial condition of proval of 4-5’s of all the members.
CHAPE’S LUNCH
sel would be a total loss. S. C. Burns to talk on horticulture (chiefly about the city.
of the council. Every issue of bonds
of Cumberland, the captain, and C. roses) and repeal. Everyone in Knox
470 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
BRANCHES AT VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN
Each
of
the
administrative
offi

shall
be
payable
within
a
term
of
|
E. Simmo ,s. the engineer, of Friend Couhty is invited. Take basket lunch
80’lt
cers
and
boards
shall
annually
on
years,
not
to
exceed
the
period
of
1
and
camp
chair.
ship, rowed ashore in a dory.
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and Margaret, Mrs. Ruth Blacking
ton, Philip and Leona, Paul Oxton,
Joyce Halligan, daughter of Mir. Mrs. Thelma Carroll and daughter
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Scalloper Pauline Boland, Capt. A.
and Mrs. Michael Halligan was a re Helen, and Joyce Hills. Ice cream,
Aug. 6—Camden—Utica Jubilee Sing A. Bain, arrived this morning with The Rockland & Rockport Corporation Has Taken Prompt
cent guest of her aunt Mrs. Bliss Ful- cake, cookies and olives were served,
ers at the First Congregational Church 3,000 gallons for Rodney Feyler.
the table attractive with Its decora
i ler tn Union.
Aug. 8—Camden—First Curtis Me
Action In the Connection
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman of tions of yellow and pink, seen in
morial concert «t opera house
Aug. 8 110.30 to 4.30)—Educational Club
Commissioner R. D. Crie has apRockland accompanied by Mrs. Jessie dainty basket favors at each plate,
Walker and Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, a large basket In the centre of the
LaCwrCiice°Xho«teMh “
**” E M
Irving Rich of Searsport as
The Code of Fair Trade Practices [ 20 per cent to 40 per cent more than
motored Sunday to Bar Harbor. table laden with balloons for the
Aug1 fowl's Head—Church fair and i a member of the executive committeeOther members of the party were boys, and dolls for the girls, the colors
supper.
, of the Maine lobstermen’s organlza- for the lime industry of the United , the hourly rate of wages which have
Aug. 10—Tenants Harbor—Sale, supper Gon from the central district,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller and son of the decorations repeated in the
been
in
effect
during
the
last
six
and entertainment. Baptist Church.
______
mon tomorrow will be "Spirit." James of Bath and Miss Mary candles with which the table was
States
has
been
filed
with
the
Ad

Aug. 10-11—Waldoboro—"Heads Up." 1
months.
lighted. Games, Including a peanut
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes Wyllle of Warren.
presented by Methodist Home Makers j
Bath folks kicked up their heels last ministrator In Washington. The
SERMONETTE
In accordan;e with the terms of
day evening testimony meeting is atMiss
_____Gertrude
__________
_ hunt were enjoyed.
Blackington of __
BosSociety.
night, celebrating in a big way the
At the special town meeting held
7.30. The reading room is located at I ton was guest last week’ofMr and
Regatta 1°-12-Rock'x>rt-C»rnlval ttnd j fact that the Bath Iron Works has date for public hearing has been set | the Lime Manufacturers' Code, the
Song
at Glover hall Saturday it was voted
400
Main
street,
and
is
open
week
:
Mrs
Kenne
th
Blackington.
for
next
Tuesday,
August
8.
|
hours
of
labor
are
arranged
on
a
Aug. 11—Thomaston—illustrated lee-1 been awarded the contract to build
What science has so refined days from 2 until 5 p. in.
, Mr. and Mrs. William Teague, affirmatively on both articles.
ture by Com. Donald b McMillan, two destroyers. Among the speakers
The Rockland <fc Rockport Lime J basis which will not exceed an av• • * •
* .*.*.*
, ,
. (Lawrence Kalloch, Edwin C. Teague.
auspice. Amerlcar^Leglom
j were Senator White and Representa- Corp. is a prominent subscriber to erage of forty hours per week during mankind as music? Its origin is
lost in the mists of antiquity. It
At
the
Littlefield
Memorial
Church
Miss
Lucy
Teague,
and
Miss
Bertha
Novel
Feature
at Woman's Club
Orange holds field meeting with Penob- , Tive Moran,
was coeval with speech, in fact there is a prayer meeting at 10 Teague picnicked Wednesday at New
this Code, and President Wood has I any one month period.
scot View Orange at Glencove
The
August
meeting
Tuesday evcAlthough the "New Deal" will re- before mankind >spoke it was o'clock and all members are urged to , Harbor and vlsiVed Pemaquid Polnt 1 ning of the Woman’s Club was a de
Aug. 16 — Martinsville — Ladies Circle
The morning trip of the Maine Air already left for Washington, having
heard.
Among
earth's
early
attend.
At
the
10
30
preaching
servj
Mrs
Elwel
,
of
Pcm
1(
j
annual sale at Orange hall.
been selected as a special adviser j suit in some increase in the number
cided success more than 50 being
Aug. 17—Warren—Annual midsummer Transport plane will leave Rockland
at 8 daylight Instead of 7, beginning for the industry at the t.'.me of pub- i of employes on the payroll, the in- sounds was the song of insects ilee the pastor s subject Is Neither !Llght Mr and Mrs Blanchard present in spite of the electric storm.
concert at Warren Baptist Church
and
birds.
First
in
this
science
forsaken
nor
forgotten.
Mrs_
Lima
Moon
of
Round
Pond
Mlss
Anna
Aug. 18—Camden—Concert at opera, Monday, and will leave Vlnalhaven lic hearing of the Code on Tuesday 1 crease will not be as great as with
exhibit of flower arrangement
came melody, then time and Barter will be soloist. Junior Churcli May Thomas and Mrs. Ellen Conic The
house, Curtis Memorial series^
, at 9 instead of 8. Thus Rockland
in vases was a novel feature and rib
AU«. 21-24 Eastern Maine Fair, Ban- daUy
a( g
and & nextI some other industries, due to the rhythm and finally harmony. In meets at 10.30 also, under the direc and grandson Harold enjoyed a pic bon awards went to the following:
In anticipation of the acceptance j fact that the Rockland ii Rockport our olde»; poem God asks oi Job. tion of Mrs. Perry and Sunday school nic last week at Meguntlcook Lake,
For mixed bouquets, blue ribbon
Aug. b—Thomaston—Annual fair of Sundays only, 9, 12 and 5.
"Where wast thou when I laid
11.45 with a place for everybody. and also called on Lloyd Thomas at to Mrs. Flora Peabody, red ribbon to
American Legion and Auxiliary, on the
of the Code, the Rockland & Rock- Lime Corp, during the whole period the foundations of the earth? at
At
7.15
Mrs.
L.
G.
Perry
will
give
a
Mall.
Representative Moran Inspected the
Mrs. Anna Starrett; ribbons for
Lincolnville
Be^^Wn^Ac^of8;^ National Soldier^ Home in Togus port Lime Corp, has already, effec- of the depression, has endeavored to When the morning stars sang to- view of Charles Sheldon's book,
bouquet of one kind of flowers, to
Howard Norwood Jr. has been
tive
July
31,
put
Into
effect
the
modiapportion
the
total
amount
of
work
gether?"
Music
reached
nearly
"Robert
Harding's
Seven
Days.
Mar-1
oec
"
and Sciences at Knox Arboretum.
| Thursday afternoon, including the
its perfect art in the Seventeenth garet Rogers will sing a solo. BegU»|25! f £
nts Mr' and Mrs. Nettie Vinal for snap dragons.
Aug. 24—Rockland Garden Club an-1 fine new hospital building. The Home fication with regard to wages and among the greatest number possible
Mrs. Flora Peabody for asters, and
and Eighteenth centuries. Han
lar weekly prayer meeting at 7.30 | Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
"7i«fl°XLS»-Thlrd ooncert of j now has about 1000 inmates. Mr . Mo- hours of work which will conform | on the basis of part time work to
Last Sunday evening service at the Mrs. Flora Peabody, nasturtiums; for
del, Bach, Hayden, Mozart. Bee on Tuesday evening.
Curtls Memorial series.
I ran was a guest at supper of Col. to the regulations of the Code. The several different crews of quarry- I thoven, Cherubini, Mendelssohn.
, Baptist Church was of exceptional sweet peas, blue ribbon to Mrs. Flora
Aug. 30—Kitty McLaughlin in concert | Keith Ryan, manager of the Home,
Rev
B
P
Browne,
pastor
of
the
I L?Le.rcs}' Th® pastor's topic was "A Peabody, red ribbon to Mrs. Ella
new
rates
of
wages
per
hour
will
men
and
kilntenders
rather
than
full
Chopin,
Schumann
—
what
a
world
at the Congregational Church
Second
Baptist
Church
of
Hoi! Bruised Reed ' and special music Cunningham; awards to Mrs. Ella
amount
to
increases
ranging
from
I
time
to
a
limited
few.
Sept 2—Eleventh annual fair of Sim
of music and song these musici
The Western Union telegraph office
onton Community Association
yoke.
Mass.,
will
occupy
his
former
*a-s furnished by Miss Charlotte Cunningham for her arrangement of
ans revealed, Music emanates
Is in the custody of the police—part
8ept 4—Labor Day
pulpit
at
the
First
Baptist
Church
'
Armstrong of Somerville, Mass., In shasta daisies and dahlias; for sin
from the heart. It is the gift of
Sept.4-9—All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Commander MacMillan Is to pre- ]
ly. at least, for special officers Hatch
Sunday
morning,
when
the
10.30;
yto
»n »><» . accompanied by Mrs gle flower in vase,, blue ribbon to
A
PROUD
CITY
God and as freely bestowed on
Sept. 10—Day of prayer for No-Repeal and" Drinkwater, who are artists with sent a lecture in Vinalhaven Monday
service
will
be
followed
by
com-1
L°
uie
Drewett, and Chester Wyllle, Mrs. Virginia Thompson, red ribbon
forces.
the lowly as upon those of high
the brush, are doing some interior evening.
Sept. 11—Special State election.
munion.
It
is
expected
that
Mrs.
^nor
solos.
At the morning service to Mrs. Anna Starrett; the wild
Shall
Rockland
Remain estate.
award also went to Mrs. Anna
Sept 28-28—North Knox Fair, Union. decorating there. Had to be done, to
Congregational Church Mass flower
Where can you hear such spon Browne will be soloist. Rev H. I. |at
Oct. 3-8— Lincoln County Fair. Dam match that classy staff headed by
awards for centerpiece ar
Manager Harold Jackson of Ar
Holt, pastor of the Warren Congre- j Armstrong was also much appre- Starrett;
taneous
singing
as
in
our
State
Such?
—
The
Testing
Time
ariscotta.
rangement, to Mrs. Anna Starrett
Manager Smalley.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
mours announces that word has
schools at Stroudwater or Pow- gational Church, will preach at 7.30, | elated by the large congregation in and to Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
Is At Hand
reached him from Chicago of a 100'
r.al? It seemed to me recently, as when the usual “big sing” will take "er rendition of violin solos.
Mrs. Lydia Storer, accompanied by
At Community Park last night the Armour support of the N.R.A.
COMING REUNIONS
The Baptist Sunday School picnic
I listened to the girls choir of place and a male quartet will furnish
Aug. 8—Twenty-fifth annual reunion " Elks defeated the Lions 5 to 3 In a
will be held Aug. 8, at Sandy Shores, Mrs. Louie Drewett, sang several se
To
the
citizens
of
Rockland:
—
eighteen
members,
and
the
united
special
music,
"Day
is
dying
in
the
of the descendants of Ebenezer Hail, at surprisingly good game for a mushy
lections which were highly enjoyed
| _______ ____
Earle_____
Ludwick
astonished
Our city was the first in Maine to voices of the six hundred wards of west," Sherwin, and "Bread of South Pond. For transportation call and Miss Charlotte Armstrong, sum
_____
_______
The annual flower show of the Old
Mrs.
Martha
Welch,
Mrs.
Lillian
Sim

establish
a
Community
Chest.
the
State,
as
they
sang
the
great
heaven.
”
Newton.
The
young
peo
j the crowd with the excellence of his Bristol Garden Club, Damariscotta,
mer visitor of Warren from Somer
Kennedy’s Waldoboro.
hymns of the church, that God ple's Christian Endeavor commences mons or Mrs. Grace Wyille.
ville, Mass., very graciously played
Aug
17—Starrett-Spear families at I umpiring, while George Wood out- ' takes place Tuesday and Wednesday. Through this agency the various
Sunday
morning
topic
at
the
Con

benevolent
and
philanthropic
insti

must
with
loving
ear
hear
these
at
6
15.
Miss
Eda
A.
Knowlton,
pas

Reunlon arove. Warren
, roared the Lions on the sidelines. Several Rockland flower lovers are
several violin solos, with Mrs. Drew
gregational
Church
wlll
be.
'The
Pre

Aug. 30—Hills family fiftieth reunion _
.
_
■ , , ...
tutions
were
supplied
with
the
means
afflicted
sons
and
daughters.
tor's
assistant
of
the
First
Baptist
planning to attend.
ett also as accompanist. Both Miss
at the home of Frank Lenfest in Union, i Rox score in Tuesday s Issues.
necessary to carry on their work.
If as a citizen you have not Church, of Winchester, Mass., will eminence of Love." It will be the Armstrong and Mrs. Storer have
closing
service
for
the
summer
heard
them
you
have
missed
lead the prayer service on Tuesday
given Warren folks much pleasure
WEATHER
Ensign’ 'Abbott and family are
Miss Rose McNamara who Is spend Relieved of flnandial woiries they be much.
William A. Holman.
evening at 7.30. The vacation slogan months until the second Sunday in the past month by their kindness in
came free to devote their entire
The week has varied itself in pres- I 8“csts for a week of Mrs. Abbott's ing the summer with her brothers In energy to the essential work at hand.
September.
Is "not less than 100 at prayer meet
this manner. In addition the pro
entation of rain, sunshine and freaky relatives at Tenants Harbor. Mr. Eagle Rock. Va., has kindly remem
The date of the mid-summer fair gram for the evening was rounded
During the period of the participa
The Salvation Army will have ing."
thing*, especially to the west of us, Abbott is a State insurance inspector bered The Courier-Gazette staff with tion of the United States in
sponsored by the Congregational out by six members of the club
....... _ .. . .
the charge of the service at Ingraham
but only one day of genuine summer \ and section commander of the Volun- interesting souvenir post cards.
ladles circle is Aug. 10. Doors open reading poems appropriate for the
World War Rockland rtever failed to Hill chapel tomorrow at 2.30.
ST. GEORGE
heat, and' that was a real one. And tter Communication Reserves. Almost
at 2.30 daylight, that afternoon, sup occasion. At the close, a social hour
I go over the top tn meeting its flnan-1
....
all this time summer is rushing away every day finds him up-town swapThe fourth annual daily vacation per served at six; the committee. Mrs. was enjoyed and punch served.
adve,rUsin8
*)rty flub cial obligations for welfare purposes.
The subject of Mr. Rounds sermon
with ua and the vacation days short- P‘ng short wave gossip with Ken
hu,?r . P“*e. °i
^“Ue^hows I AU this is occasion for a solemn tomorrow morning at the Congrega- Bible school of the First Baptist Carrie 8mith, Mrs. Adelaide Norwood,
ening themselves out of all proportion White.
Alice CARROLL FAMILY GATHERING
-------the militant spirit of that club in sup-i and legitimate pride. The spirit of ,tonal Church will be, "The counsel Church has closed after a successful Mrs. Alzada Simmons, Mrs. ___
to the desire of the vacationist to
J term under the leadership of Miss I Brown, Mrs Ruth Philbrook, Miss M
Representative
Moran
has
received
cty
manager
charter
our
city
was
more
than
equal
of
the
wise
man.
”
lengthen here his stay. Nevertheless
I Evelyn Mills, assisted by Rev. Charles Grace Walker, Miss Harriet Hahn. Happy Company Numbering F.ightywhich is to be voted upon Sept. 11.
to the task at hand.
....
the beautiful moon of last night was a telegram from Bath Iron Works exMarstellar. Following the exhibiConditions have changed Finan
three Assemble At Warren Home
Weekend meetings of the Salva | t.'on on the evening of July 28. Mr. and Miss Rose Spear. At 7 30 an
precourser of the morning's beauty, pressing gratitude for his asslrtance
The item recently published In this cial depression has spread its pall of tion Army wlll be tonight at 8. sal Marstellar gave an illustrated lecture entertainment will be given in the
skies of blue ornamented with fleecy ‘n securing two contracts for bulldchurch,
the
committee
chairman
Mrs.
In spite of the heavy thunder
blts of cloud, wind out of the north- ‘ng torpedo boat destroyers award- paper concerning the square-tailed gloom over the citizenship of our vation meeting; Sunday school at 10 cn his work while a missionary in Florence Gardiner, who will be assist'
west and everything set for a Satur- ed Thursday Representative Moran trout caught by Raymond S. Bird, In dear country Again It Is a matter tomorrow; holirtess meeting at 11 South America. The total enroll- I ed by Mrs. Mary Berry, Mrs Abbie storms Sunday a group of 83 persons
assembled at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
at 8 p. m.
day of the highest class. A morning took the matter up with President the body of which were embedded 16 c* £O‘emn pride that our people have and salvation meeting
• • • •
ment of the school was 29 with aver- j Newbert, Mrs. Nettle Vinal and E 8. Carroll for a family gathering,
wlth strong and cour
that could not be bettered, says Ride- Roosevelt and Secretary of the Navy fish-hooks and flies, is certainly go- , met the
age
attendance
of
28.1
Those
not.
Mrs
.Eleanor
Barrett
taking with them box lunches, peas
At St- Peter's Church (Episcopal).
Ing the rounds. Yesterday Mr Bird a8rous hearts. Without the disrupout and Sunday also will be fine. Swanson.
Darold I Thomas Douglass of Portland was and beans being furnished by the
received a copy of the Calgary Daily tive spirit of panic, but w’ith clear Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv- absent for the tefrm were
John
KinMorning temperature 64 and rising.
supper guest Wednesday of Mr. and hosts. It being the birthday anni
eyes and steady nerves, the people Ices for tomorrow will be' appropri- Hocking. Alfred Kinney
If William F. Tibbetts continues to Herald containing the story.
J°aI’na_Robison.
KO“l“n' Priscilla Rob- 'Mrs- w““-s R- Vinal, returning to versary of two of the party, Clifford
have determined to conquer fea^ and ate for the Feast of the Transfigura- ney" Joanna
A young son of Herbert Robishaw ride a bicycle another year, he will
tion of Christ: Holy communion at! ’i°n" ,L.colaPortland the same evening accom- Carroll and Miss Annetta McGilvery.
depression.
fell off the doorstep the other day, have been awheel Just half a cen
Rockland householders will be
panted by Mrs. Douglass (Nellie both of Auburn, one of the four ta
Is Rockland to continue to be a 7.30; choral eucharist and sermon Charlotte Giddy, Virg a
record which possibly no
and is now proudly exhibiting a tury, aM.in
V.W man can equal. Cant
” V‘S1U’d the n«Xt feW
a fin« proud city? Is our spirit unshaken? •' >030.
“
wh? hnsbpen visttin«the bles set up in the house bore two
other
Maine
Capt.
guerite
Daniels,
Helen
Hilt,
Arthur
broken arm.
Vinals for a few days.
handsome birthday cakes, made and
A testing time is at hand. Two great
Tibbetts has never professed to be a
I
------"speed merchant." but he has cov- I Tw..ltche11' a government empioye, who institutions are asking for help. The
Rev. Dr. Cornelius Greenway of !Sinr!.ey' POn>?ld
Oeorge Armstrong of Boston, agent decorated by Mrs. Helen Hilton.
The baseball attraction at the Sol
will seek permission to set Japanese Red Cross and the Home For Aged Brooklyn, N V., will be the preachei ?Ja’.1‘ln'
Doris Rob- for telePhone connecting companies, Music and songs, horse-shoe pitching
diers’ Field In Togus Sunday will be ered thousands of miles and has al beetle traps, six or eight on each Women appeal for your assistance at the PraW Memorial M. E. Church Hocking, Elosia Klnn-y, l»o
was overnight guest Wednesday of and baseball were enjoyed between
ways
heeded
the
safety
first
matter.
a game between Harry H. Spiller's fast
street, etalls concerning this work Your generous giving will animate Sunday morning at the 11 o'clock
^roia
hock g^
• Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge, re- showers and even the electrical dis
Westbrook Club and the Togus A. A
the civic conscience with new cour- | service.
service. Mrs.
Mrs. Marianne
Marianne BuUard
“^nuufis" were award-1
.Thursday.
Bullard will
will
play of a lightning bolt striking the
The Augusta Millionaires, one of will appear in a subsequent issue.
age and hope. Let the’basis for'our :
the
Church school at 10 'Xill‘a"?;dn„
p
p
Mr.
and
Mrs
Edward
O. Robinson ball of the huge flag pole at the Carthe
best
baseball
teams
In
the
State.
Approximately 100 guests are en
pride not disintegrate. Give 'a m and no evening service.
j eQ
___________
and children Virginia, Mildred, Doro- roll home did not disperse the visit
joying the season of social activities Is playing in St. George at 3 o'clock ) Twenty-six members of Edwin Libby solemn
I
. • • •
and Roy of North Weymouth ors. The youngest of the group was
at the Samoset Hotel at the present i this afternoon, and will play Rockland Relief Corps and guests enjoyed a now.
H
°7
that
J™
can
kiss
so
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. under one year old and the oldest
■ At First Church of Christ. Sclen
and
eve
The Community Chest
time Th
a good comparison with at Community Park next Tuesday picnic Thursday -afternoon
--------------- —
t.'st, corner of Cedar and Brewster divinely?"
, . IF. Robinson for a few davs
considerably over 80.
afternoon at 6 o'clock. Both games ning at the home of Mrs. Ida Huntley
recent seasons.
streets. Sunday services are at 10.30 "Oh. I used to blow the bugle to
]ocals p|aypd thp Mu
The guest list Included: From Au
should be good drawing cards, and it at The Highlands. A large amount of
THE
ST.
GLORGE
CHURCHES
and
the
subject
of
the
Lesson-Ser-1
the
Boy
Scouts.
—
Lord
Jeff.
tor
Company
team
of
Bt
burn, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Carroll
Election of a treasurer to fill the will be interesting to local fans to see ( patchwork was done. Another sew» the \yarren diarnond Wednesday eve and sons Donald and Roland. Mr. and
--------vacancy caused by the death of Emi how our Twilight Leaguers compare >"8 a"d Pknk supper is planned for j
J Thursday of next week, to take place Ten-nt's Harbor and Wiley Corner
ning, the score 14-16 in favor of the Mrs. Harvey McGilvery and son Ger
nent Sir George W. Smith is the pur with the Millionaires.
_____
; at G A R. hall.
, Regular services to both these
visiting team. Another game with ald' and daughter Miss Annetta Mc
pose of the special conclave of Clare
the same team Is planned for next Gilvery, Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn McGil
Rev. Cornelius Greenway of Brook-------j churches Sunday. Pastor's morning
mont Commandery, K. T„ to be held
Wednesday evening At the State very, Miss June McGilvery, Mr and
lyn has been making a study of local | Helen N. Hanson of Calais, attor- ; subject, “Our Great Memorial,” with
next Monday night.
Farm Tuesday evening the game was I Mrs. Silas Carroll and son, Miss Vivian
I conditions and at Pratt Memorial ney and member of the Maine bar. special music by the Scotch Quartet,,
called after four innings because of ( Carroll, Percy Butler, Mr and Mrs.
The word esnoerning Benjamin C. j Church tomorrow morning will tell j has been nominated by Gov. Louis J "Memories of Galilee," Palmer; the
darkness, the score 10-0 to favor of I Winslow Moore, Mr. and Mrs. J W
Perry continues to be of a favorable an interested congregation the re- i Brann as member of the Industrial Lord's Supper will be observed at the
the Warren locals. Wednesday eve- Penney, Misses Ellen, Arlene and Vircharacter. Although no official’ pre suits of his survey through the me- Accident Commission. This is the close of the service; Bible school at
ning's gamfc between Friendship and j ginia Moore; from Camden, Hall Cardiction is made at the hospital, it is dium of a sermon entitled "Lace Your first time a woman has been appoint- 1145; Christian Endeavor at 6.15,
the State Farm showed the scoring roll and children. Marguerite, Keith
very generally believed that, the In Shoes.” Those who have heard Dr ed to a major State office Miss Han-j topic, "FriJhdship With Those of
and Maynard. Lawrence Carroll and
of 10-6 for the Friendships.
Greenway’s talks before local service son has been a prominent figure in (Other Races;” Jennie Coolbroth,
jured arm will be saved.
Rev. Howard A. Welch's subject daughter Gloria; from Rockport, Mrs.
clubs know that a treat is ta store for ' BPWactivities to theState and is (leader. Evening song service at 7
Sunday morning wlll be "The Light Nina Carroll, Miss Marion Richards.
Ed. Kirby, former well known those who attend the Methodist 1 known tomanymembers ofthe local ! followed by Mr. Barton's sermon.
| club.
j “Three Great Things About Redempi That Never Falls.” Mrs. Lydia Storer. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carroll, Mr and
Rockland reinsman. has some colts Church tomorrow morning.
J contralto of Rockland, will sing "The Mrs. Irvin Littlefield and son Reginald,
------I
-----------(tion;” mid-week prayer meeting as
that are showing up finely. Among
j Holy City,” and an anthem will be Miss Marguerite Carroll, Miss May
those to get fast marks is Tartar, Charles Peterson of South Thom- I Attractions at Strand Theatre next usual; the Ladies' Circle will hold
] rendered by the choir. Bible school Carroll. Philip Carroll and Henry Carown sister to Plucky, 2.06’i, which Ed aston is at Knox HospltaJ suffering week are: Monday-Tuesday, "Heff > their annual fair Thursday afternoon
I at noon; opening service of praise at roll, Jr.; from Glencove, Stanley
from a fracture of the left ankle and i Below," with Robert Montgomery and with supper and entertainment in
marked In 2 08 recently.
left arm and a fractured vertabrae Jimmy Durante; Wednesday. "Her ! the evening.
7, evening topic to be, “Alive Unto Gregory, and Mrs. Laura Packard, the
two oldest members of the party, Neil
\
• • • •
Many Rockland people are Uking as the result of a 30-foot fall he re- i Bodyguard," with Wynne Gihson and
God,” and special music arranged.
advantage of the ‘reasonable prices j ceived at the granite plant on Clark j Edmund Lowe; Thursday. "Rome ExMartinsville and Port Clyde
Those from Ivy Chapter, OlES , Colburn, Mrs Grace Colburn, Bert
at Ye Greene Arbour, Union, where island yesterday. Mr. Peterson was press," with Esther Ralston; Friday, ( Services at the usual time Charles
i who attended thp annual field day Gregory, Robert Gregory. Nancy
Tuesday at Penobscot View Orange Oregory, Mrs. Mary Carroll, Mr. and
attractive luncheons at 35c. 50c and adjusting gear on a pole when the "Midnight Club," with Clive Brook | Marstaller will speak at the Ridge
Rev S. E
I hall, Glencove, included Mrs. Carrie Mrs Albert Rhodes, Frederick Rich
75c, dinners at 50c and $100. are ladder on which he was stajlding and George Raft; and Saturday. "Fly- Church to the morning
Smith, Miss Tena MacCallum, Mrs. ards, Oerald Richards, Walter Carserved indoors or under the trees - suddenly turned and he was thrown ing Devils,” with Arltoe Judge and Packard, a former pastor, will be the
onto a rock-pile beneath. Nobody J Bruce Cabot.
guest speaker at Port Clyde Chapel
Gertrude Starrett. Mrs Laura 8eavey, roll, Howard Carroll, Mr. and Mrs.
adv.
witnessed the accident, and the first1
-------in the afternoon, and will assist at
| Mrs. Annie Aspey and Miss Hilda William Oregory, Mrs. Helen Perry
Clarence Thompson has bought the 1 knowledge of it came when somebody
Miss Varina Griffin of Lincolnville the Lord's supper following. The
i Aspay. Miss Aspey, popular War and son Warren, Carroll Richards;
Charles Small house at The High- ] was attracted to the scene by the was driving toward Camden yesterday ' evening service will be an illustrated
ren contralto, sang several numbers, from Rockland. Mr and Mrs. Dennis
lands . Mr. Small to turn having j mans groaning The Burpee ambu- j afternoon when a Portland automo-" lecture by Mr. Marstaller, covering
(accompanied by Mrs, Smith, who Carroll and children Pauline and
bought the Jennie Harvey house on 1 iance was quickly at hand. Mr Peter- ( bile crashed into the rear of her work among the natives of South
I abto was accompanist for Mrs. Helen Fred, Mr. and Mrs Nathaniel Carroll and Mr, and Mrs. Vesper Hall and
Maverick street. The deals were son w-as attended by Dr North
wagon with such force that she was America. Vacation Bible School will
! Wenfworth, soprano of Rocklanl
thrown over a fence, and both J close Friday evening with an ex
made through Freeman S. Young's
Dana Smith Sr., went Wednesday family; from East Warren, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Carroll. Mr. and Mrs.
The concert at the Eastern Music vehicles were wrecked. Miss Griffin (hibition program. Mr. Marstaller
I to New York city.
agency
Camp Sunday afternoon at 3.30 will received no serious Injuries, but I ^jh ai^ haVe on exhibition many
Mrs. Ambrose Mills of Rockland 1s Maurice Carroll and family, Mr. and
Mrs Gordon Smith and daughter,
Beaver Camp, Alford’s Lake, con feature as guest conductor of the Mrs. Jeannette Wood, who was riding j Indian curios from Peru. The public
I guest of Mrs. G. D. Gould, t
tains 70 girls this summer—which orchestra Stanley Chappie, one of in the motor car, was brought to Knox I invited
[ Callers Thursday on Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Packard; from Warren, Mr.
same is capacity. The damsels are I England's most prominent, musicians, Hospital with a broken leg. The acci
| G. D Gould were Mr and Mrs. Henry and Mrs. Harry Bean.
The enjoyable occasion was made
enjoying the summer thoroughly al- a young man who has created con- dent was investigated by State Patrol
I»ng Cove
(Lurvey of Camden, Mrs. Murphy of
though a few have the prevailing siderable interest in Europe for his man Pray,
St. George's Church (Episcopal)
[ Southwest Harbor, and Mr. and Mrs possible through the combined efforts
of Clifford Carroll of Auburn and Mr.
epidemic of summer colds. Thev sensational conducting of the Ber
j Allen Rodney of Rockland.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. The serv
The program for Wednesday after ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
are well cared for by the camp physi lin Philharmonic and the Vienna
Mrs. Isa Thayer, who was guest and Mrs. Harry Bean of Warren.
J_____________ Z
Symphony Orchestra. The numbers noon (3.30) at the Eastern Music for the Peast of the Transfiguration
cian, Dr. Mary M. Spears.
( the past two weeks of Mr. and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll, hosts, cele
which will be heard under his baton Camp, to be given by the faculty of Christ. Evensong and sermon at
. P. D. Starrett, returned Friday to brated their golden wedding only a
few months ago.
Attracting much attention in the will be "Hebrides" Overture by Men Little Symphony Orchestra, will be 7 p. m. All are welcome.
Brockton, Mass.
window of the G. A. Lawrence Co. is delssohn; Finale, Symphony No. 6 in conducted by George Brown, assist
Percy Moore spent the weekend to
the old washing machine built by B-minor, “Pathe^qia,.'' by TscftiAi- ant conductor at the camp. John
: Boston.
NORTH WALDOBORO
NORTH WARREN
the late Capt. M. M. Packard, to 1844, kovsky; and Overture to "Oberon" Maher of Boston, baritone soloist,
Mrs. Chester Paine and children
Did you natice the sky last Sunday I
Lyndon Morse of Portland is pass
and now a prized relic In the pos by Weber. Among the choral num and an unusual woodwind quintet will
Donald, Marian, and Carroll of RanNotwith-!
session of his son, Robert M. Pack bers will be Elgar's "Land of Hope provide special features for the pro morning about 5 o'clock
I dolph. Mass., who have been spend- ing a vacation of two weeks with his
ard at The Highlands It Is an all and Glory” which made such a hit gram. Mr. Maher will be heard in standing the terror of wondering
(ing the past week at their cottage at parents, Mr and Mrs. Virgil Morse.
Mrs Fannie Parcher and son Frank
wood affair with a set of rollers, on when presented in the Chapman the Song Cycle, Eliland (Nun Songs) what might be going to happen it
Seven Tree Pond returned home Fri
of Whitinsville, Mass., were recentyl
Hurry in to choose smart new
top ol which Is a corrugated board. Day program last summer at the by von Fielitz, and the quintet will was a most magnificent sight.
day.
Mabie Crawford was a Rockland
present The Harmonica Player by
There are no machinery gadgets.
Camp.
Mr. and Mrs. B V. Simmons, of guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Ben
shoes for the remainder of the
visitor last Tuesday.
Sowerby.
Warren and Mrs Chester Paine and ner.
Mr and Mrs. Wesley Mank and Ar
Mrs. D. R. Cummings and little
Andrew T. Shea, who has been a
The intriguing new science of the
family of Randolph, Mass , enjoyed
summer season. You'll find all
resident of Rockland since 1910, and ductless glands was admirably pre
The Utica Jubilee Singers, often granddaughter Ina Howard were call
a chicken supper Wednesday evening thur Carroll were to Augusta Tues
who for the past, four years has been sented at yesterday’s Rotary Club heard in wonderful radio programs, ers Tuesday at C. W. Mank's.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. W day.
the smartest styles at a price
Mr. and Mrs. Bean, Mr. and Mrs.
Friends here of Mrs. Angelo How
engineer at The Thorndike, left, meeting by Dr. E. A. Farrington of are to appear in person at the Cam
Carroll in Uqjon.
Edward Carroll of Warren were at
Thursday night for Fort Edwards. N. Bancroft Training School. He brought den Congregational Church Sunday ard of Union are pleased to hear good
At
the
public
bridge
party
at
the
so low that it will amaze you.
Y., which will be his new home. I these matters of mystery to the lay- evening at 7 30, in conjunction vith report of her condition at the hospital
I Town hall Wednesday evening, pro Pearl Carrolls Monday evening.
The pastor of the New Harbor M
'Andy” has a position as third assist- ] man down into the everyday sphere James O'Hara, organist. There will to Portland
ceeds to benefit the tonsil, adenoid
Mrs. Austin Kalloch was recently
ant engineer on the former German ( enjoyed by everyone ,and made his be five in the group, from the Utica
I and dental clinics, there were three E. Church will preach in this place
passenger steamship Oslego. running thirty minute talk one of profit and Normal and Industrial Institute of an afternoon visitor at Mrs Iza
I tables of contract bridge and one of Sunday in exchange with Rev. Mrs.
between New York and Liverpool and pleasure. James J. O'Hara was wel- Utica, Miss. This quintet has earned Mank's.
1 auction. Another card party wlll be Greene.
AND
Mrs. Frances Sweeney and family
Howard and Madolyn Hawes of
will exchange the peaceful career oi corned back from his annual pilgrim- a national reputation for its singing.
held to two weeks
landsman for life on the ocean wave. jage to Castilloland, WEEI. and 8’’- For three years its members broad Union were overnight guests Wed
Miss Miriam Farris of Merchant- of Kittery are at Edwin L. Miller's.
The ice cream sale at Maple Grange
The genial Andrew carries with him rar.gements were completed for H. E. cast over a nationwide network They nesday of their grandparents Mr. and
j ville, N. J., and Miss Evelyn Berry,
the best wishes of the many friends Robinson to lead Rotary pack against have made several phonograph rec Mrs. C. W. Mank.
both members of the faculty of th* hall Tuesday evening was well pat
he has made here in the last 23 years. the baying 40 Club golfers. William ords and appeared to a "talkie" pro
. Bancroft School at summer quarters ronized and $11 netted.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll of Union
Cullen and Don Haskell of Lewiston. duced by Columbia. In two tours of
BORN
( at Owl's Head, arrived Thursday to
were recent callers at W. F. Teague's.
This is the last week you can buy Roy Spear of Portland, John Lund cl Europe they were enthusiastically re LEOJ'JE—At Rockland. July 31. to Mr
}
spend
the
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
a-.J Mrs. Kenneth M Legage. a son,
flour without tax.- Special values all Boston, Frank Poland of Washington ceived. During their 1930-31 trip they
IC. Frank Berry
David Newton
this week. Buy today Stover's Pride and I. R. Cutler of Old Town were visited 21 countries. Their program CATES At Rockland. July 17. to Mr. and
Mrs. Flora Jones, who has been
Sunday
evening
will
be
devoted
to
visiting
Rotarians.
Dr.
Charles
North
Mrs. Frederick Cates, a son.
Flour "The Flour the Best Cooks
| ill, is reported to be improving.
Negro
spirituals
and
old-time
songs
and
N.
B.
Cctob
of
this
city
were
Use.”
91-93
Vernal Wallace, son of Mr. and
of the South.
guests.
MARRIED
! Mrs. Chester Wallace, observed his
TUTTLE - SCARLOTT - At Kents Hill.
10th birthday Thursday by entertainAug 1, O Elton Tuttle of Old Forge.
Free—Come in the Frigidaire
The morning trip of the Maine Air
1835
1933
[ ing several young friends tn the aftN. Y,, and Miss Pauline Scarlott of
showroom
of
A.
C.
McLoon
&
Co.
in
Transport plane will leave Rockland
Kents Hill.
(ernoon, among those present being
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
at 8 daylight Instead of 7, beginning the Bicknell and get your copy of the
Atlantic Highway
! Mr, and Mrs. Montelle Ross and chil
Frigidaire
"Key
to
Meal
Planning'
Monday,
and
will
leave
Vinalhaven
DIED
Waldoboro, Me.
dren
George,
Frederick,
Montelle
Jr..
NEXT
TO
PERRY
’
S
MARKET
plus
a
ticket
which
may
entitle
you
at 9 instead of 8. Thus Rockland
432 MAIN STREET
Maine
PERRY—At Camden. Aug. 2, Mary Bell
Douglass and Eunice, Mrs Ocneva Warren,
Artistic Memorials in Stone daily sailings will be at. 8, 12 and 5. to an automobile vacuum cleaner

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Miller-Flint house on School
street is being repaired.

WARREN

LIME COMPANY GOES ON CODE

k^lmrclu’s

SUMMER

CLEARANCE

Whites,

$1.95

Black and Whites, $2.95

Men’s Work Shoes, $1.98, $2.98, $3.95

THE PLYMOUTH
TEA ROOM

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

Sundays only, 9, 12 and 5.—adv.

free.—adv.

Ladd Perry, widow of Wilder W. Perry,
aged 80 yars.

I Starrett with Ruby, Ernest L Jr.,

1
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SOUTH HOPE

Tips on h£g4i^ the Stars

George Harris and friend of Wor
Annie Mae Rhodes ls being con
At the turning on this evening of
gratulated as the winner of the 4-H cester were guests of relatives here
the thousands of colored lights along
Style Dress Revue held in Camden. over last, wekend.
the waterfront, Rockport harbor will 1
W. Mayo Payson and mother Mrs.
I She Is now entitled to attend the 4-H
HEIGH" H©
present a picture that will be worth
io
(2
Oertrude Payson of Portland were
encampment at Orono, Aug. 16-20.
coming miles to see With only four
When the high school opens this at the Payson home here Sunday.
days left before the gates will open
EVEIRWMW*
lb
15
6
John Dunbar and friend who have
fall and the band Is re-organlzed the
and the carnival be on in full swing,
treasurer of the band will be present been visiting his father C. L. Dun
the
committee
and
many
volunteer
20
18
19
AS A KID. RUDY TOOK
17
ed with $50 to be used as desired by bar returned Sunday to Boston.
workers are busy with last minute
Mrs. Eula Leach of South Union
the members and director. This is
preparations. Their aim ts to leave
saxophone
lessons
By
was recently a caller on her cousin
21
24
21
given
by
the
American
Legion
and
nothing undone that will aid ln mak
MAIL HE WENT 10 THE UNI
I Auxiliary as part of the net pro- Mrs. D. C. Hemenway.
ing this 1933 Rockport Carnival-Re
VERSITY OF MAINE FORA
Ada Ripley of Washington was in
' ceeds from the presentation of
gatta the biggest and best ever.
town Tuesday calling on friends.
YEAR HAS GIVEN THE COLLEGE
j
"Henry's
Wedding."
These
organiza

Mr and Mrs William Dalton of
Hollis Watts of Boston was looking
tions are very appreciative of the help
B
ALL THE PROFITS FROM HIS
Amherst. Mass . are guests of Mr and
up friends ln town Monday.
[
rendered
by
Mrs.
Addie
Mitchel)
who
Mrs. Je.se Wentworth.
ARRANGEMENT Of THE ’MAINE
A. C. Payson of Waltham. Mass.,
was pianist and also by all who helped
iu
37
J. Carleton Davis and son Earl,
is visiting his nephew Albert Heath.
STEIN SONG’--SVITCHEDTO
to
make
the
affair
a
success.
engineer and assistant engineer on
Maynard Bowley and E. N. Hobbs
YALE GRADUATED. . .
Most of the Union people found were in Augusta Tuesday.
38
the vacht Cuttysark. arrived home
' the showers of Tuesday evening
Tuesday for a week's stay with their
W. C. Wellman has returned from
much to their distaste, but. not so Moosehead Lake where he was on
families while the yacht is being re4b
Miss
Mary
Plumer,
daughter
of
D
r
a few days fishing trip.
painted.
’ and Mrs. H H. Plumer. Upon being
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Harris and
51
Miss Marion Weidman and house
48
escorted
to
the
home
of
Mrs.
Paul
Mrs ,bra R, ,
of Rockland
family were weekend guests of Mrs.
Jones
during
a
terrific
thunder
motored Wednesday t0 Cadillac
Harris' parents Mr. and Mrs. C. B
I
58
53 54
5b
j shower, Mary walked in to quite a Taylor.
Mountain.
MORE PLEASING RECEPTION OFHIS
! different shower. She found a rcom
Mrs. Maude Whitney has sold hcr
0
fel
59
filled with people and the house
RADIO REVIEW MAY BE OBTAINED BY
house on Commercial street to Wal
very prettily decorated, the work of
INSULATING THE SET FROM THE BARE FLOOR
ter
Pennfleld
of
Boston
who
will
oc

Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Esther Ken
feb
fe4
bi
' BY SMALL FELT PADS •" REPLACING WORN-OUT
cupy it as a summer home, and is
nard. a sister of Miss Plumer. In the
planning
to
make
extensive
altera

TUBES WITH RCA RADlOTRONS IS ALSO SUGGES1ED
long living room was a table deco
fe7
69
tions.
rated with colored paper and on a
Mrs Minnie Wellman is at home
pedestal in the center stood a dainty;
70
71
from Lily Bay for a vacation of ten
lady doll, very much resembling Miss
days and at present is visiting Airs
Mary. Directly overhead streamer;
Ellen Bohndell. Camden street.
of many colors were hung, forming a
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Mrs Herbert Coates and Mrs Nellie
very pretty arch, and about under
18-Fur-bearing
1-A forked musket55-Spiritual
Coates visited Wednesday at the home
the table were packages of all de
animal (pl.)
rest
nourishment
of Mr and Mrs. Ralph Loring in
scriptions. A pleasant hour was
20-Restrain from
7-A violent straining 57-Short gaiter
Rockland.
acting
spent while Mary opened the pack
59- Arrlved (abbr.)
of the ligaments
Mrs. Louise Johnson, son Ed^nr
23-Girl's name
ages which displayed many pretty
60- Spectacle
13- Conscious
and
Johnson, and Misses Erma and Thel
26-Wander aimlessly
62- Feminine suffix
14- Deflnite article
and useful gifts. The guests were
ma Hbpper of Faarhaven. Vt., enroute
2£-Delays past the
16- A level sandy
63- Detainer
then invited to the dining room
to
Stockton
Springs,
were
callers
proper
hour
65-A fruit
region covered
where iced tea and coffee, sand
CLARK
ISLAND
Wednesday
on
Mrs
Minerva
Piper.
30-Unit of work and
with heath (Fr.) 67- Man's name
wiches. testifying to the culinary
Mrs. Effie Salisbury will entertain
energy
17- Drawing rooms
68- Five hundred six
skill of Mrs. Kennard, and cake
the
Trytohelp
Club
Monday
evening
32- A buffalo
John Caven and Charles M John
19-Kidnapper
(Roman)
I were served. "
----------------- By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES .
33- A beverage
69- Turkiah official
21- An outfit
son motored to Augusta one day last at her home.
• • • •
kUW Awherim ood ChUf Msdleoi Pir.Msr
70- Drag again
35-Short meter double
22- lndian houses
week.
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell. Mass.,
New YeiA HI* I—re— CewpMy
Ye
Greene
Arbour
(abbr.)
24- Oil (Obs.)
71- Full of nettles
Mrs Julia Spear of Warren, a girl has been spending the week with her
Mrs John Starrett of Somerville,
37-Sorrowful
25- To make a note of
hood
friend,
has
been
guest
of
Mrs
sister
Mrs
Fred
French
in
Rockland
VERTICAL
SUNSTROKE AND HEAT PROSTRATION
39-Placed in
Mass., entertained at afternoon tea
27- Active
and Mrs Kate Dunbar. Sea street
Caven for a few weeks.
something
1- Part of a horse's
28- Combining form
Mondav. Mtss Charlotte Armstrong of
The mid-summer fair of the Baptist
Mrs. Emery Niles of Rockland was
?YERY
Rummer
has
at
least
a
few
days
of
ezeeasive
heat.
Whether
you
leg
41-Feather (Ornlth)
Ralelgn. N C , Mtss Bertha Starrett.
base (Anatomy)
guest of her daughter Mrs Henning Lad.es'Circle held on the church lawn
-4 are on your vacation or at work in the city, certain precautions should
2- Abide
44-Lady
29- Staggers
Malden. Mass. and Mrs. W. M Kelso,
Johnson Sunday.
Wednesday afternoon and evening
3-To show hesitancy 46- Musical instrument
be taken to avoid sunstroke snd heat prostration. It is also well to know
31-A Hebrew month
Wakefield. Mass.
Howard Clark was guest of Mr and i proved a success and added a gener-Si
4- A way from
47- Leaner
34-The unaccented
what firjt aid measures should be administered to those who are afflicted.
Mrs. Charles Wall and family last ous amount to the treasury.
Weekend guests include John Sher
5- Period of fasting
49-Raved
part of a bar
Sunday evening.
Rcv. and Mrs. M. O. Perry arrived
man, Portland; C. I. Owen. New York;
Sunstroke is a condition of the
line
6- Mold
51-Old musical
(Mjs.)
, ,0,ui
Mrs. Edward Hopkins of South Thursday from Trenton. N. Jr and will
Mrs. Eugene Boutelle. Watertown.
After being kept for ten or fificen
body resulting from exposure to
\6instrument
8-Above aero
36-A"3era
Thomaston and son James Hopkins occupy the Baptist parsonage during
Mass.; Mrs. E. L. Page. Needham.
minutes
in
the
bath,
the
victim
intense
heat
and
the
body
becoming
9-Royal Arch Chapter 52-Tumult (Scot.)
38-Tosa
and friends from Boston were callers The month of August. Mr. Perry will
Mass.; Mrs. Marie Panzhorn, Mo
over-heated. It may prove very ahould be put to bed between
(abbr.)
54-Girl't name
40-Empire (abbr.)
\n *Ve
S^°Te'
Monday on Mrs James Harrison.
also supply the pulpit during the vahawk. N Y ; Ruth E. and Florence
blankets, without being dried. If
serious.
10-A mammal that
56-Tendon
42- O'rl's name
Mrs Owenn Hu;:
Chaples has been ill from cation of thc pastor Rev. G F. Currier.
Goddard.
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.;
Mr
and
there
are
only
feeble
signs
of
return

eata ants
58-One of an order of
43- Bestow an income
Among those most susceptible to
atffni
Rev. F F Fowle and family mo
grippe, and attended
by Dr Brown of
Mrs. C. S. Pettlnglll. Augusta
'11-lmages
spiritual beings
upon
sunstroke and heat prostration are ing consciousness or none at all at
tored
to
Portland
Thursday
for
the
Rockland.
the end of fifteen minutes, the
60-A leaning tower
I2-One of the sea45-Warehouse
people
who
over-mdutge
in
eating
and
Miss Alice Baum of South Thom day.
nymphs (Cr. Myth.) 11-Large plant
48-Spanish title
TENANT'S HARBOR
drinking, who are not accustomed to treatment in a cold bath should be
aston is visiting her grandmother Mrs. . At thc Baptist Church Sunday the
15-First pres bent of 64-Swias river
50-A number (pl.)
excessively hot weather, who suffer repeated. This should be eon;in ted
regular
services
will
be
held:
Church
Joseph
Baum.
53-Wharf
Germany
66-Amo n
Mrs. Fannie Morris entertained the
from debility brought on by fatigue at fifteen minute intervals until
’ Mrs. Carrie Stone has been caring school at 10 a. m.. followed by the
St. George baseball boys Monday at
from the heated atmoephere, and consciousness is wetl-establishnl and
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
for Mrs James Caven for several servile of worship at 11 with special
. o< 'Vi
supper.
music by the choir and sermon by
who sleep in badly ventilated rooms. the body remains cool. It occasion
hospitality and the time was passed weeks.
ally happens that after a lapse of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Stackpole
and
Mrs.
May
Richards
has
teen
enter

Rev.
M.
G
Perry;
evening
service
at
To prevent sunstroke and heat some time the victim begins io feel
socially and ln strolling about the
young daughter Carolyn were gues‘s
gardens. A visit to the unique log taining at her home William J. Joy. the ucual hour; the regular Thursday
prostration it is advisable to avoid stupid and the body heats up again.
Sunday of Mrs. Grace Freeman.
evening
prayer
meeting
will
be
omit

her
nephew,
who
recently
returned
j cabin on C. T. Cooney's neighboring
all alcoholic liquor and everything In that case, repeat the bath treat
ted
this
week.
from
a
sojourn
in
the
South
Sea
Isles
Miss Sarah Freeman recently visit
estate was an interesting event Buf
else that might impair strength. ment immediately.
ed her parents.
fet lunch was served at noon and a of Hawaii
Loose,
light
garments
should
be
Recent callers on Mrs James Cav
VINALHAVEN
Mrs Rose Dukeshire and Randolph
musical program followed.
worn and the head should be pro
If no tub is available, the hnrty
Baker have been spending a few days
Talent from a wide area has been en were Rev. F. W Barton and Mrs.
tected from the heat of the sun, ahould be stripped and sponged with
Caven'r
brother
Herbert
Elwell
and
Mrs. Mark Amiro entered Knox
at their summer cottage. They were
' gathered for the production "Heads
although thc head covering should be ice water for a period of 20 nu-vitea
Hospital Thursday, leaving town on
RE
Up.' which the Methodist Church is family of Tenants Harbor.
such that it allows a current of air to or more. This treatment s .id lie .accompanied by Mrs. Fairbanks of
The
Willing
Workers
of
Port
Clyde
the afternoon boat. She was accom
Watertown, Mass.
sponsoring Aug. 10 and 11 at Mecirculate over the head. Don't play repeated at fifteen minute intervals
*
domak hall. Many people of the vil C A. Church met with Mrs. Charles panied by Mrs. Bessie York
William Murphy and family of
tennis
or
golf,
or
expose
yourself
long
in
much
the
same
way
as
the
tub
Butler
Tuesday
evening.
27
in
num

Mrs. Mary Daniels and Miss Ruth
lage and immediate vicinity are tak ber Prayer was offered by Mrs Le
Providence are visitors ln town.
in
the
sun,
during
the
heat
of
the
day.
treatment.
ing part, including town officials and forest Da . is and Rcv. John Holman. McKenna of Medford. Mass. left Fri
Mrs. Dorcas Wagle is visiting Iter
Keep in the shade.
n
Nto"0®*
day for their home. Mrs Daniels ha*
prominent business and professional
old home.
Respiration sometimes renres in
Lunch was served and a pleasant time been engaged in the settlement of
A person suffering from sunstroke
‘ men. Warren contributes Mrs. Emma enjoyed.
Henry
Auld
and
daughters
Kathcases
of
sunstroke.
In
that
case,
a
the property of her uncle, the late
should he earried to a cool, shady
| Sheldon, who appears as the heroine
rine and Gavenla of Chicago have
Owen P Lyons.
spot immediately. If possible, the dash of cold water over the ches’ nnd
been visiting at Gilbert Auld's. They
■ of
, the story; from Washington comes
face
may
help
to
restore
it.
Anificial
CUSHING
Miss
Mabel
Erickson
is
with
rela

Miss Frances Crookcr to take the part
entire body should be immersed in
returned Monday.
WALDOBORO
tives at Tenant's Harbor.
of the school teacher; Rev. James
eold water in a bath tub. Ice may be respiration according to the prune
Mrs. Lloyd Stlmpson of Milford. N.
method
may
be
practised
after
ths
Miss
Dorothy
Cctob
is
employed
at
Mrs. A'bion Wallace and children
------McKillop of Nobleboro has the part ot
added to the water. Although a
H, is visiting her mother Mrs. Mur
Pau! Rowe of Lewiston is passing a a
school boy. and Rev. Oeorge of Mattapan. Mass., are gues s at North Haven.
tepid bath is most cooling and best body has cooled.
dock Smith.
Mrs. Ouy C. Peaslee was hostess
vacation with his father, Charles jjorton of Bremen and Dutch Neck will Mrs Alice Hart's.
for people in good health, in cases of
Mr and Mrs. James Troup went to
Thit it the latt oj a eerier of 12 u rtidss
Mr and Mrs Carlton Phillips and Wednesday evening to the Needle”owe
also play a school boy; from Wlnssunstroke it is necessary to bring
Vinalhaven last Saturday and called
on Yaeationt and Health.
Mrs. W. H Day of Concord, N. H., lows Mills the cast draws Byron two children cf Springfield. Mas=.. are I craft Club
I on some old friends.
down the temperature of the body
ts guest of-her daughter Mrs. A. G. witham in an interesting role; Dam- at the Wheelock bungalow. Tamarac. I Mr and Mrs. Arthur Lenfest and
icopmsht. im. n. r.L. i.ow
Dr. Donald C. Haskell has opened
John Ackerman, son Howard,[ daughters who have been at Seal Bay ' with ice water.
Pratt.
ariscotta and Newcastle provide Fred
’ an offlee here and will carry on a
______________
_____
-__ ____
___ daughter Winnifred and grandson ! farm left Thursday for Reading.
A party of girls,
chaperoned by
Miss_______
Harrington
who_____________
will sit on the_jury;
general practice. Dr. Haskell is a
DcrcthyStevens, recently enjoyed a Homer Carroll of North Waldoboro Herman Hertman of East Haven., Maes.
graduate of the O'Neil-Ross College
EAST FRIENDSHIP
SEARSMONT
house party at the Ludwig camp. Back takes the part of a young playwright; Conn., who have occupied B S
M ss Helen Hopkins who has been
of Chiropractic in Fort Wayne. In
Cove They were Evelyn Lovejoy, and Rockland sends Margaret Wins- Geyer's bunga'ow the past two weeks, guest of her aunt Mrs. Susan HopMrs. Laverne (Dunton) Leeman and diana.
Norval G Kraft went to West ManBarbara Lovejoy, Ethelyn White- ,’ow in an acrobatic specialty dance [ returned home last Saturday.
j kins returned to Bucksport Thursday,
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Crockett have
ford.
Mass.,
last
week
for
employ

sons
Clalvert and Stanwood of Port
house Beulah Day, Millicent Bumes between the acts. The large cast of
A severe thunder shower visited
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Roberts and
returned to thetr home ln New York.
THINK OF ITI Only $230
ment.
and Shirley Burnes
I nearly 100 local people Includes some [ thu locality Tuesday evening, putting , daughter Barbara are expected today
land are guests for a few weeks of
Many from this place went to Vi
Mrs. Stanley Stone and daughters her parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dun nalhaven
Mrs F M. Knowles of Revere. Mass., of the best dramatic talent in Wal- electric lights out of commission and ‘ to visit Mr and Mrs Freeman L.
a day single .... and $4.00 jB
Saturday to see the game
! Roberts.
Lucille and Dora visited relatives at
is visiting Mrs. Jessie Achorn.
I <f°horo and surrounding towns. The striking in many places.
double for this smart centrally
between
St.
George
and
Vinalhaven.
ton.
Friends o”*DrJ t'f ^Turner were complete cast will be announced later.
Mr. and Mrs- £*-'ter Hinckley of
Rev. A O Henderson and family Port Clyde over last weekend.
Miss Mary McFarland has returned The report was a good game and a
York werc last weekend guests of I of Farmington arrived here Thursday,
located hotel
Miss
Fern
Benner
of
North
Cushing
pleased to greet him on the street;-----------------j Mrs Mary Crute and daughter Miss ' They are occupying the Sar.born cot- was overnight guest of Beatrice Hav home after spending several weeks good trip.
again, the first time since his illness
FRIENDSHIP
Frank
Rawley
and
son
are
at
the
Fannie Crute. who returned to York tage. the “Fishhawk's Nest," at East ener last week Wednesday.
with her niece Mass Florence Dunton home of Emerson Murphy.
of a year ago.
------with them for a weeks visit
Boston.
Mrs. Roy Morton and daughter at the Battery in Belfast.
The Seaside Baptist Ladies' Sewing
Harry Harrison, who Ihas 1Major and Mrs. Otis Sadtler of
Mrs HjaUner Cederstrom and chll- j Mrs. Ernest Clayter was a Rockland
Sarah went to Seal Harbor and Grand I Miss Ruth Miller of Portland is Circle have completed plans for their
mg two weeks here has returned to .Washington, D. C.. visited Mrs. Adele
of Somerville, Mass. are visiting visitor recently
but what rooms they are I
Chelsea. Mass.
Sadtler Saturday
her aunt Mrs. Fannie Freeman Mrs
Mrs. Georgeson and daughter Ellen Manan Saturday. Mrs. Morton was spending the weekend with her par summer sale and supper Aug. 10 ln
accompanied
by
Mtss
Helen
Mc
the
church
vestry.
Mrs. Lillian fciweu Airee, wno
Miss Peggy Ham and Mtss Barbara Cederstrom was formerly Miss Yvonne | have returned from a few weeks' stay
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
Laughlin and Miss Lizzie Cossodoom ents Mr. and Mrs F. E. Miiicr.
been guest of her brother Winfield Dunlap o{ the
camp ln Jeffer.
daughtcr of Rev. and Mrs in Rockland.
private bath, showe r, radio, circuwho
has
been
Jter
guest
the
past
few
Mrs.
Sarah
K.
Plaisted
of
Camden
Ewell and Misses Clara and Dora Oay
oay -Qn vUited Miss Alice Logan Sunday. Dana Payson of Southport. Rev Mr
Mrs. Charles Lenfest who. was
SOUTH WALDOBORO
weeks.
at Martin's Point, has returned to
was a recent guest of Mrs M. A.
lating ice water and many other
Mrs. William H Hahn recently mo- I Payson was born In this town and for l called home to Rochester, N. Y., last
Massachusetts.
Thursday evening of last week Mrs. Coombs.
many years resided here
I week by the death of her father reMrs. Minnie McPhail and son Roy
features you'll be happy about
Mrs. May Shuman, who has been ^ed to Winchendon. Mass
B. S Geyer. F. I. Geyer and Beverly turned Wednesday to her family at Frankie Miller was much surprised I Mrs. Lillian Giles of Camden visit returned to New York Monday.
with her sister Mrs. Annie Davis for Mr. and Mrs. Warwood Mason and Geyer arc raking berries for Black At the Lenfest farm.
at hearing a loud trotting sound on ed her aunt Mrs. Lucy A. Bean over * Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howarth of
two months, has returned to Mass daughter returned Monday to New Gay of Thomaston.
Camden were callers last week on
| Mrs E. M. Hall entertained the the highway, and looking out saw a the weekend.
York city after spending a month
achusetts.
lar^e moose passing the house. The
Mrs. Nellie Wallace.
Mr.
and
Mrs
N.
J.
Peck
of
WoodSewing
Club
Tuesday
evening.
Mrs.
Lou
Fish
and
daughters
ot
Dr. and Mrs. A H. Hammond otl here.
Mrs. Oliver Brown of Bath visit
bridge. Conn., with Mr. and Mrs Wil
Mrs. Leroy Nickerson has returned animal was traveling at a good rate China werc recently guests of her
Freeport. L. I., are in town for their 1 Mrs. Carrie Rideout, Miss Marie liam Andrews of Orange Conn . ar
of
speed.
from a motor trip to Nova Scotia.
brother Trueman P. Moody and her ed her daughter a few days last
annual vacation.
| Rideout, Miss Lillian Ahlquist and rived at Saints Refuge Sunday for She
Mrs. William Richards and son of sister Mrs Francella Moody.
week. Mrs. Brown was in Friend
was accompanied by her daugh
Mr and Mrs. Richard Dc Mutelle [Clifford Rideout of Raynham. Mass., an curing of one week.
ter Mrs. Allison Hallday and son Rockland spent last week at Emma
Maurice E. Cobb and two sons of ship to attend the funeral of her
have been on a trip to New Bruns were weekend guests of Mrs. Ride
Davis'.
Lois Hallowell of Brockton. Mass , is Alpheus.
Portland were weekend visitors with sister Mrs. Frank Murphy.
out's sister. Mrs. Fred L. Young
. a gu<st at R L K1Ueran.s
wick.
51»t STREET
At Memorial hall, Aug 7. Com
Miss Evelyn Genthner, R.N.. ot
M. P Orne of South Warren was relatives in town.
Mrs. Maude Larrabee Gardiner of
Ray Baker returned Wednesday to I Mrs Lillian Marshall of Portland mander Donald B MacMillan will
State Street. Hospital. Portland, Is
At the meeting July 28 of Rosewood spending
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
Providence has been a business visitor his home in Gardiner after visiting mrjt,h Mr. and Mrs. Ardrey Orff and present with slides hls lecture "My in this place Sunday.
a month's vacation with
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Woodward and Chapter. O.EB.. an interesting pro
in town.
Peter Mills, a classmate at Bowdoin \ daughter of Rockland were guests Six Years With the Polar Esquimo."
(OY MOUITON
her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
daughter
Dora
with
two
friends
from
gram
consisting
of
readings
and
vocal
The Lions had a roaring good time College, for a week.
' Sunday at Eldrean Orff's.
Genthner.
Exocufire Vic«-Pr»«. ond Managing Db.
J. G. Baum who has been employed
at the camp of Guy Levensaler at Thomas Oreen returned Wednes- i Miss Edna Ames returned Monday at 'Treasure Island," the summer Augusta art- camping for two weeks and instrumental music was rendered
Much sympathy ls extended to the
WHITf FOt DESCRIPTIVE lOOKLfT
by visiting members from New York family and relatives of Mrs. Inez
Back Cove, with lobsters and clams dav to his home in Baltimore, Md . I to her work in Thomaston after home of J. W. Baker, has returned to at the shore near Cushing bridge.
and
New
Hampshire
and
by
local
for dinner. There were 16 members
Mrs Russell and children of Ver
Burrows Shuman who died Sunday
nrp^ent
spending
two weeks with his spending
a week. with her parents, Mr Rockland.
present. The
The next,
next rneetimr
meeting will
will to-[after
in£
d„
and
Mrs Leon Ames.
Mtss Elsa Holmquist is at Squirrel mont have been camping at thc shore members of the order. There were at the home of her sister Mrs. L. L.
clude the ladies and will be held Aug. | family at
p°‘nt
16 members and six visitors present Mank in East Waldoboro.
of Emma Davis this week.
D. T Rivers and Joseph McCormack Island.
16 at the Lobster Pot. Friendship. , Rev an<* Mrs E c Camp of Wa
Mrs. R. A. Doe is employed at thc and following the meeting refresh
Mrs. Samuel Winchenbach has
Dr Leroy Gross of Lgwiston recent
tertown, Mass., are spending two j of Brighton. Mass., spent last weekments were served. During the social been entertaining this , week her
John T Gay and J. H. Miller werc weeks at the Hatch camp at East [ end at the Rivers farm. Mrs Rivers ly visited hls mother Mrs. Calder pant factory in Thomaston.
hour a fascinating game directed by sister and children of Boston.
in Portland Thursday to attend a Friendship.
j and daughter Mabelle returned wdth wcod.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Payson of
Hermansen of Pelham, N. Y„ was
meeting of Ford dealers They were Mr and Mrs. Trevor Cushman of [ them Sunday after passing a week
The thunder shower Tuesday eve Massachusetts are spending a vaca- Mrs.
enjoyed and the prize, a beautiful
accompanied by Mrs. Miller and Miss Hingham. Mass., recently vLsited Mr. i here with Thomas and Alice Rivers. ning interrupted thc band meeting.
I tion at the Hatch camp.
EAST LIBERTY
hand made handkerchief, was won
Mona Jones.
North Station
and Mrs. Amos Mills at Daybreak | EUa Maloney of Portland arrived in Lr is reporVed that a bolt of lightning , Mr
Mrs Rodney Davu, son by Mrs. Harold P. Cobb
Mr. and Mrs J. J. Conroy and Mr. Cottage.
, 73lotn“lon,_lasLSa_t“Sd.aiy
W I wc.n.t,d®*.n in Lane's Island bog.
J Earl and family of port ayde 'Mrs.
Monday
afternoon
a
1930
Chevro

and Mrs. L E McNair of Houlton and
BOSTON
The terrific cyclone which passed
Mrs Donald logan, Mrs. Edgar this place ior the annual vacation ; Mrs. Shearer of New York city Is a Russe„ and chlldrPn of Vermont, and
let coach belonging to Bangor parries
Mr. and Mrs. R. B Magill of Presque
Thc Burpee ambulance of Rock- guest for this month at Rockaway Inn Mr and Mrs pran^ Miller were re over this town July 29 at 6 p. m. did caught fire and burned up on the road
Bosworth
and
Miss
Alice
Logan
visit

Isle have been recent guests of Mr.
considerable damage to buildings,
a party of Rockland people were jcntiy caiicrs at Emma Davis'
ed relatives in Livermore Falls land was ln town Sunday for Mrs
near the old Norton barn.
and Mrs. Kenneth Weston.
Williams who was taken ill at the cot- [ at dinner at Rockaway this week.
j Sunday was one of the worst days tearing down trees, etc. Two large
Raymond Pease ls assisting Oeorge
Mrs. Margaret Bond and Miss Helen Thursday.
tage of her daughter, Miss AnnabeUe { Mrs. J. H. Parry and Mrs. Gladys £ver txp<,rienced by some of the old- cedar trees nine feet apart and one McLain with his haying.
ROOMS
Bond have moved Into the house
measuring six feet ln diameter ln
Willlams.
i
Parry
Richards
and
son
Morgan
who
ey
.
resldcnt
,
hcre
Thunder
and
Gladys Putnam is visiting relatives
DEER ISLE
owned by Guy I. Levensaler, and Mr.
front
of
Mr.
and
Mr.s.
F.
A.
Dunton's
With BATH
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of | have been at Bridgeslde, returned this nKhtning were continuous nearly all
and Mrs Kenneth Weston have moved
home were blown down; they were in Hyde Park, Mass.
Medomak were in town this week \ week to Utica, N. Y.
Enna
Martin
and
two
young
friends
day
with
heavy
showers.
The
large
Into the apartment ln the Sanborn
The Sunset Church Aid
very ornamental and greatly prized.
, , held
, ,an- . calling on relatives. Mrs. Shuman's
Mr. and Mrs Nellis Maynard
block formerly occupied by the Bonds. other of its very successful sales last falhpr and motheri Mr. and Mrs F. I,. Crouse of Ithaca, N. Y.. who were tree in the garden of W A. Bradford Flower gardens and plants were near and Pearl Reynolds and three chil
was
struck
by
a
lightning
bolt.
Mrs. Verna Little was given a party week in the library. A special fea Maloney, returned with them for an guests of Mr and Mrs. N. Cook Sholes,
>1!00
ly ruined. The cyclone with the wind dren of Beverly, Mass., are visiting at
A. V. Grafton and crew of men are rain and hail was the worst ever Elwin Adams'.
Thursday evening in her new home on ture this time Was the attractive indefinite stay
have returned home
The
heavy
storm
which
visited
this
now
busy
raking
berries
for
Black
At
Friendship street. There were three tea tables which were weU patron
known in this section. It uprooted
U EXTRA KRSON
Capt. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot and
Mrs. Elliott Hall and Miss Nellie Gay of Thomaston.
tables of bridge and refreshments ized.
25 large locust trees in the town section late last Saturday afternoon,
family were at their cottage Sunday Hall entertained at bridge Thursday
besides uprooting trees and damaging
Mrs.
Gertie
Burns
of
the
village
was
[
were served during the evening. Mrs.
Miss Agnes Mills of Boston is a
cemetery
and
many
apple
trees
near
Many out of town people assembled evening.
guest of Mrs. Willie Havener Sunday. homes. No houses were blown down crops, did a great deal of damage to
Little has had the house renovated guest at Frank D McVeigh's.
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
at Olson's shore Sunday to attend the
Rr Rich, optometrist, who was in
Douglas Anderson of Port Clyde is although small buildings were moved buildings. At Edwin Ryan's the win
and established a nursing home there.
Clifford W. McVeigh and Russell 10.0 F. picnic. The day proved any
dows were taken out of the south
Charles D. Crowell returned last Brown spent, last weekend In Lew thing but enjoyable, with one elec town last week, will return to Vinal- a visitor at A. J. Hussey’s,
some
distance
from
their
locations,
haven again, in October, adv.
Mrs. Edith Havener, daughters
side and north end of the house and
Saturday from the C.M.T. Camp at iston.
trical storm following after another
At the Merrie Macs, Shore Acres. I Eileen and Cora, and Marguerite Stone and following were severe electrical the barn badly damaged. At Fred
laaeuftva Office
Fort McKinley, the proud possessor
Charles A. Packard died at the throughout the rime.
showers
causing
much
damage
ln
and
for the past few days was the follow- bave peen employed by B. A. Murphy
Hooper's the chimney was blown from
HOTEL MANGER
of a bat and ball autographed by Babe Maine General Hospital in Bangor
about
the
town,
and
people
were
up
ing party: Ethelyn Strickland, Ellen j picking blueberries.
the roof, the well-house tipped over,
NO«TH STATION, BOSTON
Ruth, awarded him as champion July 29. Thc body was brought to
I
nealy
all
night.
The
lights
were
off
Wareham, Louise Hardison. Mildred
Miss Natalie Orne returned home
a henhouse moved eight feet from itjs
player. He also received a medal for Hillside cemetery ln Sunset for in
dealt tend----- (ecogalllaa Card)
R/ibinsnn
I
urinda
Younc
and
Ethel
.
,,
u
x<
i
,
causcd
by
trees
fa
ll
ing
on
the
wires,
Robinson. Lucinda Young and Ethel t0 Monhegan Monday after spending i and ,he Qld kerosenc #llghu came ln foundation and doors on outbuildings
marksmanship, an honor won by hqn terment.
for ute by friends aod aysalf. No
Turner.
tom
off
and
broken
In
pieces.
the
past
few
weeks
at
the
home
of
her
Mr. and Mrs. John Leysldt ar.d
last year also, and a recommendation
obligation.
handy.
1 aunt Mrs. C. L. Fales.
for promotion to sergeant for next Larry Fountain of West Springfield
Miss
Beatrice
Havener
is
visiting
Haw
.— i
are guests of Mrs. Raymond Meunier.
years activities.
Teacher of Piano
WHEN IN BOSTON— Vou can bus
Mtss Fern Benner at North Cushing. days this week with her aunt, Mrs. C. copies
Miss Mary Calnane, who has been
of The Courler-Oazette, with the
Last week at Glenhurst, Mrs. Laura
Sir««»
.....
"——I—
Mr and Mrs. C. L. Fales were in D. Murphy at the village.
home news, at the Old South News
, • 'Buy A Home*
S Cooney was hostess at her annual spending several weeks at Frank D. 22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
lakeside
Sunday.
Mrs.
Margaret
Wotton
of
Massachu

Cllv
—
"old friends” party on the lawn. McVeigh's left Friday for Baston. en
iRaadthe CIASSIFIEP
TEL. 639-W
Churcn; also at M Andeimnn's 28<
Miss Madeline Miller spent a few setts Ls a visitor at R. J. Marshall's.
Tremont 8t.
MMAi
Fifty Waltkilxim residents enjoyed her route to her home in Si. Louis
bMMMd

Mrs. Charles Ames of Concord, N.
H.. was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Jaseph Wednesday.
Vesper Hall and family and Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Carroll recently
attended a picnic at Mrs. Harry
Bean's in Warren at which there were
78 present.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Hunter and Mrs.
Ida Barrows were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tasker in Brad
ford.
Elizabeth Ells of Fitchburg. Mass.,
was guest this week of Mrs. Roy Tol
man and Mrs. J. E Sinnett.
Mr. and Mrs. E H Perry and Mrs
Fannie Brewster were at Holiday
Beach
,,
. Thursday,
,,
j .guests of Mr. . and
, .
“
SUPPCr
the evening
Clarence Lamson and sister Dr
Edna E. Lamson have returned from
a motor trip which took them as tar
south as Oklahoma and west to Chicago
Mrs. Maurice R. Clough (Carolyn
Sherer* of Boston is here for the
month of August, visiting her father
Dana A Sherer. and other relatives.
This week she has been at Cooper's
Beach, guest of Mr and Mrs. Dwight
Frisbee of Concord, N. H.
Ouests of Mr and Mrs Dana A
Sherer this week were Mrs F L. Lob
dell and daughter Mary Glenn of NewRochelle. N. Y.. and Miss H. Theresa
Lawrie of Waterville. Mr Lobdell
brought them through from camp at
Molasses Pond Monday and remained
over night, then continued to Eastern
Music Camp at Oakland where he is
director of recreation and camp life.

6E3.

RUDY
VALLEE

Vacations

Health

I
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1000 ROOMS

MANGER
HOTI
500

Mabel H. Holbrook

W
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

in

11 c n j*

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.
VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
LEAVES KOCKI.AND AT ..................... 8.00
12.00
5.00
LEAVES VINALHAVEN, NO. HAVEN, AT 9.00
1 00
5.15
Sundays only—Leave Rockland at 9, 12 and 5
Plane lays over at either stop one hour
Chartrr Tripe-, can be arranged to all points between thr regular trips
at $45.00 per hour

JOSEPH NASSAR
TEL. 1274-W or 774-J
31 TILLSON AVE.,

ROCKLAND

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
FOR SALE CHEAP

Call Rockland, 547, For Rates
Permanent
Waves
PARISIAN
BEAUTY
SALON
67 PARK ST.
PHONE 898

It Pays To Look Neat!
Handwork a Specialty

• ANASTASIO BROS.
Barbers
Over Woolworth's 5c i 10c Store

LOBSTERS

NELSON CARR
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
Tel. 1243

HARDESTY’S PEERLESS FLOUR

ARE BEST
When Taken

“STANDARD OF THE WORLD!”

You can always depend upon the quality of HARD
ESTY'S PEERLESS FLOUR. The standard is in
variably maintained.

Fri h From thc
Sea
BUY YOUR
SEA FOODS

Bread baked at home, of the HARDESTY’S
PEERLESS FLOUR is the most delightful, most
nourishing, and ‘most economical of foods.

: : at : :

FEYLER’S
TILLSON AVE..
ROCKI.AND
TEL. 1191

SHINE

SUMMER

FURNITURE

A Splendid Line of Swayers. Couch Hammocks. Lawn Chairs, Etc.
Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor Coverings

JOHN B. ROBINSON
CHISHOLM BLOC K
FIRST CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

POOL

STEVE ALEX
PROMPT SERVICE

ROCKLAND AUTO SUPPLY CO.
75 PARK STREET. ROCKLAND, ME.

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

TWO

SHINE PARLORS

TELEPHONE 61

I Opposite Gulf Filling Station)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTO

Try BEGGS’
HOME-MADE

Lynn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. W'e Sell Range
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners, Parts and Accessories.

PIES, CAKES
DOUGHNUTS
FIG SQUARES, Etc.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Beggs’ Home Cooking

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

503 MAIN ST.

ANDREW REKILA
Boot and Shoe Repairing
Neatly Done
320 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Storr

TEL. 730

716 MAIN ST.,

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT
LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
PRICES REASONABLE
GOOD COFFEE

ROCKLAND

SUIT & OVERCOAT
LADIES' COAT and
DRESS
Any Two Garments
MEN'S WHITE FLANNELS
CLEANED

$1.50

ROCKLAND (IIINESE LAUNDRY

COMPLETE

EASTERN GRAIN CO

VACATION TIME

Electric Service

C. H. Merrifield. Mgr.
Store, Elevator and Mill
PARK ST., NEAR R. R. STATION
TEL. 748

We Have a Full Line of
CAMERAS
FILMS
BATHING CAPS
SUNBURN LOTION
And other Summer Needs
Let ns do your Developing and
Printing
Twenty-four Hour Service

And Supplies

Flour, Corn, Oats, Cotton

seed Meal and Mill Feeds

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

PRESSED HAY AND STRAW
COARSE DAIRY AND MINERAL
SALT

McCarty’s Drug Store
606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK

ELECTRIC AND ACETYLENE WELDING

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

IKON WORK, BOILER WORK AND PIPING
Satisfartion Guaranteed—Moderate Prices

SANDWICHES, MAGAZINES
l.unch wilh us at the
Eastern Stramship Dock
TOBACCO
CIGARS

STEPHEN BRAULT & SON
NEW SHOP ON ME. CENTRAL WHARF

wn

TELS 97-R—97-W

Complete Service Your Car
WASHING, GREASING, CRANKCASE,
IGNITION, TIRES, ETC.

We Know How
SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS «-!,-tI
53 Pleasant St. Rockland Tel. 91 IM

GLENMERE
Mr. and Mrs. G. Lloyd Cowan and
sons John and Lloyd of Edgewater
Park. N. J., are at their cottage for
several weeks.
Master Byron Keene has returned
to his home in Rockland after a visit
of several weeks with his grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis.
Mrs. Emma Hall of Waltham, Mass.,
and sister Mrs. Harry Chadboume of
Somerville. Mass., were recent callers
on their cousin Mrs. Lucy Smith.
Mrs. Chauncey Keene of Rockland
was hostess to the T Club at a clam-

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

c

LI

DI

m

-r

•! -v

ST. GEORGE

J»

I

ATTENTION!

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
bake at the so-called line brook Fri for several years. Funeral services
day evening.
were held at the home of her daugh
Mr. and Mrs. William Keene enter ter, Mrs Norman Simmons in Thom'
tained friends from Alls'.on, Mass., aston. Rev. H. S, Kilborn of the Bap
over the weekend.
tist Church officiating. Interment was
Mrs. Eva Covalt, Mrs. Alice Wash ln the family lot at the Ridge ceme
burn, Mr. and Mrs: Byron Davis and tery, Martinsville. Bearers at the serv
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley attended ices were Frank Hathorne, William
the funeral services of Mrs. Frank I Newbert, Everett Cook and Frank
ar.dl at
the
cemetery
Harris in Thomaston Friday of last j Wiley
Winslow Watt, Charles Davis, Frank
week.
The sudden death from heart , Wiley and Walter Barter. Besides
disease of Mrs. Julia E. Harris which I her husband, she leaves a son H
occurred in Thomaston July 26, while Alvah Harris of Tenant's Harbor
visiting her daughter, brought much two daughters, Miss Edith Harris and
sadness to neighbors and friends ln ! Mrs. Norman Simmons; three grand
this community. Mrs. Harris was born children, Richard Harris, Audrey and
in Glenmere May 15, 1866, oldest Leon Simmons; a sister. Miss Rosa
daughter of Kir. and Mrs. Edward Teele of Thomaston; and several
i Teelc. She had beep in poor health cousins.

FRIGIDAIRE

Everybody enjoys the ball games at
Tenant’s Harbor
but you could enjoy them more tf
you would plan to have a good sup
per after the (ante at

LYNN BURNERS
WATER SYSTEMS

“The Big Elm Tea Room"
Hot chicken, fried potatoes, “sides”
including dessert 50 cents.
Ix>ts of “eats” cheaper
Dont forget our Sunday Dinners of
Lobster, Chicken, etc. Homr cooked
Raked Bean Supper complete, Sat
urday, Aug. 5, 35 cents.
Two Sundav Specials. Aug. 6—lob
ster Roll at 20c and a Regular 20c
Sundae for 10 cents.
TENANT’S HARBOR.
TEL. 6-2

A

DODGE AND
PLYMOUTH

W'e Atm Kell the

CARS

CLARION RANGE

Used Cars of All Kinds
General Insurance

Made m Maine

Harold H. Hupper
TEL. 55-5

TENANT'S HARBOR

HENRY K. ALLEN
TEL. 8007
TENANT'S HARBOR. ME.

THOMASTON

Sharing honors with Searsport as Maine's most beautiful town, has an interesting historic background
to enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driving distance by Innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too. modem Thomaston presents an active business aspect Including within its cor
porate limits the great $4,000,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

LET STEVE ALEX DO THE JOB

Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

ROCKLAND, ME.

«...

Seldom is a piece of merchandise cal burden imposed by the old sets i
given thc genuine public enthusiasm for the U. S. Radio has achieved a
that has been accorded the new U. splendid success in pioneering this
iS. Radio Battery Ensemble. It fills self contained battery operated re
[a long felt need in the radio world, ceiver. It is simplicity itself in op
that of the non-technical home eration, the servicing can he done
'owner and camper and cottager by a child and thc economy of opera
(and his number is legion) who is tion is a revelation.
off power lines and yet wants
Models of this spectacular new
modern radio service.
radio are on display at the store of
Up to now the man not direct E. E. Studley, 131 Main street
ly on the electric service line has Thomaston, where demonstration
| been forced to either forego radio will cheerfully be given at any time.
altogether or else supply himself Models 3086 and 3084 are of the
with the old cumbersome battery popular mantel type powered with
' type radio with batteries and bat standard Burgess battery sets and
teries, gadgets and wires and this a 5-tube superheterodyne chassis
' and that requiring a first class elec- and unusual speaker tone quality
, trician to get started and thc pa and clearness. Their tube equip
tience of Job and pocketbook of J. ment consists of 1 no. 230 Triode;
P. Morgan to keep running.
2 No. 232 Tetrode; 1 No. 234 R.
The U. S. Radio Battery En- F. Pentode and onc No. 233 Power
' semhle has changed all that. Now Pentode, all two volt. The hand
at camp one may have radio of out some cabinets are 20^”xl9”x8-5ii”
standing performance, unusual se and 14'4xl3j4x7)4 respectively
i lectivity and sensitivity and splen priced at $19.95 to $29.95. You
{did tone. He may have the satis are invited to see this handsome ra
I faction of a handsome cabinet of dio at Studley's and test their splen
thc mantel type, compact and beau did performance. They mean new
tifully proportioned. He may have joy and zest in life for all the
absolute freedom from the techni familv.

Sold by all the leading Retail Grocers

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

d

i

TILLSON (AVENUE, ROCKLAND, ME.
DAILY PLANE SERVICE TO

FRUIT AND PRODUCE

c

Rich ln tradition and charming old day folk lore ls St. Oeorge. most historic of Knox County's towns.
U. O. KadlO Battery Ensemble Blazes lne Iran lo ouccess Every foot of Its fertile fields or rugged shore is hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
nf
As
n.
F..l.
I or humor in days long passed. The present day St. Oeorge, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
Uf Ixaaio Al vamp, voltage, VT On lne rarm
about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far in population than a half century ago is rich in natural
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estates.

8hlre city of Knox County with a population of 9.000 Is thc wholesale distributing point and retail shop
ping center of forty coast and inland towns. It is the one large trading center of Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and
Hancock Counties with a total trade area of 75,000 people. It Is the center of a fine system of highways and
the hub of several steamboat and air lines as well as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad.

WHOLESALE

A

NOW RADIO HAPPINESS AT CAMP

ROCKLAND

SPECIAL!

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

.SOMETHING NEW

Ladies’ Rayon Underwear

Children’s Play Suits
reduced to 39c
Boys’ Knickers, 39c

E. A. AMES

Established 1825

105 MAIN ST.,

Rockland’s Expert Shoe Shine Operator Will Keep Your
Footwear Immaculate At a Minimum Of Expense

GEORGES RIVER

OUR
A famous food has made world tson is not in keeping
Soiled linen
famous the slogan "Tell me what or battered and dirty shoes arc fatal
you eat and I'll tell you what you to successful salesmanship.
are” but the fact remains that more
Be sure of yourself. Keep your
jobs have been secured by having shoes neat and immaculate and feel
immaculate linen and clean, well the confidence that flows into one
polished shoes than by eating any when he knows he is looking fit,
one particular food. Some people are top to toe. Form the commendable
apt not to regard the care of their habit of letting Steve Alex shoulder
footwear as a matter of first im your shoe problems.
Drop into
portance, but it is that, all the same. one of his convenient shoe shining
No man or woman is well dressed parlors daily and know you look
when his nr her shoes arc rusty and o. k. He uses the best of polishes
unsightly. The man who allows his and takes especial pain/ that every
shoes to go muddy and uncared for shine job is perfect. He knows the
is very likely ta be slovenly in his secret of properly dicing shoes to
business habits too.
renew their utility or to match a
A business executive wants the new gown.
man he hires to be neat, wholesome
Steve’s shine parlors arc located
and reliable. He must make a good opposite The Thorndike, next door
impression on his customer if he is south of the Senter Crane Com
to be a successful salesman. It is pany building and at thc foot of
difficult for a man to sell a high Park street two doors north of
grade article or security if his per- Hotel Rockland.

NEW BOILER SHOP

AN EXCELLENT MOVE

Stephen Brault and Son Leo Better Fire Protection Being {
Open IronWorking Plant
Provided
For
Dwellers
At Maine Central Wharf
Near Megunticook Lake
I

The need of better fire protection I
Stephen Brault and son Leo have
opened a new shop as boiler makers has long been felt along the shores
of Lake Megunticook. and thanks
and iron workers in the large build to the movement initiated by Town {
ing at the head of Maine Central Manager Keller, Fire Chief Payson ’
Wharf, Mechanic street, formerly and Assistant Fire Chief Heald, lt I
now being provided.
used by the Maine Central's marine ls The
flrst hydrant has already I
division as office, stock room and been installed near the residence of
Merrill Brown, and four others are
repair department.
The head of the new firm, being arranged for in these locations:
Town landing at Barrett's Cove, the
Stephen Brault, is a long time resi Hervey C. Allen cottage; the Hodgdent of this city and past master of man cottage on the Hope road, and
thc iron workers’ trade. He spent the last, near Camp Rabbit, on the
18 years with the Camden-Anchor, Hope road, side of the lake. This
distribution permits the protection
Rockland Machine Co. and fol of many cottages and camps with
lowed that with 16 years as head of use of 1.000 feet of hose. Each of
the I. L. Snow & Co. boiler depart these hydrants will be listed with a !
call number directly into the fire
ment. His son Leo has grown up 'tation in Camden, thus permitting
in amid the clamor of the boiler immediate action, without, as has |
makers’ business and for over 20 been the case in the past, delay ln '
ascertaining thc location of a blaze
vears ha< been in the same line.
in that outlying district.
This tcam will head up the new I The hydrant at. Merrill Brown’s is
enterprise doing electric and acety known as a dry hydrant. It ts made ,
lenr welding, boiler and iron work up of some 65 feet of six inch pipe '
extending out into the lake, with a'
and piping of all sorts. The shiv rise and a hydrant suction connec
is large and well lighted with excel tion at the top. this being made to
lent modern equipment. They will fit both of the town's pumping en
gines. This hydrant was tested
take on jobs of any size guarante-- and worked to the complete satising complete satisfaction and mod fact.'on of all who saw the demon
erate prices. Thc shop telephone is stration.
The installation of these hydrants
97-R and the house phone 97-W.
is purely voluntary, and the assist
ance and co-operation of those citi
CAMDEN
zens who approve, Ls solicited. Each
The play "Intuition," a comedy by hydrant casts in the neighborhood
Adelyn Bushnell, presented In the of $75 for material, the work bcing
Opera House Thursday night was a done by the members of the Camden
great success, and the house well Fire Department.
filled. The play was sponsored by
the Rotary Club, proceeds going vacation from her duties at Com
toward the Christmas Relief Work munity Hospital.
Mrs. Linwood Bowen has joined'
Fund.
Miss Shirley Young of Bay View her husband in Durham, N. H., after
street has employment at the Oak visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. i
Paul Young. Bay View street.
Grove Hotel, Boothbay Harbor.
Dr. and Mrs. Sherman Perry of
Comique
Theatre
attractions: Winchendon, Mass., have been in j
Saturday, two selected features, town to attend the funeral of hls
George O'Brien in "Robbers Roost" mother. Mrs. Wilder W Perry.
and Ruth Chatterton and George
Camden plays a picked team from i
Brent in “Lilly Turner,” also Para the Legion, firemen and chauffeurs ,
mount News; Monday. Janet Gaynor Saturday at 3 p. m.
in "Adorable," also Short Subjects.
Mtegunticook sewini? circle meets
George Perry of Milford. Del., is with Mrs. Richard Hammond at the
in town called by the death of his bungalow at. Spruce Head, Aug. 9,
mother, Mrs. W. W. Perry of High and the men are invited. Coffee and
street.
clams will be furnLshed for the dinMiss Eleanor McCobb is having a ner.

I

THOMASTON

SUNDAY DINNERS
at $1.00
ARE VERY POPULAR

Chicken, Lobster, Fresh Vegetable
Prove it for yourself, family and friends, by trying one of these
Served From 12.30 to 2.00 P. M.

KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.

FRESH CRABMEAT
50c lb.
Boiled and Ptrkrd Daily
Delirious for Salads, Sandwiches
TEL. 15

MITCHELL & SON
WATER ST..

THOMASTON

“MARK EVERY GRAVE"

VACATION DAYS
GO TO

THE LAST GIFT—A MEMORIAL

W.H. BRACKETT’S

The history of one's family written in the

-FOR-

permanence of stone

BATHING CAPS
BATHING SHOES
CAMERAS AND FILMS

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.
GRANITE AND MARBLE

FILMS DEVELOPED
QUICK SERVICE

EAST UNION. ME.
Phone 13-31

BEST QUALITY

THERE IS A NEW

MEN’S WORK SHOES
Fulkline Children's Shoes for school

BEAUTY PARLOR

PENTTILA’S

IN THOMASTON
WATCH THIS SPACE

INSTANT SHOE REPAIRING
83 MAIN ST..
THOMASTON

THOMASTON
ADVERTISERS...

Strout Insurance Agency
J. Walter Strout Allred M. Strout
Insurance in all Its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.

&

jn

Take Advantage of This New
Classified Display
Read the f enter of This Page

CAMDEN

THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 185-4

E.E. STUDLEY
131 MAIN ST.,

THOMASTON

NEW BATTERY RADIO
Screen Grid. Supcrhetci odyne
Complete with Pattertes

only $29.95
RADIO SERVICE
TUBES TESTED

Jt

Jt

This cnarming town is richly endowed by nature with magnificent bits of mountain, like and rugged
scenfay of old ocean—famed the nation over for its palatial summer homes and beautiful Beauchamp Point.
Withal it is a delightful town with its busy mills and thriving market place, an Ideal place ln which to live.

ESREVER
The Charge When Calling

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

GEO. H. THOMAS FUEL CO., Camden, 2024, for

CAMDEN. ME.

SHELL FUEL OIL

A Prescription Drug Store

Sole Distributors For Knox County

An Old Pharmacy
With Young and Modern Ideas
“Where Old Meets Young"

The trouble Isn’t with your burner—It's your otl

for over 65 years

CHANGE TO SHELL AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
CAMDEN

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN

YACHT SUPPLY

CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING
MILLINERY, LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN. ME.

DEALERS
We’re sailng; get aboard

APPLETON

RIDGE

Sunday evening. Aug. 6, J Asbury
Pitman of Salem, Mass., and Lincoln
ville will speak at thc Baptist Church,
taking for his subject his recent trip
to Europe.
Mrs. Cora Holmes of Massachusetts
was an afternoon caller last Monday
of Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert.
Sympathy is extended to O. W. Cur’ier in the loss of his sister Mrs Ella
Hicks of Garland.
Miss Maerlee Barlow is spending a
few days with relatives ln Brobks.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Nettle Witherspoon was a re: cent caller on Mrs. Delora Morrill tn
Rockport.
Clara Waterman has been the
guest of friends at Southwest Harbor
for a few days.
Mrs. Carol Burns has returned to
! her home In Wollaston, Mass., after
1 a visit with her mother Mrs. Eva
• Crabtree.
Mrs. Lester Stone spent Wednes
day on the mainland and attended
a funeral in Bristol.
Mrs. Carrie Nichols and daughter

Ruth of Rockland return home today
after a visit with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. O. D. Lermond.
Mtss Maxine Stone has returned
home after a visit with relatives ln
Rockland and Belfast.
Mr and Mrs. John Lermond were
ln Rockland a few days this week.
The Webb River 4-H Girls Club of
Carthage. Oxford county now has a
meeting place of its own. A deserted
school has been transformed. Much
equipment was supplied by a generous
community. Mrs Viola Plummer Is I
the leader for the girls.
i

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column ’

wALJj

Advertisements in this column not to ’
A Vrf\
STATE OF MAINE
I
excesd three lines Inserted once for 25
Mr and Mrs. John F Baker of Shen Gjin May Soon Become
———— ——————
M
To all persona Interested In either of cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Boston are visiting their daugnter
tional
lines
five
cents
each
for
one
time.
a Harbor of Importance
the estates hereinafter named:
TWENTY-ONE room, four tenement
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
10 cents for three times. Six words house
for sale, all in nice condition,
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.! make a line.
Mrs Emma Thome of St. Albans
newly shingled and painted outside,
On Adriatic
in
and
for
the
County
of
Knox,
on
the
Maybe
it's
their
persistency
that
is visiting her mother Mrs. Scott
— And The —
papered, painted and whitened Inside.
18th day of July In the year of our
*****-**** ♦ ♦ —■ *• ♦ W Will be sold at a great bargain, or will
causes them to rise to the top. Al
Young and sister Miss Margaret
San Giovanni di Medua (Shenexchange for other property. Call me
Lord
one
thousand
nme
hundred
and
Yeung.
. any rate, a friend who has consider
---------- L.
thirty-three and by adjournment from
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights and Gjin), a seaport by courtesy of able contact with those of "the
1 SHAW.
bhaw 47
17 ’North ^Ma7n
Main 8?^
st., Rockl^d°:
Rockland. Me
day to day from the 18th day of said
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames marie a geographers, may soon be an Adriatic Seven Million** who have achieved
July the following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
trip to Gay’s Island Thursday eve- harbor of importance, says a bulletin high places in the business world,
.
... ...... .
I FULL strength, pure cider vinegar for
hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby Or
DARK gray and white kitten lost. p|Cki|nK. 20 cents gallon. J. H SIMONning and were much pleased with the from
Washington. D. C. head- has a bunch of tales concerning how
quarts for 40 minutes and pints for dered :
Agricultural
Three months old. TEL. 638-W.
M*W! TON. Meadow St . West Rockport.
outing and supper.
A
„
w.
That notice thereof be given to all
35 minutes at 10 pounds pressure.
POCKETBOOK containing aum of |
93*95
Mrs. George Potter and children Quarters of the National Geographic they go about getting what they
Marshall Moody of Bunker Hill has
persons Interested, by causing a copy of
• • » •
lost at Community Park Monday : HOUSE barn and land (33 acres)
want.
One
has
to
do
with
a
gen.
this
order to be published three weeks money
a very clean crop of apples this year,
Clark and Joan who have been Society. A plan, for improving the
night.
Reward
Return
to
ROLAND'
)c
nown
as
t'
be
k
P Pish place In 8outh
successively In The Courier-Oaxette. a
tlemen in the financial district who including a good crop of McIntosh
4-II Club Notes
91*93|Hope Village on Route 101
Will sell
spending a few days with her par- harbor, has been presented to the
newspaper published at Rockland In said BURNS. Waldoboro.
is extremely fond of a certain well and Delicious. He has applied six
j the whole or any part of the same InThe county tryouts in the baking J county that they may appear at a Proents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark re- Albanlan Cablnet Councll.
quire
of
E
H.
BURKETT.
Union
Me
turn today to their home in Needham.
_
-l known sweet wafer. He sent his sprays this year and has used cyna- (contest and style dress revue were bate court to be held at said Rockland
______________________________
92-94
Mass
"Sandwiched between Greece and secretary out to purchase a supply mid and mulch for fertilizer. Plans held at Camden High School July 26. on the 15th day of' August A. D 1933
at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and be
HORSE for sale cheap, good worker,
A squad of Pine Cone troop. Girl Yugoslavia, Albania might be com- and the secretary returned with the are being made for a county field vida York of Damariscotta Mills is heard thereon If they see cause
•kind and clever. H D CRIE Tel 744
Rockland, or 83 Thomaston
89*95
Scouts. in charge of Second Liyuten- pared to a huge chess board on which information that none ot the near J day at his orchard the last of the the winner of the baking contest, [ PERLE HOWARD ATKINS BLOMQUIST.
late
ol
West
Hartford.
Conn.,
I
month.
making
biscuits
before
the
judges
and
J
ant Jane Miller hiked to the Green
West and Near East have been by shops sold the wafer. The busi
TWENTY-THREE ft. Friendship sloop
LIOHT used car wanted, cheap for
deceased
Exemplified
copy
of
Will
and
*
*
*
*
•
exhibiting
a
cake
which
she
previousj
for sale. Boat and sails In good con
Thursday for swimming and a p.cntc
ness man then ordered him to keep
Probate thereof, together with Petition cash No dealers MRS HATTON. 184 dition. Price $125. Inquire of JOSEPH
lunch. They had a fine time. Out makln?
P'8^ slnce the cUvtsl<>n going until he found that particular
92-94
Henry Keller, Ralph Cripps and ly made. Annie Rhodes of Union is asking that the Copy of said Will may South Main St. Phone 528-M
91*93
of 15 members in the troop all but of the Roman Empire in the fourth brand, also to list the shops where j Mrs. N. B Hopkins, met last week the winner of the style dress revue, be allowed, filed and recorded In the POSITION wanted by experienced HUTCHINSON. Vinalhaven. Me
BLUEBERRIES for sale on the bushes,
Court of Knox County, and stenographer and bookkeeper. Whole or
four are swimmers. There will be a century, A. D.." continues the bulletin. he failed to find IL The secretary and made plans for the annual meet- Annie had a very pretty red and Probate
Florence S. Atkins of West Hart- part time.
References
MISS N. F about a ton In the lot. MISS MARTHA
meeting of the troop at the Con "The successive human moves on this was gone all morning but came back ing It will be held this year in Cam- white organdie party dress, which that
93-95
ford. Conn . be appointed Admtnlstra- I GREELEY. 19 Franklin St., City.
92*97 E. JONES. Thomaston. Tel. 145.
den
Opera
House.
Programs
will
be
was
perfectly
made,
according
to
the
gregational vestry Monday at 3
trlx.
ct.a..
with
bond.
FOR SALE—Pullets, all ages, some ready
with the goods. “Take a telegram."
HOUSEKEEPERS position wanted for
animated
board
were
made
by
Byzan, put on by Lincoln County communi- judges.
o'clock.
EMILY ELLIOT DALAND. late of elderly man
References exchanged. to lay- Rhode Island Reds and Ply
mouth Rocks. STOVER FEED MFO.
Miss Eva Jones of Salem, Mass., tines, Goths, Serhs, Bulgarians. By- said the business man. He there 'ties. Mrs. Hopkins is making arvida and Annie will attend State; Brookline. Maas , deceased Exemplified MRS. B E H. Newcastle, Me. Box 249
copy
of
Will
and
Probate
thereof,
to

92*94 CO . on track at 86 Park St, Rockland.
who has been at Port Clyde for a zantines again, Sicilians, Venetians, upon dictated a sizzling message, 1 angements for dinner.
Camp at Orono Aug. 16 to 20 and- gether with a Petition for Probate of
Just below Armour’s. Tel. 1200
91-93
USED 35 cal. Remington self loading
week, will come to Thomaston today an(J
when the game seemed setting forth In detail the shortcom
* * * *
compete with the winners of the | Foreign Will, asking that the copy of
rifle wanted. If not In first class con . 1930 HALF TON Ford truck In good
ing ot the wafer concern’s sales or
to visit her sister Mrs. J Murray Mil■
said
will
may
be
allowed,
filed
and
re

The hailstorm of last week did a other counties in the State. The
do not reply. CLYDE WINCHEN- I condition for sale CARL E. FREEMAN.
ler for a week before returning home t0 have
8 stalemate in 1913. ganization. The message was ad great deal of damage in the gardens state winner in the baking contest corded In the Probate Court of Knox dition
91 tf
89*94 1 Olencove. Tel. Rockland 289-J
County, and that letters Testamentary BACH. Waldoboro. Me
Mr and Mrs H. M. Dean of a Conference of Ambassadors in Lon- dressed to the president of the cor 1 of Whitefield.
»
will receive a prize of $15 which has be Issued to Elliot Daland of Philadel
GIRL wanted for general housework,, FOR SALE—"More For Less" Egg
Jamaica Plain, Mass., are guests of don declared Albania an lndepend- poration. In It was included a list
* * * *
been offered by the R. B. Davis Bak- phia. Pennsylvania, and The Second good plain cook, no laundry. CALL j Mash or Growing Feed. 8198 per bag.
91-93 Both of these feeds contain Nopco XX
National Bank of Boston. Mass, with CAMDEN 8416
Mrs. George Ludwig
ent gtate
of the stores where the secretary
Charles Dolloff of Boothbay is ing Company of Hoboken N. J. Seven bond.
------- 37-;----77-, Cod Liver OH and Dried Milk You save
Mrs. Byron Burlingame who has I
WAN ! ED TO BUY Sloop boat, about | *5 per ton and more on tbese hlghhad failed to make a buy. The next j planning to remodel- his
hen
house
other
prizes
will
also
be
awarded,
-.
■ J
8. EMMA KEENE, late of St. Oeorge.
been spending a few days in Union
Harbor Site on Crescent Bay
State size condition and PHoe | grade feeds made fresh dally. Order tomorning the president of the cor Prof. Sanctuary of Massachusetts The State winner in the style dress deceased will and Petition for Probate 30 ft. JOHN
ANDERSON.
199 Talbot. ddy and save tbe difference. "More For
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenniston ' -The bay which is known as San poration called, full of apologies and State College will visit his farm Aug revue will receive a trip to National thereof, asking that the same may be Wrlte
Ave.. Rockland Tel. 129-M
91*931 l*,," Dalry
Fced „ 63 These 8re un_
has returned to the home of Mrs Oiovannl di Medua t0 the Itallans. thanks. Now every store In the 9 and make recommendations. A 4-H Club Congress in Chicago with proved and allowed and that Letters
POSITION as mother's helper, taking | doubtedly Jhe greatest cash and _carry
Otorge Ludwig
values
In
New
England. STOVER FEED
special
ventilating
system
will
be
inall
expenses
paid
by
the
Chicago
Mail
Bac'he'ider
of
St'
’
oeorge,
he^being
the
care of children, etc., wanted Whole or
Mr. and Mrs. George Craig of Hyde Shen-Gjin to the Albanians, and neighborhood is well stocked. But stalled.
CO- on track at 86 Pgrk StOrder Company.
; Executor named In said Will, without part time. DOROTHY PERRY. 6 Grace MFO
the
business
man
makes
no
pur

St. City.
88*93 Rockland, Just below Armour's. Tel.
Park. Mass., who together with Mr Chinkin to the Turks, is located in I
* * * *
The judges for the baking contest ‘““b
1200.________________________
91-93
RUTH A JENNINGS, late of Thomas- 1 WANTED- Used feed sacks In Al conand Mrs George Forrest of Wollas- tbe northeastern neck of Albania. It I chases. The president brought with
George
Chick
of
the
State
departwere:
Miss
Carrie
Williams,
home
.....
........
...
when you are pianuing to sell your
ton. deceased
Will and Petition for ’ dltlon and free from holes
Will pay
ton. Mass., have been guests for a u lwo and & half mtles lon and tw01 him enough wafers, as a gift
ment was in the county this week service agent. Rockland: Mrs. Goldie Probate "thereof. aaklng“that* the ’aame 3 cents each In exchange for our grain. chickens and fowl, call PETEK ED91-tf
week of Mr and Mrs. Dawson Brewer, i ,
meeting some of the poultrymen and Bickmore. Rockland; and Miss Eve- may be proved and allowed and that flour, feeds, sugar etc. STOVER FEED WARDS Tel. 806-J, Rockland
left for Oakland Friday for a call on nt1!*5 wide, cutting a crescent into the ,
Another Incident along similar explaining the new marketing plan lyn Plummer of Aina. The style Letters Testamentary lsaue to Elizabeth MFO. CO., on track at 86 Park St. Just
FITTED bard wood and Junks, per
below
Armour
s
Tel
1200
91-93
B
Washburn
of
Thomaston,
she
being
cord
88.
fitted
soft
wood.
86.
T.
J.
CARfriends on their return to their home peculiar c oast line of the eastern j lines has to do with a big man in which is being tried out in the State, dress revue judges were Miss Burdell
Executrix named In said Will, with
91-tf
PROBATE WORK wanted Eleven ROLL Tel 263-21.
in Massachusetts.
shore. A sandy beach stretching to J the financial district, who, when he Kenneth Haskell of the Maine Cen- strout of Fuller-Cobb-Davis depart- the
out bond
experience In Probate Office «
Mrs. Truman Sawyer and grandson the west and south forms a huge comb- j moved hls office, failed to find hls tral Railroad was also in the county, ment store, Miss EVelyn Mills of NILS NELSON, late of Rockland, de years'
EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Orace St. Tel |
Carlton have returned home after a ... .
.
....
,
. . ..
ceased
Will and Petition for Probate 163-M
81-tf I >1
visit to Mr. and Mrs Errol Buker at like barrier. *llh regular sand-teeth I favorite brand of high-priced cigars The new low railroad freight rate is Brewer and Miss Evelyn Plummer of thereof, asking that the same may be
POSITION
as
Chet
or
order
cook
want
being
used
by
several
poultrymen
in
Aina.
University
of
Maine
home
ecoIn
the
stores
in
that
vicinity.
He
proved and allowed and that Letters ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY. I
Popham Beach, and also to her sister jutting out in the bay. At the head of1
shipping their eggs
nomics graduates.
Testamentary Issue to Edward C. Pay- Orace St City______________________ »U 1
Mrs. Charles Sylvester of Richmond, the bay is the town of Shen-Gjin, wrote to the company about the mat
son of Rockland, he being the Executor
MAN wanted to take care of estab
named In said Will, with bond.
1 he chairmen of the committees
by swamp lands. In the ter and received an answer which
William Pearse. a 4-H Club boy in
4-H Club tours have been held by
stated that he must be in error as
lished business In the sale of McConnon
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
ESTATE LAURETTA A. SEAVEY, late Products
ipUnud^“rarcbackground is a wild, tangled mass
Hope,
is
raising
a
fine
pure
bred
In Knox County. Starting bath to let. adults only. Inquire LIL
three communities. The first w’as of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
the brand was sold In several adja
average
830
weekly
with
Increasing
Jersey
heifer.
He
is
going
to
start
a
LIAN
BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
nro- of
of dispirited
disnirited hills.
hills.
held at Union with Union Junior Administration, asking that George
cent atores. Thereupon, the financial
Smith, fir pillows; Mrs. Anna Braas you become acquainted with
93*95
pure bred herd from this animal Farmers and Seven Tree Boys; and Seavey of Rockland, or some other suit profits
customers
and
business
High
farm
man
got
the
president
of
the
com

pier. children's table; Mrs. Edna
Oaks Furnish Fuel and Fodder
SMALL apartments to let. furnished
Rcyce Thurlow has a grade Guernsey two others in West Aina with able person be appointed Admr. with prices and National Recovery Act bring
Young, aprons; Mrs George V. Hanly
out bond
pany on the telephone an-1 took him
greatly Improved conditions, tremendous- and unfurnished at the FOSS HOUSE.
The lowlands surrounding the bay j from store to store. Having proved which he is raising in connection with Pcwnalborough Good Will 4-H Club,
ESTATE ALONZO J. NASH, late of ly Increasing money-making opportunl- Tel. 740
88-tf
vegetables; Mrs. Leila Smalley
his one-half acre of potatoes. The and Hope with Hope Happy Farmers Rockland, deceased Petltlon for Ad- j ty
Active dealers enjoying greatly lncandy; hot dogs, first booth. Mrs. Ora support very little vegetation. The I hls point, he took him to lunchedn. Hcpe boys under the leadership of
TWO DESIRABLE modern tenements
and
Hatchet
Mt.
boys.
ministration, asking that Lillian E j creasing returns. We finance responsl- to let. Broadway and Broadway Place.
Woodcock. Mrs. Matie Spalding; sec- trees are oak of the evergreen drought Now all he has to do Is send down N. F. Barrett and Mrs. Bessie Hardy
«
a
.
•_
...
Smith, of Minturn, or some other suit- dle persons. A-l references required.
92*94
In Union two members are taking , able person be appointed Admx . with Experience mot necessary. Apply by ERNEST C. DAVIS.
------------------------------------charg^^ff^ MS^e0hvrbft.«; resisting variety. The trees are valu-: stairs for hls cigars.
:.h
a
“1=.^.= ~
md
•
latter. McCONNON AND COMPANY.,
apartment to lev two
• • •
agement, while others are taking
estate Frederick l. lawry. late established 1889. Dept MF-231. Winona. 8~m»8naPr,»»«192 limefock
cooked fcod. Mrs. F.Ua Dunn. The able to the natives for they not only
91-tf
------ ikuTlhat
-------- Petition
93*lt |
or
Another Instance of persistency look well and should show the boys a beans, garden, dairy, sweet corn and
Natalie for
M Minn.
proceeds of the fair will be for the furnish fuel but also leaves and shoots
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
good
profit.
pig. Warner Howard, a junior club Lawry of Vinalhaven. or some other 8t*******««***«.»|| Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
current expenses of the Legion and vvtxicli are used as winter fodder for has to do with a taxicab driver and
91-tf
member has 26 chickens that he 1 suitable person be appointed Admx., ♦
the benevolent work of the Auxiliary .
T_
<. a a manufacturer. The manufacturer
8
t
FOUR
ROOM
apartment
with
bath
to
Services at the Church of St John the livestock. In the highlands is a gave the driver an address but,
With the Homes
bcught from Clifton Meservey, his without bond
j let. 118 a month. V F STUDLEY. 283
♦
Rnmmar
PnHaflr««
♦
O.
shea
,
late
of
Main
St.
Tel.
1154.
Baptist tomorrow: 9 a. m. Holy Eu- luxurious growth of mixed forest, when it was almost reached, re
92-tf
leader,
and
also
a
club
member
of
„
alden
Canning demonstrations are to b?
Petition
AdnJuiut^tion deceased
AFTER Sept. 1. to let. six room house
charist; 10.30 a m.. church school: Fertile plateaus found there are used called that hia friend bad moved. given next week by Miss Lawrence. the senior club. Melvin Kennedy
asking that Edwin
If desired High St.. Thomas
7 p. m . evensong and sermon: preach- jor summeritnf livestock and for cul- He then told the driver to turn Heme Demonstration Agent, at South started out with 100 chickens. He now V. Shea of South Thomaston, or some COTTAGES and camps tp let and for furnished
ton Inquire of C A. VO6E. Brooklyn
suitable person be appointed sale.
er Henry vanB. Nash, official dio- .. ..
E V. 8HEA. 8outh Thomaston Heights, Thomaston Tel. 150-11
93-95
around and go to another address. Bristol In the Union Church Vestry has 60 pullets as he sold 40 of hls' other
without bond
Tel. Rockland 364-11._______________ 86-tf
cesan lay missionary stationed at WlsTuesday Aug. 8 and at Hope Grange roosters. The hen house was built Admr..
TWO first class
tenements,janitor
ESTATE MARY H SMALL, late of
ca£3et
"The people around Shen Gjin, or The driver, surly and ill-humored, Hall Wednesday Aug. 9 Both meet- by Melvin with very little of his
SIX ROOM completely furnished cot
floor,
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad tage. bathroom, artesian well, electric service, heat, all modern, first
immediately began to let loose re
Andy Gault, stunt swimmer ol north of the Shkumbi River, are
asking that Harry T Small lights and garage, to let for remainder1 good location. Very low rent. Apply
marks about passengers who were •ngs are scheduled for 1.30 o'clock. A lather's help. Ralph Hunt has 60 ministration.
MEN
S
SHOP
Park
St
___
90*95
Iowa, who swims with army uniform. Enown as Ghegs.while those south of unable to make up their minds. The vegetable will be cannea. using a chickens cut of hls original 75. while of Rockland, or some other suitable of August and September. Call 340 or on I
be appointed Admr.. without premises
FURNISHED house ol five rooms to
MRS IRL HOOPER Cres
oveiccat ar.d pack, with hands tied {he ghkumbi line are Tosk5
pressure cooker, and a fruit will be Clifton Meservey has 115 chickens person
bond.
manufacturer let him rave. But canned using the hot water bath.
cent Beach.
92-94 let. rent reasonable, good neighborhood,
behind his back and feet and kr.ees
and 140 pullets and roosters. Clifton
plenty of sunlight. ROBERT U. COL
ESTATE GEORGE GREEN late of i
bound, will give a demonstration 0! Obegs are chiefly dwellers in the hilts when they were within a few blocks
FURNISHED five room cottage to let LINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77
has also built his hen houses and South Thomaston, deceased Petition
83-tf
his skill at one of the Thomaston and are kindred in spirit to the rug- L ot the second address, he ordered the
for Administration, asking that Llzette at Megunticook Lake, screened porch,
range
shelter
and
uses
automatic
apar
Dressing
the
children
meetings
are
lights,
boat.
Week
or
season.
W
F
Emery of Rockland. Agnes O.
R
driver to turn around aDd go to an
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 6e ROCKquarries Sunday at 4.30 daylight.
ged chiefs of the Scottish Highlands
mvuo Ferry.
.vs.
.. ..
to be held by Miss Lawrence Aug. 10 floats to keep a supply of water al
of Reeds
N.
H. and BRITTO. 4 Camden St.. Rockland. Me LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
91-tf
other. The driver, furious, ordered at South Thomaston Grange hall. ways on hand. The garden’s and Hodsdon.
Henrietta O. Kittredge of ^Freeport. Long Tel 78____________________________ 92*94
Rollo Gardner entertained at bridge Unllke the Toslcs of 1118 £0Ulh' who the passenger out “Don't act like
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
other projects visited showed very island. N Y.. or some other suitable
The
committee
in
charge
is:
Mrs
at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment.
without
and tea Tuesday afternoon in honor are very much Interested In national, that," said the passenger gently.
appointed Admrs
Naomi Ulmer. Mrs Bernice Sleeper good care, the gardens being free bond **
Orient St . all modern; furnished apart
of Mrs Lawrence Leach, cut flowers affairs, the Ghegs' gossip and energy "This'll be the last time I'll change
from
weeds
and
very
little
disease.
ment,
556 Main St., upstairs. Inquire
Mrs Helen Rackliffe.
,.9 A <4
ESTATE
RACHEL
A.
POWELL
being used as decorations. There ,s of locaj nature with
corapie- my mind—I promise you that.” “It’d and
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-OobbThe west Aina boys had five very Jacobs, late of Appleton, deceased «
The dressing the children meeting
Davls.
91-tf
A
were three tables, and prizes were won
better be," snarled the driver. The at Sheepscott Aug. 11 has as leaders good gardens all free from weeds Petition for Administration, asking that H«e****«s*«**A***>*«* **
HALF a double house to let at 83
by Mrs Leach, Mrs. Alexander Don tion of the new harbor at Durrazo
Mrs
Ruth
Carney
Mrs.
Stella
Doe
with
only
one
lot
of
com
diseased
“
otKri'ulubte^^be*
1
^FOR SALE—All on tlxe rent plan. $600. Summer St. Inquire C. M HARRING
aldson and Mrs. Rcbert Libby. Mrs this year the south is opening a much 1 address turned out to be that ot a and Mrs. Reba Carney. The meet- Leonard Verney showed great im- pointed Admr. with bond
Knox Hall. South Thomaston; $2100 TON. Tel 551-W
91-tf
police station and the driver spent
Leach was presented with many needed trade lane. The Ghegs, reeight
room house and barn; $425. four
ing is to be held at Mrs. Stella Doe's ! provement over last year having a
estate weston carroll. jr . of
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Ground
dainty gifts. Other guests were Mrs. alizing the value of such a harbor, the night there. That the manufac home. Both South Thomaston and garden 85x18 feet without any disease Union, minor Petition for License to acres of land; $1250. large double tene floor
All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M
ment house; $2000. double tenement
turer paid his fine the next morn
Daniel Paulitz. Mrs. Daniel Snow,
Sheepscott's meetings begin at 130 or weeds. Last year he only had one
’J'fL 'bribed1'1 m”* uid house, all In 8outh Thomaston V. F GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St._________ 62-tf
Mrs Fred Snow, Mrs. John Snow. Mrs have again proved true to their lo- ing Is beside the point He was en o'clock
row weeded and was much behind the ^on. “fed "i^Frec“
“rt STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1154
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
Carlton Simmons. Mrs. Ronald Mes- cahty by sponsoring the development tirely satisfied with hls little lesson
88-C Pleasant 8t Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
A discussion will be given on the other members
Union, Odn.
32 School St, or Tel. 1161-R
81-tf
In civility.
ser. Mrs. Warren Feyler. Mrs. Wallace 0( tbeir own harbor at Shen Gjin.
selection of different types of clothes j In Hope 10 farms were visited by
estate nancy m babbidoe. late
• • •
Feyler and Mrs Henry Gardner.
„As g racf the A-oanians are braw
for children which have been found)Ruth Clark, county club agent, and of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Notices of Appointment
Gadgets always Interest me. I’ve to be favorable to health and which Ralph C. Wentworth, county agent.
•t
1 ^Lnd^ind^fuii^ d£cr’i*d
Sunday. July’ 30.’ was a red letter ar‘d hardJ'' alw8^ faitWul t0
I
I. Charles L Veazle. Register of Pro ♦
mentioned time wasted watching 1
be
jn training children if | with the members of the two boys In s&ld Petition, filed by John O. Stebate for the County of Knox. In the
day in the h story of the Pentecostal pledges. Drastic means are often i cigarette, doughnut, pancake and , self-help. Children’s garments will j 4-H Clubs. Eleven bean projects vens of Rockland. Exr
State of Maine hereby certify that In
Church In the forenoon Rev Mil- used to enforce their personal laws
ESTATE GEORGE F ADAMS late of the following estates the persons were
other machines. Now comes a —
To be used as illustrative material Pat- were examined, two dairy, two potall**************^
Rockland
deceased
Petition
for
Distri

dred McLean. the pastor, and a few
u inexcusable at any , ledo Inventor with something that tems will be available for mothers' to, one chick raising, one poultry bution. filed by Philip Roblshaw of appointed Administrators. Executors.
DENTAL NOTICE: My office Is now 153
Guardians
and
Conservators
and
on
the
friends gathered at the home of Mrs
management and. one garden. All Rockland. Admr
looks promising. But not to house- who wish to copy them.
Llmerock St. one minute's ride from
dates hereinafter named:
Cynthia Wtntworth. when she be- time. As they are isolated from for• • • •
bean projects were free from weeds
pos
‘offlce
Work done by appointment
to-house canvassers, solicitors, beg
ESTATE GRAFTON SMITH, late of
FLORA B ALLEN, late of St. George,
came the wife of Oliver J. Johnson eign markets for lack of harbors, and gars and others. On a house
A bread demonstration Is to be ' 8"d
™ found Rockport, deceased First and final ac deceased. June 26. 1933. Oeorge E Allen only Call or phone 109-M DR J. H
DAMON,
dentist.
93-S-tf
count
presented
for
allowance
by
Dud

In the evening Mrs. McLean preached from local markets for lack of roads, equipped with this device will be a given to the Sun Shiny Seven 4-Hjcn the P°tat0 and corn cr°Ps
of St George, was appointed Executor.
____________________ _______
ley F Wolfe, of Rockport. Admr.
to an audience cf more than 200 per„
without bond.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
ESTATE LLEWELLYN SMITH, late of
sons in the assembly hall, and at the the P^P1*
very little stock, liv- sign: “This bell will not ring with Club of Nobleboro at Mrs Ruth
WILLIAM M STEWART, late of Union.' ord«r- Keys made to fit locks when
EAST UNION
Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for Ad deceased. July 5. 1933. Herbert L. Orin*5eF» »r« lost- House, Office or
close of the service performed an- ing mostly on vegetables and fruit. I out Inserting a dime. Coin will not French’s home Friday Aug 11 at 9
ministration.
asking
that
Lottie
M
nell of Union, was appointed Admr., I Car Code books provide keys for all
other marriage ceremony. The con- They export a small quantity tobacco, be refunded to canvassers or beg o'clock by Miss Lawrence, home
Smith of Vinalhaven, or some other and qualified by filing bond on same 1?^*“ "'‘bout bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Reatrading parties were Herbert Jones Their oUve c
of 1932 whlch was , gars." As the coin drops in plain demonstration agent. A loaf of
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wat^> of Bos suitable person be appointed Admx.,
sonabl® prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
sight of the housewife, she can't be bread and several varieties of rolls ton are in town for a few days va with bond.
and Mrs. Lillian Moulton, both 0!
WILLIAM R HAINES, late of Rock i 408 Main St.. Rockland Tel. 791.
ESTATE LIZZIE E DAVIS, late of land. deceased. June 20. 1933. Harrle 6
Thomaston. Mrs. Moulton was dressed so^d t0 ft8*y- proved an economic : deceived by slugs. Have an Inclina will be made
cation. guests of his oarents Mr. and Rockland,
91-tf
deceased
Petition for Pro Haines, of Boston. Mass . was appointed
• • • •
in the usual Pentecostal garb, a white . salvation for the country.”
Mrs. H. M Watts.
tion to write to the Inventor to see
bate of Will and Administration c t.a Admr . and qualified by filing bond July
LADICi Reliable nalr goods ui Rock
A few canning hints:
that the same may be proved 5. 1933. Charles T. Smalley of Rock- land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
dress and long black ribbon tie and =======^=^^======. I If he can't turn out something along
Mr. and Mrs. George Livingston asking
solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 519-'.
allowed and that letters of Admin : land, appointed Agent In Maine.
carried
a bouquet
of sweet
peas. The
...^aron Clark and Oscar Oould
_ ,. are the same line to be attached to the
A good rule to follow is 'Two hours recentiy entertained at their horn and
91-tf
single ring
ceremony
was £ed.
The Mrs
istration with the will annexed be
HENRY
B
CABOT,
late
of
Brookline,
,
from
the
garden
to
the
can
a
pa
rty
of
friends
in
honor
of
Mr.
„
____
Issued to Sarah Watts Llttell of Rock- Mass deceased. May 16. 1933. Anne M
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
attendants were Mr and Mrs Lewis ™ 8 ,‘rlp ‘°
(anda 50 telephone.
Test
jars
for
necks
and
tightness
and
\j
rs
Percival,
Mrs.
Lattie
Boyn'
land,
with
bond,
• • •
Cabot of Brookline. Mass., was ap- Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Taylor of St. George. After con- visit the White Mountains. They plan
Witness.
MELZER T CRAWFORD. Es- ’. .pointed Exx, and qualified by filing (
91-tf
,
Bus top bit: "He told her he was □f wire bail The jars should be t/>n and jjrs. Franklin of Providence, quire. Judge
gratulations by friends and relatives £ Lelur" Monday Mr. and Mrs.
of
Probate
Court
for
Knox
July 5 i933 Hlram P. Farrow of:---------------------thoroughly
clean
and
hot.
Cards
were
a
pleasing
feature
of
the
County. Rockland. Maine.
both newly married couples and a few
en Knighte are caring for he In the street She thought he meant
Rockland, appointed Agent In Maine.
Two rubber rings on a jar do not evening, and refreshments were
-4nr
Attest:
invited guests partook of a buffet
durln« the 8bsence of the Wall Street But what he meant nsure a perfect seal. New rubbers , cerVed
CATHERINE A. CULLEN. late of
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Thomaaton.
deceased.
July
18.
1933.
Mary
was
he'd
been
thrown
out
of
hls
ihould be purchased each year. Never 1
_ _
lunch of cake ar.d cocoa On Mon.
, Isabelle Cullen of Thomaston, and Agnes
day evening there was an informal
Miss Jennie Moody and Master room.”
use rubber the second time.
j
R. Armstrong of South Portland, were
c.
1838.
Bell
Syndicate.
—
WNU
Servlca
NORTH
HAVEN
rec ption for the two couples In the Richard Wilkins who have been guests
appointed Executrices, without bond.
Can all non-acid vegetables as
--------I JAMES G. HICKEY, late of Cambridge.
asiemibly hall when sandwiches, cook- of
an£f Mrs. E. P. Ahern have re;tring beans, ptas, corn, greens, cauli
Members
of
tEe
Zimmerman
fam!
Mass. deceased. July 18. 1933. stoughles, Ice eream ar.d lemonade were burned to Newton Highlands, Mass,
flower. pumpkin and squash by hot'
“Bunch of Key*” Given
llv hjivp Arrived nnd
th*»ir ton Bell of C&mbrldge, M&ss., was sppack method—because the maximum
served. Best wishes for a long and
William Tarbox of New York city j
ny nave amvea ana openea tneir poinUd Admr d.b n.c t.s . without bond,
High School Diploma* temperature inside the jar is reached
Specialize en Chimes and French
cottage at tne northeast.
Lewis C. Barter of Tenant's Harbor, was
happy married life are extended to Mr is a guest at the Knox Hotel,
Hollis, Okla. — The quadruplet more quickly than when the product:
Clocks
V. L. Beverage had a cow killed by appointed Agent in Maine
ar.d Mrs. Johnson and Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Copeland 1
All Work Guaranteed
lightning last Saturday night.
. owhn p Lyons, late of vinalhaven.
Jones by their many friends.
and daughters Alberta and Lucy of I Keys sisters, Mary. Leota, Roberta is packed cold. The product Is pre 1
J
K
i deceased. July 18. 1933. Mary Z Daniels.
by C. E. Morse
Services at th? Federated Church ' Pawtucket, R. I., will arrive here and Mona, who look, act and dress :ooked (boiled) for five minutes be
Mrs Carlton arrived from Colorado of Medford. Mass. was appointed Admx . Formerly employed
Jeweler
Sunday will be as follows: Church < Monday on a visit to hls sister Miss alike, were graduated from high fore putting it Into the jars and is
last Monday and is now occupying without bond. Edward K. Oould of
Now Located at
Rockland, appointed Agent In Maine
school at 9 45 a. m.; morning service Myrna Copeland.
school here, but the event did no( packed in the same liquid. There is
tile Lakeside Camp
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
HARRY M. ROBINSON, late of Warat 11. subject, "An Unshaken StandMrs. J Walter Strout is at Knox portend separation from their life no cold dip. As Jars are filled with
William Lobley, William Sampson ren. deceased. July 18. 1933. Jeanette 404 Main Street
Rockland
boiling hot material they may be
ard." The anthem will be The Lord Hospital recovering frem a serious op- ' long unity of thought and activity.
and James McDonald were In Rock H. Robinson of Warren waa appointed
ealed completely before they are put
's My Rock. There will be no evening eration upon her throat
Admx..
without
bond.
The "bunch of Keys," as the girls
land last Saturday.
service.
Thomas Scott is at home from Bos- have become known, plan to go to into the hot water bath canr.er or
DANIEL A. GROSS, late of Vinal
Miss Mary Wood of Stonington re- haven. deceased. July 18. 1933. Florence
Miss Margaret Brady is seriously ill ton for a visit,
pressure cooker. Process the length
college
together,
and
perhaps
after
cently
spent
the
day
in
town
calling\E
Gross of Vinalhaven. was appointed
of time stated for the product by
at the home of Mrs. Olive Keizer,
The funeral of Mrs. Florence I.
'Admit
Admx.. wlt.bmit.
without hnnd
bond
on friends.
Green street.
French who died in Worcester, Aug. 3, that to go on the stage as a group. some good canning schedule.
FLORENCE L. PENDLETON, late of
A. Whitmore Is having a Frigidaire Rockland, deceased. July 18. 1933. Laura
The Sewing Club had a picnic was bem a(, the home of Capt. and
In washing greens—lift out of wa
Installed in his house.
E Fish of Rockland was appointed
ter rather than pour water off greens.
Tuesday at the -ummer home ot Mrs. Mrs. Sidney G. Hupper in Rockland
And other rectal diseases
Admx.. and qualified by filing bond on
Forrest Maynard at Spruce Head It Priday. Rev. Hubert F Leach of the
Free running salt causes cloudiness
Clara Whitmore is working Ior tI same
Man Ha* a Picnic
date.
in the jar as in p?as. It Is better to
Treated Without Pain
was a pleasant gathering.
Those Thomaston Federated Church offleiMiss Blanche Cushing.
MINNIE A. TURNER, late of Washing
at AU of Hi* Meal*
present were Mrs. F.ortnce JJardiner ated. The remains were brought here
use bag salt for canning.
Mrs. Eunice Brown celebrated her ton. deceased. May 16. 1933, H Linwood
or Loss of Time
of Warren. Mrs. Vidae Cross, Miss for interment in the Thomaston cemeUse a funnel in filling jars when
Turner of Washington, was appointed
90th birthday Aug. 1.
Waterloo, Iowa.—“A cherry
Admr.. and qualified by filing bond
ECAUSE the wedding
Nellie Gardiner Mrs. Marie Singer, tery The bearers were Ralph Chesrubber is on jar. Material spilled on
pie, two bottles of milk, four
July 25. 1933.
Miss Elizabeth Washburn, Miss Chris- j ley, Oliver Hahn, Levi Copeland and
rubber may cause it to deterioriate.
D invitations should be
TENANT'S HARBOR
sandwiches, four glasses of wa
LYDIA A. JAMESON, of Rockland.
tine Moore. Miss Anna Dillingham. Charles C McDonald. Thomaston
Fat and tomatoes cause this.
July 25. 1933. Jerome C. Burrows, of
ter, and a quart and a half of
mailed
two
weeks
before
TEL. 1076
Mrs. Ethel Newcombe Mrs. Leona friends were among those who atCanning tomato juice use cone
Rockland
appointed Odn.. and
Miss Virginia McC-rthy of Bel qualified bywas
peaches may sound like a
filing bond on same date.
Starrett, Mrs Nida Elliot. Mrs. Eliza | tended the services. Mrs. French was
shaped sieve with a wooden jostle for
39
UNION
ST.
ROCKLAND
the
wedding
itself,
they
mont, Mass. who ha • been visiting
aousewiie ordering provisions
CLARENCE E. ULMER, late of Rock
Walker and Mrs Anne Maynard of the daughter of Hanse H. and Helen
?xtracting juice from pulp as it gives
127Stf
Miss
Marjorie
Rom
kt
j
has
returned
land.
deceased,
July
5.
1933.
Myrtle
for
a
family
picnic.
must be ordered well in
East Milton. Mass
, j. (Young) Shibles, and was born in
about the least incorporation of air
Peri$r Crockett of Rockland, was ap
home.
But
It
Is
a
customary
order
for
Mrs. Mary Tenney of Brookline. Thomaston July 21, 1863 After her
with pulp. A minimum incorporation
Admx., and qualified by filing
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles tf Cambridge, pointed
advance. And, because
a between-meal for Guy Chevlns.
bond July 28. 1933.
Mass . is registered at the Knox Hotel. marrlage to Mr. French they lived for
□f air is desirable to protect vita- I
* STEAMBOAT CO.
Mass.,
arrived
Mond.
./
to
spend
a
Attest
:
406-pound express depot mAiaAlfred M Strout has moved his ! severai years in Exeter, N. H. Her
they arc so critically in
min C.
’
vacation
at
the
Boyles
homestead,
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
office to the next room to the right in home subsequently and until her
ger here.
In extracting Juice from tomatoqs
90-8-96
JUNE 28 TO SEPTEMBER 15
spected by their recipi j and Mrs. Carroll Thompson of Cam ______
the Vinal block. This gives him a death was in Worcester, where for 20
>r fruits simmer (avoid boiling). I
Chevlns, who claims to be the
Eastern Standard Time
bridge, Mass., is visiting her.
larger room, and also a private office years she had been matron of the city
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
The color and flavor is better re- !
ents, they must also be
largest member of the American
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Winslow
Godfrey
and
Vinalhaven Line
connected.
Jail, having resigned that position
tained at a low temperature
Legion, Is forty-two, wears size
HARD COAL, $12.50
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
Miss Helen Meservey were callers In ,
ultra-correct. Linweave
Services at the Baptist Church only a few years before her death.
The
time
for
processing
meat
and
8unday at 6 00 A. M.'and *2 00 P. M.
14 shoes and enjoys eating.
COKE, $9.50
this village Wednesday.
Sunday: 9.45 a. m.. Bible school; 11 She is survived by one brother. Ed
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7.20 A. M. and
poultry is the same for cooked and
Wedding Papers can be
Richard and Miss Elizabeth Regby , NEW ENGLAND COKE, $12.00
3 20 P. M. Returning steamer leaves
a. m.. morning worship, topic. “The ward E. Shibles of New York city, and
-aw meat.
POCAHONTUS
LUMPY
COAL
of
Cranston.
R.
I.,
are
expected
here
'
Vinalhaven at 830 A. M and 4.30 P. M.
shown you at
Supreme Friendship:" the Lord's a number of cousins.
Recipe for canning string beans:
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A M. and
for
household
use
$7.25
next
weeke
for
a
short
visit.
gretted
that
more
Thomaston
people
Supper will be observed at the close
P. M
The concert given in Watts hall Fri
Carefully sort and grade the beans,
This is the best soft coal you can 3.50Stonington
The Courier-Gazette
Miss Marian Wales is visiting her
and Swan's Island Line
of this service. The hour of the eve day evening by members of the did not recognize their privilege and string, wash and cut into pieces of
buy
.
grandparents
at
the
Wan-e-set
Inn.
j
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
ning service will be changed to 7 30, musical colony who are summering .attend.
A»k to see them
desired length. Add enough boiling
AU nearby towns the same in three cept Sunday at 6.00 A. M., Stonington
the speaker Dr. Howard M Hoge of at South Cushing, was a very Inspir
Miss Virginia Wellington of Boston water to cover and boil for five
6.55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
ton lots or more
Rockland about 900 A M. Returnng
Lincoln. Va
ing one. Even the unmusical ears is the guest of Miss Florence Fessen minutes in an uncovered pan. Pack
Get Your Coal Now Before the
leaves Rockland *2 00 P M. North Haven
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Martin and were opened by it. It was a rare op den.
nto jars boiling hot, cover with wa
Price
Goes
Up
3 00, Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
family of Clifton-d ile, Mass., are week portunity to see and hear good music
Mrs. J. V. Busher of Rockland ter In which boiled and add one tea
8wan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
end guests of Mr and Mrs. William well executed. The repeated and per Mass., who has been guest of Miss spoon salt to each quart. Completely
•On arrival of afternoon train from
J B. PAULSEN
WF.UDINU PAPKHH
Boston.
Newbert.
sistent recalls testified the appreci Elizabeth Toble returned to her home teal the jars and process for 2'4 hours
Tel.
Thomaston
84-2
B. H.' STINSON
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark, Mr. and ation of the audience, It is to be re-

With the Extension Agents

|ii

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

: LOST AND FOUND J J
<*********«***«»

I
I

.

______________

WANTED

TO LET

!

;

, Summer Cottages *

REAL ESTATE

1

MISCELLANEOUS

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

C^Oec/dinq3$e/lb

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

Thursday.

in

the

hot-water

bath.

Process

<*•«

General Agent.

Every-OtKef-Day

^SOC* ETY.
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Page Seven
KNOX GIFT SHOP

At Rockland Breakwater

I LIKE TO SMOKE A LOT,

Co-operative Venture At;
Montpelier Invites Femi
nine Participation

ESPECIALLY AFTER A
GOOD SWIM. I HAVE

TRIED ALL POPULAR

The newly established co-operative
BRANDS AND CAMELS
gift shop in a basement, room of
In addition to personal notes regard- | Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Emery (Gladys
“
Montpelier"
is
most
attractive
as
ARE MILDER ... IT IS
inn departures and arrivals, this depart Hunter) of New City, N. Y„ are
one enters after a trip over the
ment especially desires Information of
MORE FUN TO KNOW
spending
two
weeks
in
the
cl',.',
di

Knox Mansion, or if one wishes to
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be viding their time between the homes
\bit the Gift Shop and Tea Room
gladly received.
of Mr. and Mrs. F. 3. Hunter at The
combined, one may enter through
TELEPHONE __________ _____ 170 or 7M Highlands and Mr. and Mrs. James
the large eastern door directly.
W. Emery on Llmerock street.
Once there one is delighted with the
Mrs. Harold Haskell of Wilmlnj- j
array of beautiful hooked, woven and
ton, Del., has joined Mrs. Charles
braided rugs; quilts in a bewildering
Dr. and Mrs. Frank H. Richard
Haskell at Pleasant Beach. Later son of Medford. Mass., are spending
number of designs—“bees and
Mr. Haskell will come for hls annual a few weeks at Friendship and call
honey." "log-cabin," “court-house
vacation.
steps," double wedding-ring, "tulip,”
ing on relatives in Rockland and vi
etc., while smaller articles are there
cinity meanwhile.
Edward Palmer of Plymouth, N. H.,
in tempting array. A ratable col
is spending a few days with Mr. and
lection of ship models is shown from
Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Mrs. Fred
Mrs. P P. Bicknell and other rela Achorn, Mrs. Arthur Marsh, Mrs.
a magnificent model of the Consti
tives in the city.
tution bv Arthur W. Hatch, down to
Jesse Carroll and Mrs. Lester Post
lBY ZENETTE BIF.HL HALL)
two children, Buddie and Jack Em
Col. and Mrs. Arthur Poillon of a quaint model of an old pinkey by
carried off honors in cards at the
Rockland Breakwater, Aug. 5— mons, who motored here from their New York are spending the summer William Snow, with models of a full
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Griffin of party Wednesday evening under the
summer place at Biddeford Pool.
with her mother. Mrs. William Cur rigged brig and a brigantine by j
tm
Brighton, Mass., arrived Tuesday and auspices of the Auxiliary of Sons of An event ot social and musical in
• • • •
tis at "Portlaw" Camden, and with Charles A Creighton. Mr. Hatch's
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Union Veterans. Mrs. Mae Reed terest. at the SamOset will be the
The children of the SamOset colo their sons, Curtis and Jack, are fine model recalls the fact that Gen- |
Griffin, Berkeley street.
acted as hostess.
SamOset. pool.
concert given by Mrs. Henry H. ny enjoyed a hayride around the daily visitors at• the
eral Knox as Secretary of War and j
• * *
of Warren, president of t.he Associa
Windsor, Jr., (the former Louise Smith estaf! in a colorfully deco
Navy was Instrumental In t.he build- |
ANNUAL FIELD DAY
8. Arthur Macomoer of Cohasset.
Mrs. Eugene Redman
(Myra
Mrs'.
Karl
W.
Corby
of
Washing

tion. The incoming officers are:
rated
float.
In
the
party
were
Jane
Ing
of
the
Constitution.
(Old
Iron

Hunter
of
the
Metropolitan
Opera
Mass., was home Tuesday.
Cates) who has been spending three
ton and young son Karl, motored sides), a frigate of 1576 tons and 44
President, Mrs. Orra Burns. Harbor
and
Shirley
Scott,
Dana
and
Chris

weeks in the cit.y as guest of Mr. and Company), Tuesday evening. Aug 15. topher Jackson, Richard and Robert I here this week from Poland Spring
Eastern Stars Numbering l 30 Light Chapter. Rockport; Miss Ruth
guns.
The
models
of
the
ships,
barks
Mrs. Walter E. Newbert of Waban, Mrs. Fred Cates and of her mother. Mrs. Windsor retired from the stage Collins. Sonny and Bobbie Stanger.' and were joined Wednesday by Mr
Miller of the same chapter as secre
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Edward Mrs. Alfred Cates, returns to Dan upon her marriage five years ago but Buddie and Jack Emmons, Henry III Corby and their daughter, Mbs brigs, etc., bring back to real ThomAttended Tuesday’s Gath tary. The associate matrons of the
Mtonteni
’
.'»«•
days
when
the
anvil
ville today.
W. Berry, Broad streetother chapters In the district serve
has appeared often at. benefit con and Todhunter Windsor and Karl Mary Ellen Corby and Clarence chorus from the busy ship yard
ering At Glencove
Dodge, Jr. Mrs. Charles I. Corby filled the air from sunrise to sunset
on the committee for the annual
certs both at her Chicago and Palm Cbrby, Jr.
Mrs. Ira McLeod (Clara Thomas)
who is now at Poland will spend par', as a prelude to the departure of
Mrs. Earl Tasker and daughter Beach homes.
• • • ■
field day.
who has been guest for a month of Barbara of Bradford are guests of
family here.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Baker of of August with• her
More than 130 persons were regis
many a fine ship and schooner from
« • •
Mrs. Edith Follansbee has returned Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter at The
GLENCOVE
Thomaston to every port on the tered at the annual Field Day of
Mrs. Edmund B Gardner of "Kerr- Baltimore have arrived for their an
to Dorchester, Mass.
1 Highlands.
nual visit; also Mr. and Mrs. George 1 The weekly card tournament, at globe All these interesting remind the Order of Eastern Star, District
more” Ridgewood. N. J., and New C. Montgomery of Oermantown, Pa.. tracted a large number of guests ers of days gone by, may be seen No. 11, ai. Penobscot View Grange
Mr. and Mrs. Rae Newton and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Dingee and
Mrs. John O. Stevens and Mrs. J. York was an arrival at the SamO Miss Florence Logan of Brooklyn, Eighteen tables were at play and and purchased at the Knox Gift hall, Glencove Tuesday. Distin Agnes Studley were In Southwest
daughter Marilyn of Providence are A. Burpee entertained at luncheon
among
those
participating
were
Mrs.
Mr
and
Mrs.
George
T.
Bishop
of
guished
guests
were
Mrs.
Gladys
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Angus Mc and contract. Thursday at Bluebird set this week to spend the month of ; Cleveland, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Larze- Roger R. Bamber. Mr. and Mrs Shop.
A feature that appeals to women Rogers Walker of Auburn, associate Harbor recently. Miss Winona New
August. Her son. Prescol.’. le B. Gard
Rae and Mrs. B. W. Russell.
Terrace, Belfast. There were two
lere of Philadelphia and Mr. and Leonard L. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. James •with busy fingers—the Penelopes of grand matron, accompanied by her ton returned with them, also Mrs.
W. Wenman, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
tables and honors were won by Mrs. ner joined her yesterday. Mrs
Mrs. Annie Flaherty of Portland Frank Berry, Mrs. Helen Fales of Laura B Shaw of New York is [ Mrs. Leonard Graham of Camden, L. Porter. Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. the 20th Century—Is t.he. co-opera mother. Mrs. Rogers, and young Ilivie, Mr Newton’s rmtlier, who
S.
C.,
who
are
motoring
to
Bar
Har

tive plan of the gift shop whereby daughter; Henry Gillis of Calais, as will be a guest of the family for a
who has been visiting her sister-in- Belmont, Mass, and Crescent Beach, spending tne season nere, also j
Baker. Mrs. Theodore Cook. Mrs. E. hand made articles of genuine worth sociate grand patron, and Mrs. Gil
law, Mrs. Emily Murray, returned and Mrs. Walter H. Spear.' The Bradley L. Eaton of the Park Lane, j bor this weekend.
• • • •
H. Maxwell. Mrs. Edward A. Olds. are accepted, displayed in these at- lis; Mrs. Lettie Hubbard, associate few days
home Tuesday.
Mrs Alton Wincapaw entertained
luncheon table was most attractive I Mrs. F. M. Huber of Bay Shore.
The hotel activities for the com Mrs. Frederick E. Ballard. Mrs. Es- ■ trac'.'ve surroundings and sold on grand conductress, and Mr. Hub
in blue glass, with sweet peas as the New York and Mr. and Mrs. Charles ing week will include water sports t.'lla Picks, Misses Estelle and Helen j commission. Tea is also served If de- bard; Harry Orlndle of Waterville, the Jolly Six Club Thursday*
Norma Seavey who has been visit decorative feature. The card tables
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Babcock are
annual visitors. for the children in the outdoor Ficks. Mbs Anne McLaughlin. Mrs sired and arrangements can be made past worthy' grand patron, and Mrs
ing her aunt. Mrs. Willard Fales the were placed on the piazza that the W. Baker who• are
A. S. Carmen. Mr. and Mrs. Howard with Mr*. Vivian Hewett for enter- Grindle; past matrons McCallum Visiting in Hampden for a tew days.
• • •
(steam
heated)
swimming
pool;
past fortnight has returned home.
Mrs. Charii- Maxey. Mrs. I
W. Albro, Mrs. Charles Thorley. all
guests might fully enjoy the won
Frederick Stanger of Philadelphia weekly lawn putting tournaments, of New York. Misses Florence and ' lining small card parties in these ; and Smith from Ivy Chapter. War Maxey and Mrs. Alice Gregory are
derful
view
over
the
harbor.
ren;
Orra
Burns
and
Mrs.
Everett
card
parties,
campfire
picnic
suppers,
attractive
surroundings.
Mrs.
Hewett
Miss Beth Greene is employed in a
joined his family at the “Forest cruises to nearby islands, baseball Anna Logan. Mrs. David F. Man | is happy to show guests about and | Libby of Harbor Light. Rockport; guests for a few davs of their for
beauty parlor in Camden.
mer neighbor Mrs. Inez Strong at
The Outing Club had luncheon Farm” cottage Thursday and they j games on the hotel diamond, kicker ning. Miss Letltia Pearson, Mrs. give any information desired con-| Adelaide Butman. Hester Chase, her
summer home in Lincolnville.
John
A.
Cochran
and
Mrs.
Watson j cernlng the co-operative ieature of Laura Maxcv. Clara Watts, Kath
golf
tournaments
and
the
semi-week

Wednesday
at
Cook's
Sandwich
had
as
weekend
visitors.
Mrs.
James
Mr. and Mrs. John Farber (Alice,
Those from this place who heard
H.
Caldwell
of
Brooklyn.
erine
St.
Clair.
Maltie
Spaulding.
Shop.
Martinsville.
The
afternoon
ly
dances.
|
(.he
Knox
Gift
Shop.
A.
Emmons
of
Merion,
Pa.,
and
her
Shaw) had as weekend guests!
Belle Frost. Evelyn Orcutt. Ger‘- ud> Mrs. Carl R. Grays talk before the
Mr. and Mrs. Scipioni Guidi ana was spent at. cards and sewing.
Bocdy and Vivian Hewett, of Golden Bible Study Club of the Baptist
TITTLE-SCARI.OTT
SOON REUNITED
their two young sons. Mr. Guidi was
Mr. and Mrs. George Porter of
Mrs. Fred Lindsey, Jr., had as
Rod Chapter; and past patrons Ed Church In Rockland spe-ak in high
Miss Marie Tilloch of Bucksport is guests for a picnic on The Hill in Arlington. Mass., are guests of Mrs. A
for several years the concertmaster
ward
Gonia, Frank Maxey. Raymond est. terms of her ability in explaining
The marriage of Pauline, daugh
of the New York Philharmonic Or the guest of Mr and Mrs. H. P. South Thomaston, Wednesday, Mrs. L. Vose.
scripture. Mrs Gray spoke on
Deaths
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Watts.
Oeorge St. Clair, George W the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. I. B Scarlott,
chestra and now holds the same po Blodgett, Talbot avenue.
the Book of Revelation.
Charles Carr and children Charles
Gay
and
George
Orcutt
of
Golden
D. Haskell, Formerly of
and O Elton Tuttle of Old Forge
sition in the orchestra at St. Louis,
Mrs. Metron Taylor and daughters
and Edith of Chesapeake. Md.. Mrs.
The Itooevik Club is to have a pic
Rod.
Mo. He has a summer camp at I Israel Snow. Jr., has been guest Carl Borgerson and children Doris nic Monday at the Cobb Farm. South N. Y.. took place Tuesdav at high
Marion. Katherine and Avis are In
Rockland,
Ten
Days
Apart
Picnic
supper
was
served
at
6
30.
Sebago Lake and the family motored of Oram Lawry, Jr., at. the Lawry and Donald. Miss Lillian Rowell and Hope, with Mrs. A. S. Peterson as BOOH at th? Methodist Church in
and a short business meeting pre Gardner visiting Mrs. Taylor's sister.
Kents Hill, where the Scarlo'.’ fami
to Cooper's Beach for the weekend cottage, Cushing.
Penobscot View Grange held an
Fred Pierce.
hostess. Take basket lunch and ma ly has made its home for the past i Worcester newspapers recently ceded the excellent program which
Interesting meeting Thursday night
visit.
terial for the Red Cross Christmas few years.
published obituaries of Mr. and Mrs. featured Mrs. Helen Wentworth In with
visitors present from MegunHarris Stackpole Shaw of Thom
Mrs. Harold Horrocks gave a!
Only members of thb two families Henry D. Haskell, formerly of Rock a group of songs. Mrs. Carrie Smith, ticcok and Grand View Granges.
jtrs. Winnifred Fales is in New; aston and Boston is in Chicago at luncheon and contract party Thurs-1 bags.
accompanist;
Mrs
Blanche
Morton
land.
whose
deaths
occurred
within
were present, and the wedding was
York for a week on a business trip tending the National Organists' day. There were two tables, and
Final arrangements were made to
in a reading “Zingarella;” Master Al entertain State Master Crawford
Mrs. B. B Smith has been in Dex carried out with simplicity. A beau-, a period of ten• days.
• • •
convention.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West
fred
Chapman
in
a
buck
dance,
and
ter this week, guest of Mr. ar.d Mrs. t.'ful bank of flowers in front of the
Rev. Dr. Benjamin F. Farber, pas-,
: next Thursday and for the field
Rockport woiuhigh honors.
Henry Douglas Haskell
again with Barbara Ollchrlst. both In meeting of Granges and others to be
altar formed the decorative feature.
tor of the Fourth Presbyterian Church
Arthur K. Orne.
Mrs. Ivan Cunningham and Mrs.
fancy
costume.
In
the
Bowery
Waltz
Henry
Dauglas
Haskell,
66.
died
The bride who was unattended, wore
of New York, has joined his family i Edw. Ingraham went to Boston Wed
held Sat.urday. Gov. Brann will be
Miss Cynthia Wasgatt gave a ]
at hls borne. 7 Dix street. He was Clog. Miss Irene Young, accom
at Cooper's Beach for a month's va nesday for a short visit.
Mrs. Anne Haskell who has been white, and carried a shower bouquet born In Rockland. Me., the son of panist: little Sonia Corner in two one of the speakers.
charming
supper
party
Wednesday
j
of stocks and sweet peas. The gTOom
cation. Mrs. Farber's sis<»r, Miss
at Crawford Lake, her guests being guest of Mrs. A. H Jones for a lew i was also unattended. The service 1 the late George and Eliza (Miller) dances—a Dutch dance and a Rus
Ruth Welty, who has been at;
days, since completing visits with | was performed by Rev. Mr. Smith, Haskell. He is survived by his wife, sian dance, both in appropriate cos
Misses
Thelma
and
Gertrud?
Black

William
W.
Graves
who
has
been
Cooper's Beach for the month of
other friends, returned to Belfast yes
Frances
(Burns i
Haskell;
two tumes; Miss Hilda Aspev of Warren
pastor of the church.
July, left Sunday for her home in guest of W. L. Blackington at The ington. Avis Lovejoy. Mary and terday.
Highlands for a few days returned Dorothy Lawry. Ednah Ross, Lucy
( A wedding breakfast followed at daughters. Mrs. Maude Haskell In a vocal solo; two readings by Miss
Pittsburg.
to Malden Thursday. Mrs Graves French. Gail Sharpe of New York
I the bride's home, and the young Johnson and Mrs. Florence O Hlns- Dorothy Harvie. "A Ballad of the
Parcel Delivery
Flora Colson and Alicia Smith of i Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Snow and son couple left for Portland, whence they ley. and seven grandchildren, all of Sea" and “How the Great Guest
Lillian Cole. Harriet Lufkin and remains for a' longer visit.
Augusta Later in t.he evening they Barton of Haddon Heights. N. J., who went by plane to Albany. After ten Worcester. He also is survived by Came;” and a piano solo by Master
Louise Field are spending a week's
Mrs. Sumner C. Perry was hostess were joined by Miss Mary Wasgatt have been guests for a few days of days' honeymoon Mr and Mrs. three brothers. Edward. Forrest and Ernest Johnson.
vacation at. Lermond's Pond, South
Family Washings
An orchestra composed of Mrs.
to the T&E Club Wednesday eve and Mrs. Brown of Waterville.
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow at Tuttle will return to Old Forge to Alfred ot Rockland. He was a mem
Hope.
Called For and Delivered
Treasure Point Farm, return tomor reside, Mr. Tut'.’e being in business ber of Wesley Methodist Church, Emma Harvie. Alvary Gay. Hugh
ning.
E. Mont Perrv who now makes his row. Mr. Snow is on the staff of the there with his father.
Rockland Lodge. I O O F., and Wood Benner and Cleole Hooper furnished
Mrs. Mildred Condon has entered
Mrs. G. F. Blood of Roslindale, home in Vinalhaven and who has, Philadelphia Public Ledger, one of the
Knox Hospital for observation, and
The bride is a graduate of Rock- men Lodge, and was employed for music for dancing which las’.’d un
Mass., is guest of her sister, Mrs. been very ill is able to receive callers. country's leading newspapers in the . land High Schoool and Castine Nor a number of years at the Sawyer til a late hour. Streamers of col
treatment for her eyes.
ored lights and beautiful garden
Helen Oill Perry at Megunticook
Curtis group of dailies.
mal School, and is a great favorite J Lumber Co.
Smith Carnes who has been visit-' Lake.
Funeral services were from the flowers formed decorations for the
Tel. 106-R
with her associates. Mr. Tut'.’e has
Parker Worrey, Jr., is visiting rela- i
ing hls daughter. Mrs. Lillian Jud-1
won many friends during his Maine Carl E. Nordgren funeralJhome. Rev. hall.
tives in Winslow and Bath.
The
Cooper
’
s
Beach
colony
was
The
affair
was
successfully
kins returned to Milford, N. H. j Mrs. Susie Davis entertained at ’
augmented this morning by the ar I visits, and the evident regard held Dr. Oeorge E. Heath of Wesley handled by Mrs. Gertrude Starrett
supper and cards Thursday evening. '
Methodist
Church
officiated.
Burial
Monday.
•
for
both
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tuttle
was
rival
at
their
cottage
of
R;v.
and
Mrs
her guests being Mrs. Maltie j Mrs. Millie Thomas was hestess to
was in the family lot in Hope ceme
Benjamin P. Browne of Holyoke. echoed in the many fine gifts.
Ernest Johnson celebrated hls 12th j Spaulding, Mrs. Edna Smith, Mrs. t.he Hatetoquitit Club last evening.
Among the out of town guBrts tery with committal services by Rev.
Mass.,
with
the
three
young
folks
Clifford
Clark
and
Mrs.
Cora
Cur

birthday Thursday by entertaining j
the family and not omitting the were Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott of Dr. Heath.
• • • •
Mrs. Marie Tay’.or and daughter of
William Cross. David Curtis Jr., and rier of Thomaston. Mrs. C. E. Rol
Robert
MON.-TUES.
dog.
Mr. Browne is to occupy his Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond of
lins.
Miss
Daphne
Winslow
and
Miss
James Thomas at supper at the ComMrs. Henry I). Haskell
Edna of Apponaug. R. I., and Mr. and former pulpit at the Baptist Church Wayne, and Mrs. E. E. Rokes of
munity Sweet Shop A birthday cake . Ruth Davis. Honors were won bv | Mrs. George Killan and family of
Camden.
Mrs. Fannie Deborah (Burns >
made by Ernest's grandmother j Mrs. Spaulding, Mrs. Currier and Braintree, Mass , are guests of Mrs. tomorrow and Mrs. Browne will sing
Haskell, 62. widow of Henry D j
Mrs. Clark.
Taylor's father, C. W. Livingston,
graced the table
A Knox county homemaker who is Haskell, died t.cn days after her husMrs. Everett Blethen's Crescent
Ingraham Hill.
enrolled
in the kitchen improvement j band.
st reet home was the scene of a Jolly
Mrs. Willard Dart and son Edward | Mrs. Frank Magune who has been
contest
said:
- "Since adding an ad I She was born in Rockland, Me.,
gathering Tuesday night when 15 fel
Dart leave bv motor today for a trip with Mr. Magune In Worcester, Mass
j daughter of the late George R. and
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
F.
Wathall
of
to Quebec and over the Saguanay the past week returns to Crescent New York are spending two weeks low employes of the J J. Newberry ditional window in my kitchen to ad Lucinda iDurgin) Burns, and had
Co. arrived unexpectedly to celebrate
Beach today.
River trail.
of their vacation at Tenants Hgrbor. her birthday. Games, refreshments mit more daylight, I find our electric lived in Worcester the last 27 years.
She was formerly a member of old
Mr.
Wathall
is
the
well
known
re

Mrs. Ralph Trim and Mrs. Ray
and many presents were in evidence, bill way down."
Miss Eleanor Bird gave a bridge
Trinity Methodist Episcopal Church
corder of the New York city Museum featured by a large birthday cake,
luncheon Thursday for Miss Sarah Eaton entertained the Thursday of Marine and Commerce.
which later became Wesley, the
handiwork of Mrs. Leon Tanguay
Glover and Miss Belle Ward Stowe Club at Mrs. Trim's cottage, Mirror
church she at'.cnded up to the .time
The sbrprisefs were in turn surprised
of Charlotte, N C. Other guests Lake.
of her death. She was a member of
Leslie Hamilton of Bloomfield. N by Jove and his lightnings, but all
were Miss Mary Kennedy of Boston.
i the Rebekah Lodge of Rockland. Me.
Mrs. Richard Stimpson of Arling J., has been spending a few days at survived their fright.
Mrs. Albert K Glover of Charlotte,
She Is survived by two daughters,
ton,
Mass.,
is
guest
of
Miss
Ann
his
former
home
in
this
city,
accom

N. C., Miss Audrey Champney of
Mrs. Henry Johnson and Florence,
Blackington
and
Mrs.
William
W.
panied
by
C.
O.
Heckel,
who
for
the
Dearborn, Mich.. Miss Ruth Law
wife of Robert, Hinsley;
two
There will be a well baby clinic at
past six years has been police com
rence and Misses Margaret and Graves for the weekend.
brothers, John Burns of Worcester
the Red Cross room, Willow and
missioner
of
Bloomfield.
Mr.
Heckel
Alice Hellier.
and Frederick L. Burns of Malden,
Miss Pearl Borgerson was hostess is also engaged to a considerable ex Union streets, Monday from 2 to 5
and seven grandchildren.
p.
m.
Children
who
were
not
ex

to
the
W.I.N.
Club
Wednesday
eve

tent in dairy farming, and has been
Miss Alicia Smith of Augusta is
The funeral was held at the
amined at the pre-school clinic are
the guest of Miss Flora Colson at ning at supper and cards at South interested in making a comparison invited to this one. A doctor will be
Ncrdgren funeral home, Rev. Dr.
Hope.
Honors
went
to
Mrs.
Gard

of milk producing as practiced in
"The Open Door," Ash Point.
George E. Heath officiating. Burial
ner French, Mrs. Herbert Curtis and , Marne and his own State. One of hls in attendance.
was in Hope cemetery.
Mrs.
Charles
Schofield.
side trips was to Georges Lake where
The Methebesec Club picnic sched
H. O Heckel and Leslie H. Hamil
he caught seven black bass, and al
uled for yesterday was postponed to
The Most Exciting 2j Hours of Your Life!
Mrs.
Beulah
Ames,
vacationing
I
most landed a nice salmon. He told ton of Bloomfield, N. J., who have
next week.
from the office of the Central Maine , a Courier-Gazette reporter that he been visiting relatives in this city for
Energizing Evelyn
A. Sheridan Bartlett, Jr., of Bath Power Company this week, has been had seen all of the politics he wanted. a few days, returned home Thursday
They were accompanied by Mrs Ham
is ill at the home of his parents, at) the Blodgett cottage, Jefferson
\ v|ctrt[Y/o/(/tt’//// ^jayer hughe
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bartlett, at The Lake, accompanied by Miss Marie
Mr and Mrs. Parker Stimpson en ilton's niece, Mbs Baibara Murray,
Tilloch of Bucksport, who Is guest
who
will
visit
there
for
two
weeks.
Highlands.
tertained a Jolly group of friends at
of Mr. and Mrs. Blodgett.
Charles Young's farm at Owl's Head
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Worrey of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie E. Martin (nee
Mrs. Charles A\ Rose who has Monday night in honor of the 15th
Bath and Mr. and Mrs. Roger Wor
wedding anniversary of Mrs. StimpSimmons) of Omaha. Neb , and
rey and son Alan of Portsmouth, been house guest of Mrs. T. C. Fales son's brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs Daisy
N. H., have returned after visiting for two months, dividing her time Earl E. Young. The feature was a their daughter Jean and son Jack
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Worrey for sev between Mrs. Fales' coufttry home in mock wedding in which Parker Stimp have been visiting the past week with
Egypt. Mass., and her city home in son officiated, Miss Pearl Eorgerson Mrs. Martin's cousin. Mrs. Estelle
eral days.
Perry at Spruce Head. Mrs. Martin's
Cambridge, is spending the month
composing the amusing marriage rite.
Mrs. A. Bruce Higgs and daughter of August with Mrs. William Trefrey Other features were song and dance parents, the l&te Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Lucille of Chicago are guests of Mr. at her log cabin at. Sprucewold. by Misses Mildred and Dorothy Young H. Simmons of Schuyler. Neb., were
and Mrs. Levi Seavey in Thomaston. Later with her daughter, Mrs. Ge and Frances Dolan, trumpet duet by born and grew up in the village of
Appleton.
They were married at
neva Huke and son Jack, they will
Frank Young and Kenneth White,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Horrocks be at the home of C. A. Rose and Spanish dance bw Miss Florence Union In 1873. Mrs. Martin has visit
ed the past week Mr. and Mrs. George
have as guests for t.he weekend Mrs. in Rockland.
Shibles of New York city The guests, Simmons and family in Rockland;
Ruth Kierstead of Rockland. Maas.
Mrs. Annie Avlward was hostess all in costumes of different periods, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sherman and
Rockland guests attending the to the Prosperity Club Wednesday were: Mr and Mrs. Charles Young. Mrs. Willard Sherman and daughter
bridge luncheon in Thomaston evening. Bridge honors were won by Margaret and Frank Young of Owl's In Appleton; and Mrs. Charles Sim
TUestlay afternoon, given by Mbs. Mrs. Charles Lewis, Mrs. Georgia Head. Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stimpson. mons and family In Union. The Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth White. Mr. and tin family with Mrs Estelle Perry and
BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
Rbllo Gardner of £amden and Mrs. Plnkham and Mrs. Ralph Lufkin.
Mrs Leon White, sons Leon and Mrs. Callie Slick were entertained at
Henry Montgomery at the latter’s
A party of eight Philadelphians Leighton and daughter. Mrs. Dorothy dinner Thursday at the home ol A STRANGE HUMP IN THE
home, were Mrs. Daniel Paulitz,
DESERT
Mrs. John Snow. Mrs. Henry Gard have rented for the month of August Dillingham. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Supt. and Mrs. Frank Rowe of War
ner, Mrs. Daniel Snow, Mrs. Fred Capt. George Horton's camps at Ludwig, Mis: Pearl Borgerson, Mr. ren. The Martins from the plains of
“
What
is
that strange hump!”
Located an Beacon
Snow and the honor guest, Mrs. Law Pleasant Point—Camp Reposo and and Mrs. Clarence Knowlton, Mrs. Nebraska are drinking in some of the cries the Stranger as he rushes
Charles
North,
Miss
Louise
McIntosh,
romance
and
beauty
of
the
old
Pine
rence Leach. Other guests were Mrs. Camp Bonito.
HI Neat co cha
up to a very odd looking hump
and
Mrs.
Emma
Harvie
of
Rockland;
Tree
State
where
their
forebears
grew
Sanaa House
Ronald Messer, Mrs. Alexander
A group of Universalist women Miss Florence Shibles of New York up as children Mr. Martin is presi on the sand. If you want to see.
Donaldson, Mrs Carlton Simmons.
Mrs. Robert Libby. Mrs. Wallace will present a concert Thursday eve city, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Young and dent and manager of the Nebraska what the hump turned out to be,
VELYN BRENT of the motion
pictures and stage is a con
Feyler and Mrs Warren Feyler of ning. Aug. 17, in the vestry, the children Mildred, Dorothy and Earl. ( Savings and Loan Association at 1 take a pencil and join all the
Mrs
J.
Swindell,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
'
Omaha, Neb., and secretary of the j numbered dots together, starting
firmed “snacker” and if you under
Thomaston. Cut flowers decorated artists to be Mrs. John Smith Lowe
Dolan
and
ohildrcn
Joseph,
Don!
Nebraska League of Savings and Loan with dot number one ami ejnling stood the parlance of the stage and
the rooms. Honors in cards fell to of Boston and Round Pond and Mrs.
Just a feu minutes’ walk to the theatre, hnanoal,
screen you would know that a
Mrs. Leach, Mrs. Donaldson and C. Guy Robbins of Lawrence. Mass., aid and Frances,, Mr. and Mrs Association.
with dot number lorty-onc. It is
and shopping centera.
"snacker” Is one who partakes of
Mrs. Robert Libby. Following the and Camden, vocalists; Mrs. Weath- Remsen and daughter Norma and E
j a large bird.
a sweet bite between sets or acta.
luncheon the honor guest was erbee of Boston and Round Pond Cockey, all of Haddonfield, N. J. The
CALDERWOOD FAMILY
The value of a sweet snack, scien
New Lower Rates
and Miss Hope Lincoln of Waltham. "newlyweds" received several pieces ol
showered with gifts.
tists point out, is to refuel the
Mass., and Hope, pianists; Mme. crystal and Joke gifts. Refreshments
The annual reunion of the Calderbody with sugar—nature's greatest
This is the last week you can buy Florence Mascicka of New York and were served and the remainder of the wood family will be held at the
Rooms without bath, >Z00 up; with bath, >3.00 up
energy food—to offset fatigue.
flour without tax. Special values all Medomak, violinist.; and Mrs. Ethel evening was spent in dancing and home of Mr. and Mrs. William Ken
Miss Brent's snack usually consists
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
this week. Buy today. Stover’s Pride Thomas Sezak, reader. Tickets at a especially enlivened by the "senorita" nedy at Waldoboro, Aug. 16. A good
of a piece of cake aud a glass ot
Flour ‘"The Flour the Best Cooks very low figure are now on sale by and the distinguished guests from the attendance is desired.
milk.
"White” house.
Use."
91-93
the committee.
93-lt
Nancy B. Erickson, Sec.

darnel's cdtlier l&kucct never

(jet

ijcru/rTderi^.-Mwer'tZre yaurlaitc

Light Trucking

Waiter Dorgan

May We Suggest—
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THE GENEROSITY OF JOHN GRIBBEL

Guardians of Our Coast

Cutler’s

(Continued from Page One)

Mr. Gribbel, a guest at the St. An
369 MAIN
ROCKLAND
drews' Dinner at Philadelphia, on St.
STREET
MAINE
Andrews' Nicht. November 30. 1913»
thrilled the brethren present, when
called upon to speak as an honored
guest, he referred to the Glenriddell
Manuscripts and the incensed agi
tation in Scotland over the sale of
them—then he added:
"Where do you think these preci-:
ous manuscripts are now? In my1
No more ye warblers of the wood, no
safe In Race street, bought by me
more.
Nor pour your descant grating on
over the counter like so much mer
my soul
chandise. For myself? No. but for |
You Know That Prices Must Advance—You Want To Save Money—This Is
Scotland, where they rightly belong."
How can I to the tuneful strain at
The enthusiasm excited by this
tend?
Your Opportunity—This Sale Will Continue Six Days More—Ending Next
That strain flows round the untimely announcement can be more easily
tomb Where Riddell lie.
imagined than described.
Saturday.
The fact was. that, the manuscripts
The Man of Worth and hath not
DON’T MISS THIS MONEY SAVING OPPORTUNITY
left his peer
had been offered to Mr. Oribbel in
I
Is In his narrow house, for ever darkly November, by an American dealer.
. , ....................................................! to his great surprise, as he supposed 1
they were still in England and subA large group of KNIT
The manuscript, blotted with his jp-t to the proceedings contemplated
All BATHING SUITS
tears. Burns sent for publication to t.n have the sale cancelled and the
TED DRESSES, values
a Dumfries Journal; and Mr. Grib- n’anuscrlpts retained in Britain,
regardless of former
to $2.98; sizes 14 to 20
tel is now its happy and appreciative The sale was completed and delivpossessor.
ery made to Mr. Gribbel, November
only
prices,
fiom
$1.98
to
$5
After Glenriddell's death. Burns 2l. 1913; and on the same day Mr.
asked for and received »he two oribbel advised Roseberv. Chairman
quarto volumes he had given her j of the Scots committee, that he was
. husband, from his widow, also a Rid- jn possession of t.he manuscripts and
Exceptional lot of 125
A small
1 dell by birth: he retained them in that they were now a gift to the
SUMMER DRESSES
1 his own possession until his death in people of Scotland forever.
Lot of
Not one Mild under $7 51) and up to
11796
a deed of trust was drawn up.
COATS
Dr. Currie of Liverpool 'one of the dated September 10. 1914. declaring}
Sl'1.50: every' one must move oat, »o
fathers of hydropathy in England! ,he Manuscrio'.s "a gift to the Scot-J
the Low Price of only S4.77.
& SUITS
desiring to write the Life of Burns ttsh Nation." to be kept and retained
1 'hese volumes, the “Glenriddell jn Scotland "in all time to come, for I
Manuscripts." were delivered to him the use. benefit, and enjoyment of
WHITE
COTTON
I from the possession of Bonnie Jean
Scottish Nation, and of visitors
' Burns' widow, for the purpose, he to Scotland."
STREET
PANTIES
AND
undertaking to return them to her
The World War interfered with
SUMMER
STEP-INS
HOUSE
He published an edition of the Life the Intended visit to Scotland of Mr.
and Works of Burns in 1800; a sec- Oribbel to implement his gift in perHATS
DRESSES
ond shortly followed, and another sop; bu‘. after the war. he carried
j edition being called for, he In 1803 out his intention. He was every’ intended to examine his materia, where and most justly hailed wit.i
Only 37 Spring
I
MUST CLOSE OUT
again with that in view But his acclaim as a real friend and bencfacWhat Our I.ightk<’epers and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and By
COATS
I
health broke down; he died without tor to Scotland. Scots and lovers of
a Lot of SILK
night. The Day's News From Many Lonely Outposts Along Maine's Waterfront.
having returned the manuscripts! the Scots Bard
DRESSES
Left—Just Two Prices
and they came into possession of
should no*, such a splendid action
his sen: the son also died, and his he better known to his own beloved
While They Last
Formerly sold lor $3.98; now,
will close mv news for this time as What a surprise! and what fun they widow in 1853 presented them to the peopie of the United States?
Petit Manan
k [n no way diminishes, but rather,
It was quite a sight for all on here I must watch the weather and go had. The children here number only Liverpool Athenaeum
five, yet I'm sure you would have
There they lay neglected and un-1 adds to the graciousness and mag- j
July 25 when we saw 23 of General ashore for Mrs. Foss.
ALL $1.00
SILK
• • • •
thought there were many times that aporeciated for twenty years. Ir. nificence of his act- that Mr. OribALL SUMMER
Ba'.bo's planes pass close to the island.
COTTON
number.
Later
in
the
afternoon
his
1873
Henry
A
Bright,
a
merchant
of
bel
has
no
drop
of
Scots
blood,
being
RAYON
They looked like a flock of birds at a
$1.98 AND $’.98
Perkins Island.
AND SILK
aunt Mrs. Rumery served sand-, Liverpool, discovered them and had descended from a well-known South
distance. We learned later by radio
The lighthouse tender Ilex landed wiches. cookies
_
_
_
HOSE
SKIRTS
and a big birthday them put in the Library' of the Athe- 0[ England family of Hampshire.
that the 24th plane had dropped out
for repairs, and passed over the'island
'he cake
t0 Richard and the gang He naeum
Regular 25c
_
naeum in
in aa glass
glass case,
case. In 1913 the
BLOUSES
William Renwick Riddell.
a little^ later even closer than the ’er€ Ten much Plea5«d
meet the retclved many pretty gifts. That Athenaeum sold them to Sotheby &
(One who knows him and is proud
others
new ^mtendent. Oeorge Eaton.
ght the
„ the end Co.. London, for 5000 pounds. The
of It).
James Freeman and family reMr S™” vWt us of a perfect, day."
right to do so was strongly con
SALE IS STORE WIDE—ONLY VERY FEW ITEMS ARE LISTED HERE
turned July 25 after spending three '..............
We saw the Italian flyers July 25. tested. but the Athenaeum refused
davs in Jonesboro. Miss Bernice Lowe
Our daughter Mrs. Robert Barlow going back to Italy from the Worlds to cancel the sale In Scotland it The editor of this paper has
ONLY SIX DAYS MORE
came with them and went back to and
Robert Winf.e.d of East Fair. They passed by here about was proposed by most influential knowledge of some of Mr. Gribbel's
her heme in Jonesboro the next Fri- Boothbay are visiting us for a short 11.30 standard, quite far to the south- men. headed by Lord Rosebery, to "finds" as collector In various direc- j
day.
timeeast when we sighted them. We ftg- have a representative committee tions. notably in Burns, his collecFranklin Perkins of Milo is yisiting ' Fred Osgood has gone seining ured we were the last place in the formed in Scotland and England tion of which is the most extensive
Second Asst. Roscoe Fletcher and 1 again this year on the Njorth. with United States to see them as they "for the purpose of endeavoring to and valuable in the world. He had
a few days. Mrs. Christianson is reWASHINGTON
family.
J Capt. Ford Davis of Monhegan.
were heading for Nova Scotia and have t.he sale cancelled, and the already acquired four copies of the
____
maining here for an indefinite visit I
Fred Morong and helper Earle
The blueb?rr»e.s have been veFy were away out to sea. I wonder if manuscripts saved for the Nation.' Kilmarnock edition before procur-,
,
.v.
. j.j
with her son.
...» Olencaiyi copy, _as_______
and Mr> Bc,a
and
Webster are here making repairs on I plentiful at. Parker Head and E lie'. any other lights sighted them?
This committee was formed with ....
ing this
noted by_ , Much sympathy is extended to the
Mr. Justice Riddell. We have heard Mank family in the loss of their
d daughter Ruth of Bmerjca have been
the signal engines
; has picked and shipped a few crates
• • • •
Ro'ebery as chairman
All this agitation came to an end from other sources that the acquir- »ngs during the heavy storm eariy Ipending the week at Mr. and Mrs.
Lighthouse tender Hibiscus passed to Boston.
Wood Island *
Aug. 1. going east.
Leona has bfj?n viaitlng friend.Mrs George Woodward returned as wholly unnecessary when a star;- mg of this Glencalrn copy called Sunday morning At present tn y Burtelle Sidellnger's.
We had visitors here Monday from 1 and relatives in Boston and South bome Iast week after a ghort y^t.
ling piece of news came across the from Mr. Gribbel an expenditure of are staying at B. R. Sideiinger s.
Master Gordon Sideiinger was over
Robert Sanborn of Scbago is visit- night guc-t of Frank Sukeforth re- Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
Atlantic.
Jonesport and Aroostook.
1 Portland, and is now in Portland Machias with herparent and
.over 1400 pounds—Editor.
served the families of Knox County
ing at Wlll Hatch's.
oci.tly.
Miss Muriel Fagonde oelebrated her I Capt. Oliver of the Popham Beach friends
LADY ATTENDANT
14th birthday July 28 Her motner.and Bath mail route has purchased ‘ Th,« station was inspected July 22
Mrs Kenneth Oates was tn Au____________
made her a nice birthday cake with another boat and when work now & Supt Eaton
Day Telephone 450—781-1
gusta recently.
the proper number of candles on It going on is completed, it should. we are having a few summer visitMr. and Mrs. Venstrom of Everett.
BURPEE’S
Keeper Fagonde celebrated his birth- prove a great improvement over the orJ but not s0 man,, as in preVi0US
Mass. accompanied by Mrs. Tillie
WKatY<
ROCKLAND. ME.
day July 22. and he also had a nice other
Christianson and grandson Robert re
Inthe
birthday cake.
Th; Osgoods were much pleaded ^"tne Orcutt Is spending this week
cently visited Mrs Ruth Sukeforth for
• • • *
to s- e Keener and Mrs ......
Small while a*, the light with our daughter CharBurnt Coat Harbor ,
| on their vacation, and wi-h they jo^e Woodward
Catherine Chandler has returned r J?1 ha^e had a 'onger visi*Irwin Wass has returned to his
after visiting friends in Monroe for a
l^ere has been a great deal oi j,ome jn Machias after spending six
The Sunshine Society meets Mon-; Winners of the weekly lawn put■affic
this summer. . j weeks with us. While here, he and
week
?V1C on lthe
?1Pjrriver
"e£t51)is
Mrs. Osgood wishes Mrs Fields Coleman Woodward built them day afternoon at the home of Mrs. ting tournament at the Samoset
There have been several yachts >
could see th? red rambler that was selves "a home In the woods"—a Minnie Miles, the meeting to be fol- Monday afternoon were Mrs. D F
the harbor during t ie past week ’
have had quite a fi w herring se4 rs given her five years ago in the cof- very nice camD with all the com lowed by a box picnic and social. Boyden, of Baltimore, ladies' first;
The hostess asks that each take bowl Miss Anne McLaughlin of New York,
im along the ' fee can.
forts of a "Hermit's Hut."
in the harbor late]
Ethel and Vilda attended the
We are sorry to see so many of the and spoon, and sandwiches for lndl- I ladies' second: D H. Boyden, men's
ccasl of Maine from Jonesport to
Rcckiai.d. among them the Moosebec dance at Phippsberg Center Wednes lighthouses being discontinued and vidual lunch; she will provide every- first; A. D. Williams of Richmond
men's second. Tea was served on
know that they will be greatly missed thing else. All are Invited.
cf Jonespoit. also the Patricia of Ma- day evening.
—
the lawn following the games and a
tinicus Island with large herring for , Now that Barbara, our grandchild. by everyone.
the lobster fishermen The sardine Ils walkln« she keeps everyone very
» .....
....... ....at rpres.„ . Rev Samuel F. Emerson of Skow- concert enjoyed.
The weather is
fine here
smack 8urfman was in for a short ]busv as she likes to so on the bank pn.
;h(, ?unin,fr people at the , began, well known in
Grand
. “
while Aur 1
' ' how to COB p
.,.n,„ ,han kgt Army circles, celebrated his 92d
The Woo.wich approach to the
General Bilbo's air armada Dasseri hcr Ktandtather
‘
birthday this week. Mr Emerson Carleton bridge will be straightened
to seaward of thr station Julv 25 at' Pkntjr of raspberries, or at least I'
....
attended the department encamp-, by the building of a new section of
'
I,------ ,i— —.ru—
— t..a
ment when it was held in Rockland highway for three-quartors of a mile
quite close range.
..«.e
..<.u.i— ......
Portland Head
1 a year ag0 and excited everybody's and a viaduct over the easterly end
We have had quite a few visitors ln* here and some are golng int0
R. T. Sterling has been doctoring admiration by his activity.
to eliminate the railroad crossing at
at the station during the past week
i Jars'
grade near the dike in the program
A social at Redmen's hall. Swan's , George Morong made a short call ] a cold the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant of!
Chapman Day at the Eastern for expenditure from the first, allot
Island. July 29. was attended by the J at,}^e
Mrs. Robert Barlow ha hem mak- white Head are guests of the HilU. Music Camp. Lake Messalonskee is to ment of Federal highway funds.
young folks at the station
‘‘
be Sunday, Aug. 27. The chorus
We had a -evere thunder storm ! .?—
ng ....... t-k.
of BathF O Hilt's doctor ordered him to will sing the same numbers as last The curves at either end of the
Maine Central overhead bridge are
inphXt8WonkXe is on the Ilex k"?_
t
here Aug. 1 with a little rain.
rder for F. O. but he is trying his year and it is hoped that a large to be eliminated.
group from Rockland and vicinity,
------visited us while the station was bcbest to obey.
Little River
will take part. Meet for rehearsal
Young Freeman and Red Smith of
ing inspected.
The hot wave Wednesday was a Monday evening at 7.30 at the Cen-: Rockland are to meet in the main
The Chicago Entertainers held a
Misses Mollie and Elizabeth Franklin. their aunt Miss Belle Dennison vaudeville show recently at the Par- bad one. We noticed those that tral Maine clubroom. All local sing- bout of a boxing exhibition to be
can't stand cold weather looked a wee ers are invited.
j held at Lights dar.ce pavilion. Washand Mrs. S ' wart pastor's wile, were
Head community hall.
------1 ington. Aug. 11. There are several
Mrs. Osgood made a short call on blt wilted
guests at the light July 25,
Robert
Sterling.
Jr.,
a
recent
guest
The Rangrley Lakes Outboard 1 other bouts on t.he orogram. cne that
The 24 Italian airplanes Irom Chi- j Mrs. Marr at Marrtown recently.
of
his
cousins
Misses
Elizabeth
and
Association is having a big .show will interest the most being between
cago pa
tation July 35
• • • •
Marian Sterling of Peak's Island re Aug. 19. among the events being two Rockland girls who have been ,
on their wav to Shediac. N. B. This
Boon Island
turned
to
Portland
Sunday
and
was
swimming races sanctioned bv the in training for several weeks to box
is all we expect to see of the world's | Our first assistant. Howard Gray
guest of Richard Dow for a few days New England Association; outboard at this show. This will be the first i
Fair
I is still with us (July 25"). We exW.
R
Hilt
and
mother
Mrs.
P.
O.
races, canoe races, rowboat racing, time in history that two girls have
Tin children
hadofgreat
.A.-ommont S
iv.r anv
dav
catching
I nrlxnhave
pollock
I the sport,
rocks
Char
’ Hl
“ m
°'Orfa W
j>n5' N. *t
Hilt
motored
to Keav
Redstone.
H . fly-casting, canoe tilting, canoe met in the squared circle in Knox
Mis W.i uim Beam of the vlllag. £
bike Mr O^and fwni- 8unday' vlsl,lng Mr' and Mrs S ° carrying, and various other events County. Oliver Hamlin local pro- j
spe-nt las' I ,u, day at tin- station J Tracj^ajidtoke^M^Giay^and^fami R?b?ngon^
Entries for the outboard races should moter is teaching these girls and
wilh i ly to ghis home
at Southwest
Harbor
Mrs. Thaver Sterling returned be made with Clinton Hoar, Range- , promoting the exhibition.
We are expecting the Hibtacus with
shaU
mi?j. ,hem
Mr
„
,
home from Peak's Island Sunday ley.
Supt. Eaton aboard.
z
-------o wf,ere she
[,een **••••*•
caring •for her
A ?ev<‘re tempest visited this vicini-i Tracy has been on
no Narragaugus
Hnnht win fpni
------The regatta committee of the
ty Sunday morning, striking Charles
ye""' 80 nrastlc changes are alster' who
much imP';0V«d K
Ralph H Smith (P O Box 196. Castine Outboard Club reports tha'
Porters barn and burning it to the ^adly to leaue DruOc^mge.
,ra Tupppr ftnd
Cheyenne. Wyoming, has The Cou plans for the club's second annual
eround
tag made undpr
Economy Act
,hl recent gucsts of p o HiU rier-Gazette's thanks for Cheyenne
regatta are exciting considerable In
8 2.7
... ..wi.
watched
beautiful
} family went to —
Thomaston Jub newspapers and other publicity terest in thp racing world Manv
There were severali visiting
this , We have just
J rairbow
{hea mQSt
brU. and
28. enroute to their home at Crle- matter pertaining to the 37th annual well known drivers from Maine to
station Sunday.
liant the writer has seen for years. haven.
» • » •
Cheyenne Frontier Days, when wild ; Michigan have already signified their
It spanned the whole sky and there
Mrs. Thaver Sterling went to Two
Blue hill Bay
was a fainter one right beside it. Lights. Cape Elizabeth. Monday men fought, wild horses for the [ intention of entering the races at
broncho busting championship of the Castine. In their efforts to make the
We arc having a wonderful summer No doubt some other lighthouse where she was guest of Mrs. Alonzo world.
All sorts of spectacular regatta singularly succe'sful.the com
families saw it. It was a marvelous W Parker, returning home Wed
with lots of company.
events were listed in the program mittee recently ran a "practice" re
Misses Emily and Elizabeth Baloh i sightnesday.
for what Cheyenne proudly called gatta with very gratifying results
were visitors at the light one day last ( This station was visited July 21 by
Recent thunder storms were brisk,
committees are r.ow working
week and enjoyed a nice little tea our new superintendent. Mr. Eaton, effective and destructive. Last Sun “the world's greatest outdoor show.” Seven
We trust that Mr. Smith enjoyed it at. top speed perfecting facilities,
party with Mrs. Foss. This was the and Ass't. Supt Sampson,
day's storm struck in two places in as much as he should have, if it arrangements, and entertainments
first time tiiey tiad visited a light- Keepers Hutchins and Gray visit- the Fort ripping a tree from top to
house and tiiey were much pleased ' ed York Harbor last week, going in roots and slivered a post in one of carried out the terms of the ad for this outstanding event of the
racing season in Maine.
with all tiiey saw. They enjoyed most for mail and supplies. They rowed the band stands. Just a little near vance publicity.
the view fiom the tower, and the in. as our government boat, is out of for comfort.
painting of the rooms.
commission. The row boat would
John Rrbinson motored to St month has given us 237 hours of fog, ping. He was very pleasant and
Millie I'd s was very glad to spend not carry all the supplies we needed, George Friday of last week and was yet we hate to see it go for it makes found everything satisfactory.
We had quite an exciting time here
an afternoon at the light last week, .so they got Dan Donnell to bring weekend guest of E. E. Kinney and us stop and think that there is only
M ss Fo Is very busy this summer, them back.
family. H' called on Miss C H one month more before all the keep a few days ago when the Italian fleet
employed by Miss Emily Knowles
Harold, youngest son of Keeper Robinson at Spruce Head and Mr er's family will be packing up to go passed bv. Some of the ships were |
at her cottage, and as chauffeur Hutchins, and a friend arc expected and Mrs. Clyde Orant at White ashore for nine months of the school very close to the island. We could
see the whole fleet at once but some
by Miss Elizabeth Balch in the after- at. the light Thursday for a few days’ Head, returning to Portland Head year.
were far in the lead of the others. We
noon.
»
j stay. The boys do not visit Boon Sunday evening.
Mt. arjl Mrs. Wass and family also heard t.he Mollison plane pass
Justin Jr. and Leo Foss were very island so much now they are older
• • • «
have been spending a few days in here on its way to New York. It
glad to have Lincoln Anderson, one of and have work inshore It will be a
Starboard
Machias While there their daugh seemed very near but the fog was so
their school chums, visit them at the pleasure to have them here,
Philmore Wass is at home with his ter Mrs. Hazel Woodward of Wood thick that we could not see it.
light one day last week.
Mr and Mrs D. R. Austin and
Rev O J Guptill of the Sunbeam children Shirley and Barbara of parents Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wass for Island Light Station made them a • Our radios are not of much use to
visit. It was a real family gather us of late. There are so many elec
visited the station recently, accompan- York spent the day here recently, a short vacation.
ied bv his son. and nephew from Cal- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Lorin Pettigrew was the guest of ing as they had not all been together trical storms that all we get is static.
One pleasant trip they made while
ifornia.
| Gray.
Oleason Colberth. Jr., for a few for several years.
at home was a motor ride down
Mrs. Fo s is ashore for a few days
July 17 the children here gave a davs last week,
Mrs. A. J. Beal's plant must be very
papering and fixing up
the rent, surprise party to Richard Rumery, Miss Marguerite Beal made a short pretty. We also have a beau through Canada as far as St. An
Retting it ri'adv to live in during nephew of Ass't. Keeper Rumery. to visit, here recently with her aunt tiful plant, a rose cactus. It stands drews It is a very prettv town with
many attractive homes and cottages.
the next school months.
joelebrate his 11th birthday. They Mrs. Lillian Colberth.
about three feet high and is 90
Fred Stewart and son Carlton trimmed the room attractively with
Miss Christine Henderson was inches around. It is in full bloom ;one thing in particular one would
called at the station Aug 1 for a little erepe paper, and put fancy touches weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. at this time with 38 big roses on It, notice is the beautiful hotel, the Al
gonquin. with Its climbing vines,
chat
, on Master Richard's chair A place Wass.
each as large as a big cup.
THteCOOLESI PLACE AT CHICAGO'S WORLD’S FAIR —Th* new and magnificent Pabat Cigardens and lawns. The tennis court
The thunder and lighting seem to card will his name, and "Happy
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Colberth
alno. girting a lagoon over which delightfully cool breezes from Lake Michigan are wafted ta the
Our new Inspector visited this was made of red dirt and some of
linger in these parts it is raining birthday from the Gang." was at his were business visitors in Machias
patrons ot the Casino's ai fresco terrace as they sit and drink Pabat Blue Ribbon Bear and listen te
station Tuesday morning, coming so the roads al«o. which made the
hard here toda. Tuesday and has place at. table. When everything Monday.
the sparkling tune* ot the "Old Maestro," Ban Bernie and all ot hl* lad*.
_____ .
been for the p;
few days. Tills I was in readiness they called him in.
Tills is the last day of July. The early that he'nearly caught us nap country look very pretty but odd.

quarrel and severed all connection
with Burns.
Burns never ceased to respect and
love him, and on his death in the
following April he wrote the Sonnet
on the Death of Glenriddell, which
| many think his most beautiful and
affecting poem.

10th
SUMMER
Annual CLEARANCE

SALE

WILL CONTINUE ALL NEXT WEEK

J

$157

FlICC

77

$

d*

$183

$166

COMPLETE,,
rzzFUNERALS
4 / VODF/MFF COST

